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PORE.'JORD

Success of the Marine Borer Conference held at the U. S. Naval
Civil Engineering Research and Evaluation Laboratory on May 10-12,

1951, led to a general agreeraent that similar conferences should be
held annually. Accordingly, arrangements wer .; made for a meeting
to be held in 1952 at Miami Beach, The program v/as subsequently
organized by The Clapp Laboratories, in cooperation with the Marine
Laboratory of the University of liiami. The generous assistance of

many persons contributed to the success of the program and especial

credit is due to Mr. George Knox of the Bm-eau of Yards and Docks
for his energetic and valuable cooperation.

Limited time and clerical assistance have not only delayed publi-
cation of the report of the 19^2 meeting, but, in order that this

delay should not be further extended, manuscripts have been pro-

cessed Y^ithout submission to the authors for correction. Minor

changes have been made in order that all papers should be presented
uniformly, in the third person, and in ¥>rritten rather than spoken
form. The editor accepts full responsibility for errors, and ten-

ders his apologies to the authors for mistakes that may inadvertently
have crept in.

^r- lm.- bu.M
F. G. "'alton Smith

The Marine Laboratory
University of i'.iiami

Coral Gables, Florida
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ADDRESS OF ^^LGOME

by Dr. Bowman Foster Ashe
President of the University of Miami

OBITUARY

v*ole'f1elfo?:H'"^'•°^
°''^''*^^^ ^^' ^9^2, was a great loss to the

Which wft° education as well as to the University of :aami, inWhich his personality is firmly implanted.

marin; !n n
^^''^' "^ ^^^^^^^ '''' developing research in the

encoura'eraenf't'h r'"'
"^'^^ J^-^^^^^iP -^ aided by his constant

Sto beinrSS9M ZT ^^^^^^^-^^^^ °-" t^^- University of Miami came

field of LS^;^ ^f.^'^' S"""^^^ continually in the past decade. Ihe

borer, h^fh? deterioration including the control of marine

inception and'?? ?'?!"^^^ •"^'"^"^^ *° ^^"^^ Laboratory since its

sSd havPh f %^^""^ ^'"^^ °"" °-'' °^- ''^^^^^'^ l^^t official actsshould have been to welcome delegates to the Marine Borer Conference!
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Obituary

A scroll T;ith the following text i^as introduced by Fraiik L. LaQue

and George E. Knox and by unanimous resolution of the assembled

delegates was presented to Ivlrs. Clapp.

DR. vTILLIM^. F. CLAPP

^iiJHERSAS, Dr. ^ailiam F. Clapp, renowned educator and marine biologist,

whose death occurred on December 28, 19^1, was a

member of our group and the winner of many merited

honors during his activities in t^-e studies of marine

borers; and

V'HER-;AS, Dr. Clapp 's distinguished record as a marine biologist, and

his enthusiasm and devotion to the interests of this

group have contributed greatly to its success during

five years of its organization; and

''UliKEAS, in his death the group has lost not only an old and valued

member bvxt a true friend whose memory will be long

cherished by all who knew him; therefore be it

RESOLVED, that the Marine Borer group in its Fifth Annual Keeting^ •

assembled expressga. its 'profound sorrov/.at thelo-'ss of

its esteemed member and friend; and be it

RESOLVED, that the Marine Borer group extend to Dr. Clapp 's family^

its deepest sympathy in their bereavement; and be it

RESOLVED further, that this resolution be published in the Journal of

the Sea Horse Institute and other suitable scientific

publications and that copies be sent to Mrs. Clapp

Frank L, LaQue George E. Knox

Miami, Florida. June 11, 19^2.
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(Contribution from the Office of Naval Research)

OFFICE OF NAVAL RESEMCH INTilREST IN PREVENTION
OF DETERIORATION IN i;u-*JlINE STRUCTURES

by Rear Admiral C. 11. Bolster^

The interest of the Office of Naval Research might be stated thus:

"The Navj' encounters deterioration of its wooden marine struc--
tures; the prevention or alleviation of this deterioration
requires research effort; that is our business,"

But this is oversiraplificationj it i/^ill be better to trace the development
of our interest. Let us start v/ith the basic Act of Congress estalDlish-

•

ing the Office of Naval Research (ONR). Paraphrasing that Lav/ slightly,
it is charged iiith the encourap;einent, promotion, planning; initiation,
and conduct of naval research in augmentation of and in conjunction T:ith

the research end development conducted by the respective bureaus and other
agencies of the Navy Department,

Research interest is not born full blown as Venus v^ras thought to be but
grows at a recognizable pace, usually as research scientists develop ideas.
In developing the background and growth of oui-- interest it is not neces-
sary to go back to the day when man first went dovm to sea in v/ooden ships
nor to claim that v/hen John Paul Jones founded the U. S. Navy he encoun-
tered this deterioration of his vessels and harbor structures.

There is no need to return even to 192lt, when the National Research Coun-
cil (NRC) published Atwood and Johnson's book, MARINE STRUCTURES - THEIR
DETERIORATION AND PRESERVATION. Instead, a start will be made with the

forerunner of the Office of Naval Research.

In those crucial early days of i-'orld ar 11, the Navy Coordinator for-

Research and Development requested the President's Office of Scientific
Research and Development (OSRD) to establish working groups to assist
in overcoming the terrific problems being encountered in the d eterioration
of materials in the tropics. The OSRD Tropical Deterioration Center
(Glenn Greathouse, Director) operated from 19h2 to 19h^» .-'hen OSRD was
disbanded in 19h$, the Navy contracted with the National Academy of

Sciences through the newly established Office of Research and Inventions
for the establishment of the National Research Council - Prevention of

Deterioration Center (N; C-PDC), The date of this contract, our first
official venture in this field, was 1 December 19hS*

Delivered by Dr. Lewis Larrick, Office of Naval ^eesrch.
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One of the first actions of the NRC-PDG was the initiation of a contract
virith the '.7m, Clapp Laboratories for marine-borer studies. In August 19ii8

direct administration of this contract project was assumed by v;hat is now
the Organic Materials Branch of ONR,

Another early activity of the PDC was the formation of the National
Defense Deterioration Prevention Committee, an important sub-group of
which T/as the Marine Borer Panel. If it is recalled correctly, George
Knox served as Chairman of the Panel until the disestablishment of the
whole committee. One result of the several valuable meetings of this
Panel was the establishment of a project by the Organic Materials Branch
of ONR with the University of Miami oh Marine Borer Research, in coopera-
tion with the Bureau of Yards and Docks.

The Prevention of Deterioration Center has sponsored, under its ONR con-
tract, a number of conferences in the broad field of prevention of deter-
ioration of materials. Of particular importance to this discussion are
the following:

July 19h9 ) V/est Coast Conference, in cooperation viith the
California Academy of Sciences.

June 19^0, YiTrightsville Beach Marine Conference, in coopera-
tion v/ith Frank LaQue 's group.

19^1 'Vest Coast Conference, May 19^1, Pt. Hueneme, sponsored
by BuDockso

Immediately following the 19^0 "frightsville Beach Conference, a series
of internal Navy conferences wern held on a question raised there -

the creosote problem. A Navy research progi'am on creosote was initiated
at these conferences in 19^0. Dr. Alexander started a project at NRL
on the characterization of creosote. He reported on progress last year
at Hueneme; Dr. Sweeney has a further report to make later in this con-

ferencel. In setting up this program back in 19^0 (and the plans agreed
on them are still being followed), a biological assay phase of the creo-

sote program was planned, to be initiated when Alexander's and Svireeney's

characterization studies warrantedj this biological assay phase is now
active at the Marine Laboratory of the University of Miami. Dr. ..alton

Smith and his colleagues are going to discuss v.'ork pertinent to the

creosote program during this conference^.

In this historical sketch, the fact should not be overlooked that the

Marine Borer Panel considered reports about the extraordinary marine-
borer resistance of some tropical woods. Accordingly, the ONR Tropical
<ioods Project at Yale School of Forestry, directed by Professor F. F,

See Section S

See Sections J, L, P, Q
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Wangaard, vfas brought into this program. He ill probably mention the
durable tropical American woods that are available. Perhaps he will be
able to give some indication why some of them are resistant to marine
borers-*-.

The background chronology has been sketched in order to show you how
research interest grows and how diverse methods of attack are employed on
the problem: direct laboratory work such as at NRL, conferences and
scientific meetings such as this, contract projects with outside agencies,
and bringing into participation other investigators virho may have been
working in other related areas. Before discussion of OMR's current pro-
gram and plans, it may be well to mention the organization and method of
operation.

Established on 1 August 19U6 by Act of the Congress, ONR is the immediate
successor of the Navy's Office of Research and Invention, and its pre-
decessor, the Office of the Navy Coordinator for Research and Development,
The pertinent section .of our basic charter hag already herein boon para-
phrased. Two units of the Office are involved in the problem of this
Conference. It is unnecessary to say much about the Naval Research Lab-
oratory. It is a large laboratory with about UOOO people devoted to the
conduct of basic and applied research for the Wav;^'- Department.

The other unit is what is called, by those belonging to it, the Research
Group, perhaps because the nearest to an official title is "The Assistant
Chief of Naval Research for Research." Its primary mission is to encour-
age, support, and coordinate research activity in augmentation of and in
conjunction v/ith the research and development conducted by the bureaus
and other agencies of the Navy Department - in other words, to operate
the contract research program of ONR,

Operating with research scientists in the universities, nonprofit and
industrial laboratories, and other government agencies (including Naval
laboratories), the staff of the Research Group is composed chiefly of

individuals selected from the scientific disciplines; pliysics, mathema-
tics, chemistry, biophysics and biochemistry, and other divisions of

biology, including ecology. There is also a staff of specialists (not

called engineers) in such fields as electronics, acoustics, power, and

materials. In addition, the Navy keeps a group of line and engineering
officers on duty in the Research Group as liaison with the problems of

the Fleet,

In operating this broad contract research program the Scientific Officers
try to keep abreast of current and anticipated Naval problems and of the

research activity and potential of the Nation. They do not originate

research ideas, plan projects, or direct research activity. They consult

with research scientists, reviexu proposals, administer the scientific

aspects of approved projects, and interpret research results for colleagues

^See Section T
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in the Navy Bureaus and other agencies of the Department of Defense*

Any qualified scientist may present a proposal for a research project, but

certain information is required before it can be considered (copies of the

Research Proposal Guide are available here for interested persons). Each

proposal received is reviewed by the staff of the Research Group and by
their consultants and advisoi'y committees, for scientific merit and poten-

tial. If the proposal - the property of the investigator - meets ONR

standards, if the proposed vjork fits into the planned program, and if

there are funds available, a contract is negotiated with the business
organization vath v/hich he is affiliated. It is important to note that

"a contract is negotiated," not "an award is made."

Progress is maintained not only through ONR's own private meetings with

the investigators and internal reports but also through publication and

presentation of papers. Early dissemination of research information to

the scientific profession is considered necessary and his colleague^'

discussions are used in measuring an investigator's progress.

The source of ONR's concern ?dth this problem lies in the materials group

and, since wood is an organic material, in the Organic Jiaterials Branch,

However, it is felt that research projects should be administered, as

well as conducted, by individuals skilled in the arts and techniques

required. Accordingly, the most of the contract projects in this area

are, and will continue to be, administered by the Biology Branch, Dr.

Galler and Dr. Sprugel are both here to participate in this conference.

Returning to the direct subject of this talk, the interest of ONR in the

Prevention of Deterioration in liarine Structures and, specifically, in

marine borers, is materialistic: ONR is trying to help the Navy obtain

the most durable wooden structures possible, to find the most durable

ivoods available in the -estern hemisphere, to improve the methods of

treatment (impregnation) of wood, to improve the treating agents and

to obtain better and cheaper treatments.

The problem is approached from several angles, keeping in mind that parti-

cipation v'ill be principally in the basic research phases of the program,

and contributions will be from the sciences and technologies vfhence the

research ideas originate. Among the elements of the OM contract research

program vrhich may be called upon are:

Organic chemistry: the synthesis of toxic and/or repulsive

compoionds

Phj'-sical chemistry: characterization of the world standard -

creosote - and identification of its active constituents

Enzyme chemistry: investigations of the enzyme systems of the

destructive organisms and enzyme inhibitors
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Physiologj^: functions of normal oi^ganisms

Ecology: habits, geographic distribution, and population

fluctuations' of ;^rine pests

Oceanography; physical, chemical, and biological character-

istics of infested areas.

Organic materials: tropical Hoods, protective coatings, etc.

Interest is not limited to the shipworm; he is merely the start. Before

he has been finally eliminated as an eneny, attention will be turned to

the other "borers," as scientific interest among research investigators

and availability of funds make it possible.

To return to an earlier statement, ONR has a definite interest in the

problem of the prevention of the deterioration of marine structures, A

number of angles of attack are proposed and the problem is considered to

be

1. to learn why and how marine organisms attach themselves

to or damage woodj

2. to learn vfhy and how such chemical complexes as creosote

protect wood from attack;

3. to synthesize or develop agents or methods of protection

which will keep the pests av/ay from wooden structures.

ONR's objective is to prevent deterioration whether such prevention is

obtained mechanically, biologically, or through toxic action.
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(Contribution from the Bui'eau of Docks)

DETERIORATION PROBLEilS IN I'I/lRINE STRUCTURES

by J. T. Reside

The follovring paper should be classed as that of an experienced mainte--

nance engineer who looks over everything that comes along but who must

be very careful not to be led astray by some conscientious but probably

overenthiisiastic • salesman or scientific fellow who thinks he has the

last word in some process or gadget. Money for new construction and

maintenance comes hard these days. VJhen dealing with a plant like

BuDocks, the value of which aggregates several billion dollars it is

necessary to take the "doubting Thomas" attitude because of the damage

which can be done by a wrong move. This should not be carried to the

point, hov/ever, where ne\/ and helpful processes and materials would be

unduly ignored because sometimes they can be the means to big savings

in manpower and cost. Although by no means ignorant about new construc-

tion, the author does not propose in this talk to get into that field

too deeply because one of the Bureau's stalf v/ho follovirs is well quali-

fied aid prepared to get into certain phases of that and it is probably

best left to him^. Therefore, this paper will be given from the view-

point of a maintenance engineer who has perhaps something worth virhile

and interesting in the way of personal experience to offer, who is willing

also to listen to others, and who is looking for information. This line

of approach will rrive a quick picture of some of our fields of interest

and some idea of our typical problems and the remedial measures adopted

by BuDocks. The interest aid help of the delegates present is sought

in fields where satisfactory solutions to our problems have not yet been

obtained.

Field of Interest

The field of interest is extremely broad technically including as it

does as examples, piers, wharves, graving and floating dry docks, marine

railviays, floating cranes and floating power plants, pile drivers,

dredges, buoy, anchor and chain moorings, etc. This field of interest

is also world-wide in scope also and thus at is possible to give dnly a quick
and brief picture of it in the time available here. It should, however,

be enough to show what our problems are and where, if possible, members

of this group may be of help. BuDocks is always viilling, of course, to

exchange information with anyone with similar problems and does do quite

a lot of this with other Bureaus and offices, commercial concerns and

also foreign countries, particular!;;^ the British,

By rarine structures is not necessarily meant only those structures

which are actually in the water but rather all structures, v;hatever

"See Section G
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their character, which are exposed to severe water front conditions.
For instance, a radio tovrer exposed to salt spray and wind-blovm sand

might give just as much if not more trouble than, let iis say, a moor- -

ing buoy with its ground tackle which is actually in the water all the

time except when it is lifted and taken ashore for overhaul. BuDocks

has had actual examples of just such cases. There are paint coatings
which are readily applied to moorings and which will hold them in

reasonably good condition for quite some time but these same coatings
are not practicable for application to radio towers and probably would
not hold up even if they could be applied. Incidentally, it has been
found that the only thing to do with towers so exposed is to paint them
more frequently with our standard structviral steel paint coatings with
a higher content of zinc oxide to harden the siorface of the paint.
Typical locations where this has been necessary are Portsmouth, N, H,,

and Key j'est, Florida. This same tower problem occurs in buildings,

vehicles, cranes, railroad stock, etc.

Getting r ight down to structures directly exposed to wind and waves,
however, and with particulai' reference to s alt water exposure, there
are many problems running from the attacks of marine organisms on treated

and untreated timber structures, both fixed and floating, with which this

body is probably most concerned, to those having to do vfith corrosion of

steel and deterioration of concrete and again, strange to say, in both
fixed and floating structures.

Taking up the first of these subjects, long personal experience in Navy
construction work has amply testified to the terrible damage done by
marine borers. These pests are to be combatted all the time, but it

is when they invade new areas as they are apt to do at any time, that
they probably give us the most trouble. There are cases like the sud-

den attack on the timber structures at the Mare Island Naval Shipyard

in the 1920 's xirhen prolonged up-country dry spells changed the salinity

of the upstream waters thus permitting the borers to invade and live

in waters not formerly suitaisle for their existance. Such an attack

could and does literally put a Navy Yard water front out of commission
and if it should come during a period of emergency a very serious situa-
tion would result, Sometirres too, like at New York, where the harbor
vraters are so polluted by sewage and industrial wastes as to eliminate
the action of borers when and if anti-pollution measures are. put into
effect and are effective, it is necessary to watch out for timber water-
front troubles of all kinds. These examples point to the need for
continuous study of new construction and applications to existing

structures to render them immune to borer action v/hich will be virell

covered later. At the same time, studies on marine borers must con-

tinue to seek the best means of limiting their depredations where it

is not practicable or economical to build such applications into the

structure originally, A typical problem of this type is the protection
of the intei'iors of timber floating dry docks. The permanently exposed
exterior salt v^ater surfaces can be and are protected in the conven-
tional manner, i.e., by the application of tar, Irish felt and creosoted
sheathing, Itiese measures are not very practicable internally, of course.
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so it is necessary to depend on other measures such as the application
of copper sulphate solutions, live steam, etc. Such applications and

particularly when combined ^^Jith a thorough going follow-up inspection
system are very helpful but there is need for more positive means of

control of these pests in this type of structure. Marine borer damage
can be dangerous on any xvater front structure but it is probable that
the maximum danger comes on a structure like a large timber floating
drydock virhere the interiors of ballast tanks are not readily accessible
for inspection and where the structure is v/orking and heaving practi-
cally all the time due to wind, current and wave action and the strains
from the handling of ships therein which can be very serious depending
on how carefully the dock is handled. Difficulties floiiang from these
conditions, as in other msrine structures, sometimes require a reduction
in lifting capacity and possibly even taking the dock out of commission.

Repairs, when they become necessary, are extremely difficult and expen-

sive to make and may be practically impossible without complete re-
building. Small wonder, therefore, that there is a decided preference
today for steel and also reinforced concrete for floating dry dock
construction. Timber still is a pood building r.iaterial for such struc-

tures for certain types of 'Tork, hoviever, but unless we can come up
with better interior control methods, the tendency will be steadily
away from the use of timber. Because of this and the further fact that

there are still quite a few Navy-owned timber floating dry docks, con-

tinued methods of control are so important. Dry rot and checking give

us lots of trouble also in our timber floating dry docks and blocking
for both floating and graving docks and marine railways. The first of

these is very difficult and costly to correct as it almost occurs in

complicated and more or less inaccessible areas and depending on the

location where it does occur, it can result, as in the case of m.arine

borer action, in restrictions in the use of the dock. So far, replace-

ment of the affected timbers is the only remedy available to us in the

correction of this trouble.

Our drydock blocking deterioration problem largely involves checking,

and vifhile this may seem trivial, it is actually not. The trouble here

has been partially met by binding or strapping the blocks with steel

angles or bars, virhich is expensive, and painting the ends of the blocks
Tirith heavy paint or coal tar or other bituminous coatings. This check-

ing trouble and the general scarcity of suitable blocking materials

has forced the Bureau to go to the use of concrete for blocking to a

large extent. The Bureau has been experimenting lately with laminated

blocking and vdth some signs of success. This problem of blocking

deterioration is a serious one in our active docking facilities and

in connection with laid-up docks the non-availability of blocking might

well be the controlling element in placing such docks back in service

in an emergency. It is a cause for serious concern even now on docks

being returned to service but if they all had to be recommissioned in

a hurry, the problem would be much more acute. Here then are other

areas ivhere we need study and help and particular attention is directed

to helpin;" the Bureau -..'ith the laminated blocks because something like
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that is i/hat will be necessary to use since big heavy hard timbers
are harder to get all the time. Perhaps plastics can be made to serve
here, as they are doing elsewhere.

Going on to our steel structures the big problem which is always present
is corrosion. This can come about because the structure is always sub-
merged or partially submerged in salt water as in the case of a steel
pile pier, floating dry dock, derrick, pontoons, barges, etc, and also
where the structure is not submerged but contains virater on the insidej
and do not minimize this second category either because sometimes it
is even almost more unbeatable than the other. An example is a structure
like a submarine escape training tank, such as the one at New London,
Connecticut. This is a steel tank structure 20' in diameter and 100'
high with an operating building on top and locks on the s ide at several
points and a section of a submarine built in at the bottom. To minimize
troubles here, fresh water is used as an operating medium but the local
river water is slightly brackish at times, contains hospital and factory
wastes, the inside tank surfaces must be white or some other light color
for maximum safety. The medical personnel insist that the T/ater be
heated, filtered and chlorinated and because a diving bell operates
therein with strong lights and telephones, there is, it seems, every
factor making for a difficult steel surface protection job, A great
many paint coatings ";/ere tried out in this tank before one was found
which would hold up for any reasonable length of time and this one costs
us about .,12.00 per gallon for the final cost. All the coatings studied
here have been catalogued and this information is available to interested
parties.

It is pleasant to report, hov/ever, that all our steel protective coating
problems are not as tough as that one but even so, they are immensely
difficult to cope '/ith and are complicated by a factor mentioned previously
in this paper and that is by the great ran^e of climatic conditions en-
countered. By this is meant that a bituminous coating for instance, which
T/ould hold up fine in a hot climate like Uobile, Alabama, Tfould not do so

trell or might even fail comi-iletely if the same type structure on which i;^

was used is built in or moved to the Arctic. In fact, this very condi-
tion has been experienced and must therefore be taken into consideration
at all times '..'hen steel structures ai'e built.

This matter of corrosion starts with construction and in floating struc-
tures at I'-ast brings up the old argument of pickling versus mechanical
cleanin;^. In general, comnercial practice is followed and pickling not
used. But, on the other hand, a firm belief is held in a most thorough
cleanin''-; job including flame and mechaniccQ. cleaning, sand blastin:;, etc.,
where required. For combat vessels, by comps, risen, pickling is standard
practice with a minimum of mechanical cleaning aiterv'^ards. Both methods
seem to provide us virith a '^ood long-life floating craft but it is desired
to knov/ vrhich system is the better. Since a lot of extra expense is invol-
ved in both systems, a rjresent day evaluation of the two methods is desir-
able and that T^roblem is presented here as one well worthy'- of some study.
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Cleaning should also be studied bo develop improvements in both methods
and materials and to detei'mine if overall savin-'s ai-e possible. This is

important because cleaning is expensive at best, and it is uneconomic to
insist on doing something just because it has been standard practice in
the past. .'hile vie are on this subject of cleaning, it must not be for-
gotten that it is always present and for a much longer time during the
usage stages of our structures and it is at that time that it really
presents the biggest problem. This for the added reasons that inaccessi-
bility and a deteriorated condition nov/ present further complications,
i'iany methods of cleaning which are entirely feasible on a nevv and rela-
tively clean sti'ucture are totally inadequate when applied to a structure
virhich is covered with varying thickness of rust and almost every known
forni of tuberculation and fouling and rdth deep pits due to corrosion or

incorrect field welding practice. .'ben cleaning under such conditions is

considered, the uncertainties thereof and also the uncertainties of good
results from the later application of protective coatings xilll be easily
realised.

Before considering coatings or treatments in lieu thereof, the question
of pre-coating treatments arises j that is, whether or not an inhibiting
solution such as sodium dichromate and phosphoric acid should be used.
This is standard practice in pickling operations and some authorities
insist that such a treatment should be used in any event. It has been
used on our ?,'ork sometimes by mistake but without any distinct results
one way or another so far as is knov/n.

The matter of protective coatings for marine structures is one of the
most confusing and complicated subjects vre have to face. In fact, this
is a subject on whicli one never gets a completely satisfactory answer at
any time and the reacon for this is that basic conditions are never the

same on any two jobs. 'hen this is considered along './ith the climatic
conditions referred to previously and vith the factor of personalities,
such coKibinations of conditions occur that almost anything can happen
at any time and frequently it does. In this connection it is continu-
ously surprising that condition combinations which seem to clearly indi-

cate a certain result vflll suddenly turn up something quite different.

Because of this it is not proposed to try ;:nd describe in too much detail

about coatings except to say that BuI3ocks has tested literally thousands
of them and unfortunately a great proportion of them have not done what
was claimed for them. This accounts for a previous reference to over-
enthusiastic salesmen or scientists and the dangers which might flow from

too close an adlierence at times to their recommendations. On the other
hand, all these trials and experments have resulted in some really good

coatings which meet requirements to an extent vvhich seems reasonable.

Full information on coatings used over the years is available to anyone
interested. Search is still being made for the "end of all trouble"
coatings, hov/ever, and the study and help oi the delegates here are

still needed.
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The subject of coatings should not be left 'ithout pointing out the need
for further stiidy and e:;cperiments on methods of api^lication. Many coat-
in'^s can be brushed or sprayed and vfherever the latter method can be
safely applied, preat economies are possible. With heavy coatings like
the hot and cold coal tar base ones vrhich incidentally are among the
very best, however, spray application is still in a rather e:;qDerimental

stage and if anj^thing can be done to further the development of such
methods of application it virill be most helpful.

Significant of efforts to maintain our steel water front structures at
this time are experiments and trial runs with self-applying coatings and
cathodic protection. Both of these methods are only practicable in the

particular field of floating dry docks in their possible application to

parts of the structures which are in the water all or most of tho time.
From this point of view, it is suggested that cat'-'odic protection is
somewhat more limited in its possiisilities.

Self-applying coatings refers to materials which are poured on the sur-
faces of enclosed areas such as a ballast tank of a floating dry dock
or derrick pontoon. The expected action here is that the material will
float on the surface of the contained vjater and attach itself to the
exposed surfaces of bulkheads, structural members, etc. by the action
of the ^irater going up and down due to pumping or flooding or to the

structure's changing its position otherwise, i.e., listing and trimming,
S\;rfaces to be treated v;ith these materials do not have to be cleaned
down thoroughly but, of course, some cleaning of the v^'orst rust and debris
derjosits will facilitate the finally desired action. 'hen attached to

the surface in question, the material is supposed to first soften up and
remove existing rust and then continue to coat the clean surfaces so

that no further rusting will occur. As ^rith every nevf protective method
used or experimented with, this method has its good and bad points. In
the first place, the material is not cheap. It costs about ,5o,000 to

,,60,000 to start off an 18,0C0 ton dock and, of course, it coste something
for additions to keep the coating going, probably about 10^ of the ori-

ginal cost per year. It is also possible, as unhappy experience shov/s,

to pump the solution overboard with the ballast water if care is hot used

in pumping operations. The solution is also blo'em out of the vent stacks

in filling operations on some type docks and attempts have been made to

develop baffles to stop this action. Finally, the material does not pro-

tect the lower 18" or so of the tanks. The overhead surfaces are also

a problem but some effect is obtained here by occasionally listing the

structure being protected. Experience on this type of material has been

gained by using it experimentally in a rather large way of necessity and

some encouraging results are beginning to appear. It is still considered
an experimental coating, howeverj it is hoped that it v;ill be successful,

but bitter past experience forces a skeptical outlook. The composition
of this coating is not available because it is a proprietary compound.

Some of the ingredients are know, however, like pine oil and lanolin
because the manufacturers ask for help in obtaining them inasmuch as

they are on the critical list. There is hope of soon developing at least
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a. performance specification for this material and the three manufacturers
available will then give some real competition and it is hoped 'iith con-

sequent reduction in cost.

As for cathodic protection, in the author's o/m field, it is emphasized
here also that this is an experimental field. There have been some strong

efforts lately by enthusiasts to try and convince maintenance engineers
that cathodic protection is a complete method. This is definitely not

true, Cathodic protection has its uses and for some conditions it is

definitely pood. For instance, on the 120-mile \fater supply line run-

ning from Florida City to Key ;est, Florida, it has been successful in

helping to combat leaks, but in a large sense othenirise and elsewhere it

has yet to definitely prove itself. The present status of the Biireau's

work along this line as regards floating dry docks is briefly as follows:

The Bureau has under way two test installations on cathodic protection of

floating dry docks. One of these is installed on the AFDL-12 at Long

Beach, This is an inactive dock and the cathodic protection is on the

exterior of the hull only. The system used is the graphite anode-impressed

current type and reports to date indicate that satisfactory protection is

being obtained. This dock vras nev/ly scraped and painted just before in-

stallation of the cathodic protection system. Tiiis installation has been

in operation about 15 months. The other installation is on the AFDL-28,

an active dock at Key i/est. This also is the praphite anode-impressed
current system and installation has been made on the exterior hull
and the interior ballast coiupartraents, , One report has been received

to date and it indicates that the exterior installation is satisfactory

and adequate protection is bein^ obtained, but the interior installation

is not satisfactory as of this time and the protection beint^ obtained is

not adequate. It appears that the inadequacy of the interior protection

is due at least in part to a poor arrangement of the anodes. The systems
on this dock have been in operation for about 9 months. This dock also

had been nevdy painted just prior to installation of the cathodic pro-
tection system. No test installations have yet been made^ making use of

magnesium anodes, chiefly because satisfactory arrangements have not yet

been completed with the magnesium people.

As for other cooperating groups, the Bureau of Ships is making test instal-

lation on some of their ships, both active and inactive, and their exper-

ience has been in t^eneral about the same as that of the Bureau.

The Maritime Commission has had test installations of both the graphite

and magnesium systems on their ships for several years and it is under-

stood that they feel that the protection being obtained is adequate.

However, it is understood that this is based upon the potential readings

which are taken from time to time and is not based upon actual observa-

tions by docking ships after the installation has been in effect for

several months.

The Canadian Navy has been studying cathodic protection for several years
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and from their reports, they appear to be convinced that it furnishes
adequate protection against corrosion. These reports have mentioned actual
observations made "/hen the ships have been docked after the installation
has been in effect for some time. The Canadians are also trying this type
of protection on active operated ships as well as their inactive vessels.

Some of the questions v/hich still remajn to be ans-rered on cathodic pro-
tection insofar as vre are concerned, are the following:

A. .'hat is the effect of fouling upon cathodic protection?
>i'ill a cathodic protection installation on a badly fouled
hull protect that hull? It would seem reasonable to

suppose that heavily fouled hulls would retard or possibly
make non-effective the cathodic protection system,

b. Over protection is harmful in that if too much current is
applied, the paint coating is adversely affected. Present
thought on the use of cathodic protection is that it would
be an adjunct to painting and if effective, '.'/ould lengthen
the time between dockings. It has not been considered a

complete substitute for painting. It is understood that
this is also the vier^TOint of the Bureau of Ships. It

could be that the Maritime Commission feels that they can-

not affort both docking for painting and cathodic protection
and therefore, are using the cathodic protection systems as

an alternative method for painting,

c. From the Bxireau's experience and also from talking with
other people, it appeal's that cathodic protection is not

effective at the vfater-line area. Painting would, there-

fore, be required at this area whether or not cathodic

protection is used ani for an active operating dock, the

water-line area would extend from light draft without a

ship in dock to the pontoon deck level.

From the Bureau's experience it is confidently believed that cathodic

protection has good possiPilities for the portion of the dock that is

alvjays under water but enough is not jet known about its effectiveness

to virarrant lOO/o reliance upon it and it is not felt personally that it

mil ever be the answer to all of exterior underwater corrosion problems.

The deterioration of concrete structures offers soraeii/hat the same problems
as ?/ith steel structures in that there is sometlnes trouble v/ith structures

at or neai' the water front T/hich ar^ not submerged in sea water. The

reference here is to conditions such as recently experienced in Bermuda

and the .'est Indies in particular where serious concrete disintegration

problem.s occurred due to the direct action of salt v/ater v/hich it was

sometimes necessary to use in mixing concrete or to the action on the con-

crete of salt-laden spray. In both cases, the effect of the salt Y:ater

was aided and abetted in its action on the reinforcing steel and conduits

by the fact that available aggregates were somewhat porous in nature.
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vThere trouble occuri'ed from this source it was necessary to do some patch-
work on the concrete, clean off all the old paint if any, then apply some
kind of a coating such as an asphalt aluminum paint to seal the pores of
the concrete. In cases where anticipated trouble has not yet been experi-
enced a richer concrete mix is used to clean the coarse aggregate of its
loose and chalky coating and wash it in fresh water. Also where possible,
reinforcing steel is cleaned of heavy rust and dipped in a cement slurry
before being placed. In general, in areas like this resort is made also
to un-reinforced concrete wherever possible and placing electric conduits
in the concrete is avoided.

By far the most of our trouble here, however, is dth structures in direct
contact with the salt vrater. Even so, great advances have been made over
the troubles of the early twenties vrhen engineers labored under that mis-
guiding slogan of "concrete for permanence" and did not generally kno\v

what is knovm today about how to design, mix and place concrete for long-
term results. During the period mentioned a regular plethora of concrete
water front structure failures occurred and it seems navf on looking back
on that period, that a large part of the work was major repairs to such
structures due to the action of sea v;ater on the cement and the reinforce-
ment. Experiences here resulted in the .ureau's present very fine stand-
ard specifications for concrete work. .-hen the standards laid down in
these specifications are adhered to, good dense, durable water front
structures are possible anyvThere in the world. There still are troubles,
hovirever, but they are mostly very special troubles. Examples of these
special troubles are the growth or swelling of large mass poured tremie
concrete structures such as the Bureau's tv/o major graving docks at New
York which have increased in length in one case by about 10 inches since
they were completed about 6 or 7 years ago. Elaborate studies have been
made of this condition to determine its cause if possible and what the
effects of this growth are on the strength and usability of the structures.
The studies here have run into dead ends on all counts and nothing has been
found to account for the grovifth. Numerous borings vrere made and all indi-

cated satisfactory strength and normal chemical characteristics. Also
reinforcing and form steel .here exposed, showed no rusting even in one
suspect location v/here a trench was opened in the dock floor nearly to the
bottom of the dock. Different cements and aggregates were used on this
work of necessity at times and samples of similar materials, when analyzed,

gave us no clues to explore fui'ther. Hers is a problem wliich may or may
not be serious later although there is no indication novx th?t it v/ill be.

In a somewhat similar dock at Ne?/port News, this same general problem
occurs and it is already definitely serious. In this case, marsh gas is

formed in the underlying materials and this works its ifay up through the

seasoning cracks in the concrete mass and by crystalline action is causing
the concrete abutment to s.vell and crack. No practicable solution has been
found to this problem either and therefore, the possibility is faced that
the abutment v/ill have to be rebuilt in say 25 to 30 years. On this part-
icular problem Terzagli v/as consulted by the Yard operator and it is under-
stood that he is still studying the problem. Other tremie concrete • '":.. :.':-
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structures built about the same tire as the two mentioned have given no
particular worries. That doesn't mean, however, that they will not give

trouble as time goes on and it is believed that all these structiares should
be carefully -/ratched for some years to come and a special inspection has
been instituted in regard to tViem that will do just that. Concrete hulls
for other structures such as floating dry docks and barges of which the
Bureau has a considerable number have in general p:iven remarkably little
trouble in a period of about seven years of active service and as regards
them, a statement made oreviously in this talk is again made, namely,
that if our water front structures are built in strict accordance v.'ith

our latest concrete standards they v/ill be ^ood structures. Hull mainte-
nance costs on these concrete floating structures in comparison Y;ith steel
are very low, possibly in the order of 20/o, For this reason, in new designs
for such structures, the Bureau is going just as far as possible in the use
of concrete.

In these ne\i studies of the use of concrete for floating structures concrete
is being given every possible break in the Y:ay of taking advantage of the

possibilities of precasting and orestressing the concrete, decreasing
coverage for reinforcing steel, using mes'^- reinforcement in lieu of bars,

etc. This is all design, however, which should be left to others on the
program but it is mentioned because it has to do with possible later
deterioration problem. At the end of the war, two experimental concrete
barges were constructed, one largely of precast concrete box construction
and one of prestressed concrete construction. These barges have novir been
in constant normal water front use for a period of about seven years and

both have been satisfactory, and maintenance costs on them have been very
low. It is significant to note here that the prestressed concrete one
which might be expected to have a minimum of cracks, has the greater number

of cracks and there is some indication th.at some prestressed elements or

areas are no longer in the original condition. If this is the case, pre-

stressed concrete loses a lot of its appeal from the maintenance point of

viev; because the main thing sovight in such construction was more insurance

against salt water attack on reinforcing steel and other embedded metals.

In the present state of t^e art of prestressin? in this country, claimed

economies from prestressed concrete are considered decidedly futuristic.

Many more things could be touched on in a talk like this if time allowed.

It is thought, however, that the best -/ay to follow up the points men-

tioned as needing further study is by conferences, exchange of data and

perhaps sometimes by correspondence. The Bureau is always glad to share

in these activities as previously indicated, and delegates are invited to

follow up particular interests v/ith the Bureau at this present meeting
or at any future time.
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(Contribution from The International Nickel Company, Inc.)

COIffiOSION AND PROTECTION OF STEEL IN SHORE
LINE AND On^SHORE STRUCTURES

by F. L. LaQue

This discussion of corrosion of steel is offered as a supplement to the
many other papers presented at this Conference w?iich are concerned pri-
marily with the action of marine organisms on tirbers. For many purposes,
steel has structural advantages over timber and, for som^e of these, it is
the only pood choice. Its principal disadvantage is its susceptibility
to corrosion which, unless arrested by appropriate m.eans, can occur at

rates that will destroy the structure vrell before the desired life has
been reached. It is appropriate, therefore, that some attention be given
this subject at this Conference,

From measurements on test piles installed at Kure Beach, N. C. over a

per'od 01 several vears a tvioical orofile of corrosion in clean sea water
has been established-'-, Maxijnum attack occurs in the wave splash region
just above high tide level. Here it is' about five times as great as under-
water and about twice that in the atmosphere above the splash zone. Mini-
mum attack occurs towards the bottom of the tidal zone where it is from one-

half to three-quarters that well belo^/ lovr tide. This distribution of
attack has been confirmed by similar measurements on piles withdrawn from
actual installations.

The greatest variation in rates of attack are bbserved at the mud line,

in the splash zone and above it and, to a lesser extent, vfithin the tidal
ran,?e

,

It will facilitate discussion to consider each of the five zones of attack
separately:

Zone 1 - Below the Uud Line

As compared with attack in some of the other sones, that below the mud
line is not likely to occur at a seriouc rate. Ordinarily, the rate of

corrosion .fill not e:x.ead th.at in the vKiter belovir Ioyj' tide. In some in-

stances, as vdiere sulfate reducing bacteria are present to stimulate
corrosion, there may be accelerated attaclc at and just below the mud line.

The steel in this region may become anodic to the steel in the water and,

thereby suffer extra damage to the e::tent bf two to three times that which
occurs in the waterand elsewhere in the mud. The area affected is some-

what uncertain, mit ordinarily v/ill not extend more thcji a couple of feet

below the mud line Yfhere t]ie location of this remains substantially fijr.ed.

'.'/here there is cyclic building up aid v/ashing away of mud from around the

bottoms of yjiles, the area af^-'ected will vary accordingly. here no other

^H. A. Humble, "The Gathodic Protection of Steel Piling in Sea Water,"
Corrosion, Vol. 5, ^o, 9, September I9I49,





remedial measures are to be used, this extra corrosion just below the
mud line may be provided for by applying pads of extra metal before driving
the pi].es if the ultimate location of the mud line can be determined
accurately enough in advance. Othorvn.se, it may be possible to install
reinforcing shields or collars after the piles have been driven. The
actual ne d for these steps vjill be difficult to determine in advance
unless there is some direct experience with other steel piles in the same
localitj'- to serve as a guide,

Ihe most effective way to prevent corrosion underground will be the
a plication of cathodic protection, preferably as a supplement to an
orgaaic coating which will be helpful in reducing the current requirements
and achieving distribution of the protective current throughout the buried
length of the pile. Coal tar enamels and vinyl coati.nj's represent good
choices of coating for this purpose. Since cathodic protection of the
underground surfaces will alivays be associated with cathodic protection
of the undeiTirater surfaces, the current requirements will be established
for the combi.ned areas and it seems safe to assume that the criteria of
protection used for the underwater areas will automatically include the
u.nderground surfaces as well.

Zone 2 - At the imd Line

In addition to the accelerated attack in the region just below the mud
line already discussed, there may be very nevere erosion at the mud line
itself. Tliis will occur on piles driven in shallow water on a beach where
the action of the vjaves will cause severe scouring by sand held in sus-
pension. This may proceed at rates of thinning as high as 0.05 inch per
year frora each sux'face exnosed to the scouring action. Such rates have
been observed on sheet steel piling in the jetties at Kure Beach and in
certain groins at Palm Beach as described by C. '. Ross-'- of the Beach
Erosion Board,

Although this attack probably involves considerable corrosion of surfaces
freshly exposed by abrasion, there is so much simple mechanical vrearing

away that it seems unl.ikely thrt cathodic protection would prevent this
scouring action. Nor are ordinary protective coatings likely to survive
long enough to be effective, V/ooden and concrete shields have been used
with spotty success, vfood, of course, would have to be treated vifith pre-
servatives against marine borers. Concrete is su-bject to cracking and

spalling - especially if corrosion of the underlying steel is not arrested
completely,

E;cperience with piles in such a location as described by Kartinen^ of the
Signal Oil & Gas Com-^anj^ demonstrated an ama/jing effect of the shape of
the pile in reducing mud line erosion. The vesting of a tubular section
was found to be only a small fraction of that of conventional 'H ' pile

. .-...-
^C. W. Ross, "Deterioration of Steel Sheet Pile Groins at Palm Beach,
Florida," CORROSION, Vol. 5, 19)-i9, p. 339.

E, Kartinen, ''Discussion at Sea Horse Institute Informal Conferences, 19^1-52,
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sections. It was found to be practical to protect 'H' piles effectively
simply by encasing them in tubular shields in the mud line re":ion. here
heavjr 'H ' piae sections were eroded through in less than 20 years, tubular
shields only 3/l6 inch thick were able to survive. In the practical in-

stallation the space between the tubular shields and the 'H ' pj.les was
filled with concrete grouting. In some instances, also, tubular piling
was given satisfactory protection by a silica sand reinforced somastic
coating vrhich also exhibited good resistance to sand scouring.

Since the steel in the tubular shields was inherently no more resistant
to erosion then the steel in the 'II' piles, the better performance of the

tubes must have been due primarily to their more favorable shape. Evidently,

the pattern of flow of water and suspended sand around a smooth cylinder

is accompanied by much less severe erosive forces than are associated with
the impact of currents and eddies on the 'H' pile shape.

'.Phis su'5;gests that this favorable property of tubular piles should be given
considerable weight in choosing such a shape rather than an 'H' section
for piles to be driven vdiere sand scouring may be anticipated. It seems

likely also that the tubular shape vrould have an additional mechanical
advantage because of the lower stresses resulting from the lesser impact
of waves.

In any event, in the light of these experiences, it would be vrell to pro-
vide 'K ' piles v.'ith tubular shields to prevent excessive wastage by sand

scouring where this may be expected to occur.

Zone 3 - Below Low Tide

Corrosion below low tide is not likely to be a maj or factor in determining
the life of a steel nile. As measured by weight loss, the rate of attack

is not likely to exceed 0,005 inch per year - local attack by pitting may
reach a rnaximuJii of three times this rate over an extended period. In

tropical ¥/ater3 where calcareous deposits are likely to coat the steel,

even lower rates of attack may be anticipated.

.'hen some steel piles were being removed fromx ah offshore structure on

the Pacific Coast recently E. Ilartinen of the Signal Oil & Gas Company

observed very peculiar and severe corrosion of surfaces near the bottom.

This took the form of keep hemispherical pockets, each of which was occupied

by a living sea urchin of the species Strongylocentrotus purpuratus. The

surface of the steel belov/ these organisms vras bright as though it had been
s'lfferiH;!^ continuous active cox^rosion, possibly as a result of the action

of the sea urchin in keeping the metal abraded slightly so that no protective

corrosion product films could develop. Presumablj^ this T-zould require the

activity of a series of successive inliabitants of the pockets Y/ith the size

of the occupying organism increasing with size of the pocket. Apparently
this association of sea urcliins with corrosion is rare, since there are no

previous reports of similar occurrences on record.
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Corrosion under water is not difficult to control by cathodic protection
by itself or as a supplement to an organic coating such as coal tar enamel
or a vinyl system. For bare steel a current density of 3 milliamperes per
square foot should suffice. In time, this can be reduced gradually, per-
haps to as little as 1 milliampere per square foot. A useful criterion of

protection is ihe measurement of the potential of the pile v.dth reference to
a saturated calomel half cell, /hen the steel has been polarized to a

potential of 0.8 volt or higher, it may be assumed that corrosion has been
practically arrested. The applied current can be adjusted on this basis,

A rugged pure zinc electrode may be substituted for the fragile calomel
half cell for potential measurements, ''ith zinc as the reference, the
potential of the pile should be held not more than 0,2 volt more noble
than the zinc.

..Tien supplementary organic coatings are used, the current requirements are
reduced considerably - to an extent determined by the permeability of the
c&ating, the number of holidays in it originally and the number of bare
spots that develop during pile driving and in service as a result of acci-

dental damage or effects of marine organisms. Organic coatings may also

be damaged by the application of too much current for protection and the

consequent generation of excessive alkali, and especially hydrogen which
may blister the coatings severely-*-. This form of coating deterioration
may be avoided by restricting the applied current so that the polarized
potential of the steel -./ill be held close to the desired 0,8 volt vs.

calomel and not in excess of 0,9 volt.

In some instances it has been recommended that the cathodic protection
of stfeel in sea water should be made completely effective immediately by
the short time (one to tvo weeks) application c£ current at a high current
density, e.g. 50 to 100 milliamperes per square foot2. This will serve
to lay do.TO a protective calcareous coating and, when this has been formed,
protection may be maintained with the much lovrer current density of 3
milliamperes per gquare foot or less previously mentioned. In vievv of

the possibility of damaging organic coatings by excessive current, it would
seem that the initial use of high current densities should be restricted
to bare steel surfaces. here coatings are used, also, the current should
be controlled to the amount required to polarize the steel to the desired
level of potential,

A. J. Eickhoff and D. L. Hawke, "Some Factors Affecting faint Performance
on Gathodically Protected Steel," CORROSION, Vol. 7, 1951, p. 70.
L. P. Sudrabin, F. J. Lefebvre, D. L. Hav^ke and A. J. Pickhoff, "Some
Effects of Cathodic Protection on Conventional Paints," CO ^^OSION, Vol. 8,
1952, p. 109.
R. P, Devoluy, "Coating Experiences with Cathodic Protection Undervirater,"
Paper presented at NACF iJeeting, Galveston, llarch, 1952.

2see C, C. Cox, U. S. Patents 2,200,ii69 (I9ii0) and 2,1^17,061; (I9h7) and
British Patent No. 5U0,Ii87 (l9iil).
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Magnesimn anodes are a convenient source of current for cathodic pro-
tection in sea water. Otherwise, current may be furnished from some
external source, such as a rectifier and applied .through more or less
permanent graphite on expendable steel anodes.

Additional details concerning cathodic protection of steel in sea water
may be found in papers by H. A. Humble^ and a description of a practical
installation on an offshore drilling structure in a paper by E. Doremus
and a. Doremus^,

>:n idea of the current required for protection in connection with organic
coatings may be obtained from the data in Table 1 which shows the current
density required to maintain piles covered with different coatings above
the protective potential after about 2 years at the Harbor Island Marine
Test Station.

Zone 1^ - Tidal Zone

Contrary to popular belief, corrosion does not reach a maximum in the
tidal zone. In fact, ininimum attack may occur here near the bottom of

the usual tidal range.

An explanation for this has been found to lie in a powerful differential
aeration cell virhich becomes established each time the tide conies in. The
frequent and better access of air to the surfaces betvreen tides causes
the TJ'ater in contact vath them to be higher in dissolved oxygen than the
¥irater that seeps through the layer of rust ai^d marine organisms on the
under v/ater surfaces. This makes the tidal surfaces more noble than the
undervTater surfaces and, therefore, the protected cathodes of the cell
that is 'developed. The measured distribution of potential in a i.articular

case showed the top of the tidal zone to be 90 mv, more noble than the
steel under low tide.

The effect of these local action currents on corrosion in the tidal zone

was demonstrated-^ by the difference in corrosion of continuous as against
isolated specimens of steel disposed through the zones of interest. Iso-

lated specimens in the tidal zone were corroded ten times as much as com-

panion portions of a continuous plate which passed through this zone into

the water belovf lov; tide.

1
H. A, Humble, "Cathodic Prote'.-;tion of Steel in Sea 'ater with I/lagnesium

Anodes," CORPOSIOIT, Vol. h, 19hQ, p. 358,
H. A. Hi-inible, "The Cathodic Protection of Steel Piling in Sea ./ater,"

CORPOSIOi', Vol 5, 191^9, p. 292,

^E. P. and G. L. Doremus, "Catiiodic Protection of J^^ourteen Offshore Drilling
Platforms," C0riRO':i0n, Vol, 6, 19.'^0, p. 2l6.

3f. L. LaQue, laarburg Lecture "Corrosion Testing," Proceedings Am. Soc.

Test. Ilat., Vol, ^1, 1951.
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TABLE 1

CURl^NT DENSITIES REQUIRED FOR CATIIODIC PROTECTION
OF PILING AT HARBOR ISLAND 19^0-51

Type of Pile

H Beam

Tubular

I Beam

Tubular

H Beam

H Beam

K Beam 1

H Beam ^

H Beam

Tubular -^

Tubular ^

H Beam

Type of Coating

None

None

Coal Tar Enamel
Above Low Tide

Coal Tar Enamel

Coal Tar Enamel

Vinyl System

Tnemec

Insulmastic

JJonel Sheathing
Above Lov; Tide

ivione1 She athing
Above LoviT Tide

Nickel Sheathing
Above LoviT Tide

70:30 Cu Mi Above
Lavi Tide

Current Required to Polarize-x- to

800 to 8^0 ilillivolts vs. Calomel
Half Cell - Ma. Per Sq. Ft,

After 2 ilonths After 11 Months

1,6 to 2.U 1.2 to 1.8

5.9 3.3

2.0 to 2.8

0,02 to O.Oii

0.17

0.15 to 0.33

0,Ux

0,26

1.6 to 2.1

2,6 to 2.7

0.7

0.07

1.2 to 3. It

0.06 to 0,18

0.13

0.33 to 1.1

1.8

0.31

1.6 to 1,7

0.8 to 1.5

l.Il

1.0

-»-A].l piling polarized initially at hO ma. /sq.ft. for 2 months

-'-Piles in area vfhere sea v/ater is under constant agitation.
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These data not otilv account for the peculiar distribution of corrosion but
point to the necessity of using specimens large enough to extend through
the zones of interest in studying corrosion and protection of steel piling.
The exposure of small specimens below low tide and between tides vdll not
give the proper answers.

In some harbors, also, corrosion in the tidal zone may be reduced by
the protective effect of oil and grease films deposited on the metal by
falling tides where the surface of the water is regularly covered with oil.

From the standpoint of protection, the tidal zone presents a difficult
problem. Cathodic protection cannot be depended upon to extend much above
half tide level except where the tidal range is so small relative to the
common height of waves that the whole tidal range is kept submerged most
of the time.

Organic coatings, such as coal tar enamels and vinyl systems are effective
for a tiiTie, but it seems unlikely that they would survive for the desired
life of the structure and their replacement involves many practical dif-
ficulties. Chief among these is the proper preparation of the surfaces
to receive ne.v coatings during the short time between tides that these
surfaces can be kept dry - especially if there is any wave action or

spray to contend Tith. The soft coal tar enamels are also subject to

penetration by barnacles i7hich can embed themselves in the enamel and
eventually expose the underlying steSl, Developments are -underway to

reinforce such enamels against barnacle penetration by the incorporation
of sand or the application of cement slurries. These steps may suffice
to avoid this form of deterioration of enamels.

The inadequacy of organic coatings and cathodic protection for long time
prevention of corrosion in the tidal zone has led to interest in metallic
coatings for these re^^ions.

Protective metal sheathing may be applied in the. form of rolled sheet

metal made to conform to the shape of the piling, Thj.s is obviously
easiest "dth tubular piles, more difficult livith structural shapes, such

as 'H' pile sections, and very difficult with interlocking sheet piles
where covering the knuckles would requii-e butt straps and a complicated

method of sealing the lower end of the sheathing to keep v/ater from rising

and falling along the knuckles and under the butt straps. 'H' piles may

be sheathed with conforming shapes or the sheathing may be icrapped around.

The latter practice requires that the lov/er ends of the sheathing be sup-

plemented by a previously formed metal box vfhich can be inserted to fill
the space between the sheathing and the web. V.Tien this has been accomplished,
the space between the sheathing and the web can be fJAled v/ith sea vrater

to which caustic soda has been added to raise the pH to 11, 5« Ibis requires
about Ij. ounces of NaOH per cubic foot of sea water. The air free alkaline
sea water prepared in this \raj is not harmfully corrosive to steel under
the conditions that exist inside the sheathing; the rate of corrosion
observed in a particular test was only 0,0002 ipy.
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In the case of conforming sheathing, it is possible to seal the joints
at the top and bottom by ?/elding. However, thero is a question as to
whether this ser.ling is actually required. It v/o-old be expected that
even if these joints -ere left open the first water to seep between the
sheathing and the steel ivould soon form sufficient rust to occupy the
space and thus prevent access of any additional water or oxygen to cause
furth.er corrosion. The danger of corrosion here can be reduced consider-
ably by applying a coat of coal tar enamel to the piling or the sheathing
just before the latter is applied and vrithout letting the coating dry
before the sheathing is put into place.

Some tubular piles have been sheathed experimentally with light gauge
Monel sheets held in place only by Monel bands applied in the same manner
as box strapping. Other Monel sheaths have been applied by the use of
wire bands.

Monel is a logical choice for this sheathing because it demonstrates ex-
cellent resistance to corrosion under these conditions of exposure, Monel
sheathing has been applied to tubular sectj.ons in offshore drilling struc-
tures-"-. The presence of numerous cross braces in the region to which the
sheathing had to be applied coinplicated this operation, For this reason,
it viTould be desirable, if at all possible, to design braced structures
so that the bracing would either he below half tide level '.'here it could
be protected by cathodic currents, or above the splash zone where paints
could be applied readily, '. •

'

It has been discovered that the cathodic polarization characteristics of

Konel as compared with steel in the tidal zone are such that the cathodic
protection of the associated steel is accomplished more readily with Monel
in the tidal zone than if the tidal zone were left as bare steel. lieasure-

ments of the galvanic current bet::een steel bolov; low tide and Monel in

the tidal zone as co:vpared .lith steel below lov: tide and steel in the
tidal zone have shovm less galvanic effect of the llonel than the differ-
ential aeration cell effect betvreen steel and steel.

In applying Vonel sheathing in connection with cathodic protection as is

recommended, the sheathing should start at about half tide level and extend

through the splash zone where the periodic renewal of organic coatings
would be very difficult, if not impractical.

Some attention is being given the use of metal protection in the form of

sprayed metal coatings applied to previously sandblasted surfaces. Of

the two metals proposed for this service, zinc seems to be preferred over

aluminum, 'Ihe applied thickness should be from 10 to iS mils and the

sprayed nietal should be su-^plemented by a plastic sealer in the form of

a chlorinated rubber vehicle carrying a very small amount of pigment.

Presumably the sprayed metal need be applied only above half tide level,

since cathodic protection will take care of the lower surfaces.

If. L, LaQue, "Protection of Steel in Off-Shore Structures," DRILLING,

June 1950«
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Zone 5 - Splash Zone

The splash zone is where the ?,reatest attack v;ill occur unless protective
measures are taken. The extent of corrosion in this zone nay vary through
wide limits, dei-iending on the locality. Attack v/ill be frreatest v.'here

there is considerable wave action, and especially where breakers kick up
a great deal of corrosive spray. By and large, the means of protection
proposed for the tidal zone '.'ill also be best for the splash zone and for
the same reasons. The lorincipal difference will be that penetration of
soft coatings, such as coal tar enamels, by barnacles '.rill not be a pro-
blem.

Practical tests, especially on offshore drilling structures , have sho^TO

that vinyl systems have particular merit for this service, Tlie steel
surfaces must be prepared carefully by sandblasting and the metal must
be dry when painted. The first coat should preferably be a washcoat
primer plus successive coats of vinyl paint so as to yield a total paint
film thiclmess of at least 6 mils, Tlie common pigments, such as red lead,

zinc chromate and iron oxide, have performed satisfactorily with the in-

hibitive pigments being preferred at least for the first coat over the
washcoat primer.

Aluminum may be used as well as zinc as a sprayed coating above high tide

level. The thickness of either metal should be about 0,008 inch and the

metal spray should be supplemented by a coat of primer and tc'o top coats

of aluminum flake in a vinyl vehicle.

Composition of Steel

The composition of the steel used v^ill have no great effect on corrosion

or the facility of protection in the raud and up to half tide level. How-

ever, hj suitable alloying:, it is possible to effect considerable improve-

ment in the resistance of steel to corrosion in the upper part of the tidal

sone, and especially in the splash zone and above. The possible extent

of this improvement in corrosion resistance is indicated by results of

tests of steels exposed near the breakers at Kure Beach v/here the rate

of corrosion of a ^i nickel steel vras oal;v l/20 that of steel which con-

tained only 0.01,3 copper. It is not suggested that steel for this service

should contain as much as S)^ nickel - these data are included merely to

illustrate the extent of improvement that is oossible. Research is

currently underway with the object of developing steels of much lower alloy

content, e.g. 0.^/> - total made up of a combination of such elements as

nickel, copper and piosphorus which show promise of effecting considerable

improvement in corrosion resistance Y»'ith only a small increase in cost of

steel. Tiile this property will increase the life of the steel without
supplementary protection, it vfill be of particular value in increasing the

durability of organic coatings vfhich can be expected to shov/ improved

performance on the more corrosion resistant steels.

^.i'. M. Thornton and M. L. Bilhartz, "Protection of Offshore Production

Equipment" - Paper presented at NACR Meeting, Galveston, March 1952.
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Reinforced Concrete and Concrete Protection

Before closing this discussion, some remarks re the use of concrete are
in order.

Assuming a proper mix of concrete and adequate coverage of the steel, there
should be little deterioration of concrete below low tide level, A proper
mix of concrete based on requirements for the most severe exposure in the
tidal zone may be defined as one made tip to contain not. less than. 7 sacks
of cement per cubic yard of concrete with a maximum total water content
of 5 gallons ver sack of cement carefully measured as recommended by the
Portland Cement Association,

In waters ivhere marine borers of the pholad types may be encountered, the

use of hard silica sand to form a concrete of high strength, e.g, 14,000

pound minimum test, will be required to resist penetration and deterioration
of the concrete by these borers.

There is soine controversy as to the minimum thickness of coverage of con-

crete over the steel. The most conservative recommend a minimum of 3",

with It" at corners. Others believe that with the best grades of concrete

properly applied the coverage can be reduced to 2" . Apparently, there is

greater latitude with respect to coverar^e and grade of concrete for those

surfaces that are always under water. Requirements become more stringent

in tthe tidal and. splash zones \,'here the concrete is alternately wet and

dry. Here the chance of deterioration of the concrete and penetration of

water to corrode the steel is greatest. If any appreciable corrosion occurs,

the accumulated corrosion products will induce cracking and spalling of

the concrete and deterioration viill procead at an accelerated rate. Even

with good grades of concrete there are difficulties due to spalling and

cracking in northern climates '.''here the concrete is subject to T;ide fluctua-

tions in temperature, with freezing during the winter months.

Attention is being given the application of cathodic protection to the

steel reinforced concrete, Hovrever, such protection is likely to be effec-

tive only belovic low tide where it apparently is least required. There is

a considerable question as to the benefits to be gained from cathodic pro-

tection of reinforced concrete in the most critical tidal and splash zones.

In addition, there have been reports of deterioration of the concrete virhen

the applied current or voltage have been too high. Several years ago, the

National Bureau of Standards observed vifeakening of the bond between the

concrete and the reinforcing steel when current was applied to the steel

as a cathode on specimens immersed in .Washington, D. C, tap water^.

Protection of Steel Hardxvare and Fittings

Steel in such forms as bolts, tie-rods and the like is used frequently in

the assembly of timber structures. It is d esirable to give such steel

^E. B., M. licCollum, and 0. S. Peters, Technologic Paper ;rl8, "Electrolysis

in Concrete," National Bureau of Standards, 1919.
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parts some protection, as by the application of organic coatinTs, such

as coal tar enamels, or metallic coatin:-3, such as zinc. Cadmium has

also been used in place of zinc and there has been sonie controversy as to

the relative merits of zinc and cadmium for protecting steel in marine

atmospheres.

Results of tests in progress at Kure Beach show a considerable advantage

of cadrnium over zinc. Specimens carrying different thicknesses of electro-

deposited coatings have been exposed to the sea spray atmosphere near the

breakers, 'flie dataasse^ibled in Table 2 indicate the greater durability

of the cadmium coatings and the advantage of urdng coatings of adequate

thickness, especially in the case of zinc*

Some interest has been shovm also in the use of Monel for fastenings in

this service. Tests indicate that such Monel fastenings vj-ill have an

extremely long life,

TABLE 2

PROGRESS OF RUSTING OF ZIMG AIID C/JJiHUl;! PLATED STEEL

SPECIMENS EXPOSED TO dEA SPPJIY AT1.I0SPHERE AT KURE BEACH, N. C.

Coating
Thickness
Inch





(Contribution from the U, S. /.rmy Engineers and the Department of

Agriculture) •
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SP!]CIAL PROBLEMS OF DI^TERIORATION
IN APa'iY iJATPTiFRONT STRUCTURES

by J. A. Beal, R. J. Kowal, I'L D. Reed

INTRODUCTION

During recent years there has been an increased interest in the deteriora-
tion of wood and wood products and particularly in the d amage caused to

buildings. This has been due, to a considerable extent, to the increasing
values of properties and the high cost of their maintenance. Costs for

some grades of lumber and structural timber have increased approximately
200!-? since 19ii2.

There have been other reasons for t'lis interest, however. The wide use

of second-growth timber as a structiu?al wood has resulted in losses greater
than heretofore known, due to insect damage, decay, and other forms of

deterioration. Such woods, particularly second-growth southern pines, con-

tain little heartwood and a considerable volume of sapwood v^hich lacks

resistance to deterioration.

Changes in style of building construction have also created conditions

favorable to insects. The practice of erecting structures upon concrete

slabs, for ex?jnple, favors termite activity, and the use of heating systems

in cold climates has had a marked influence— large central heating ahd

humidifying units serving to create conditions, even in tie substructure of

buildings, that enable insects to continue their destructive activities

throughout the entire year rather than on a seasonal schedule as they would

normally do.

Estimates of current losses due to such organisms as subterranean and non-

subterranean termites, wood borers, powder-post beetles, marine borers, and

decay, are astounding. In the Cjial Zone alone, the Corps of Engineers

was until recently spending almost ,3'00,000 annually for repairs to build-

ings damaged by subterranean termites; establishment of ai effective termite

control program has reduced these losses greatly. Losses caused by non-

subterranean termites, although not so great, are very high also, particu-

larly in the semi-tropics and tropics. In certain areas, such as the

Florida Keys and the iest Coast, they are far more severe than subterranean

forms. There are a large number of ;;ood-boring insects v;hich in the aggre-

gate annually destroy finished products valued at several million dollars.

Accurate estimates of these losses are unavailable due mainly to the fact

that because of the insidious nature of the insects' activities, they have

atti^cted less attention, and as a result have been less intensively investi-

gated.
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In recent years revolutionary advances in the field of pest control,
particularly in the derelopment of synthetic or(7;anic insecticides and the
equi-ment for applying them, have opened possibilities for insect control
never before realized. The v:lue of these nev/ chemicals should be tested
for the protection of ,Tood by surface treatments, scakage, and the use of
the pressure-vacuum process.

In the discussion that follows, it should be kept in mind that the various
groups of insects mentioned, as virell as the wood-rotting fun^i, reach their
optimum development urder conditions existing in shore environments. Ihis

is due mainly to the high jrelative humidity and heavy rainfall occurring
in such areas, and in warm climates to the prevalence of high temperatures,

A brief discussion follows on the various groups of organisms and the
nature of their habits, distribution, and the destruction they cause.

Termites

Termites are the most destructive of all v/oodboring insects attacking
wood structures, Distributed the world over, Ihey have attracted a great
deal of attention and study by both scientist and layman. Thus, there is

a wealth of literature surrounding these interesting forms, some of it
truly scientific, but much of it erroneous and bordering on the fantastic.

For many years termites were known as white ants, a misleading nomencla-
ture which -ersists to this day. Actually, they are not even remotely
related to ants nor are they necessarily vriiite. Rather, they are a pri-
mitive group of insects, related to the cockroach, and comprise a distinct
order of their o^.m. Hovrever, like ants, they are social insects living in

large colonies organized in a caste system, the castes usually consisting
of winged adults and wingless soldiers and workers.

Although there are innumerable species of termites with wide variations
in character and habit, only two general types need be considered from an

Economic viewpoint— namely, the subterranean and dryiivood termites.

Subterranean termites are so called because of their habit of maintaining

the aenter of their activities, the colony, below the soil. The castes

normally consist of dark-colored i-iringed adults and soft-bodied, v^hite or

cream-colored soldiers and workers. The normal activity of termites of

economic importance is that of consuming and decomposing cellulose m.ateria]s ,

such as dying and dead plant life, back into organic constituents of the

soil, Hor/ever, if they are deprived of this and buildings occupy the site,

the termites are capable of infesting the structures either by direct entry

into readily accessible structural vifood, or, if the vjood is some distance

away, by means of earthen shelter tubes built over obstructions. Thus, by

means of these humidified and ventilated tubes, termites can progress from

their colony deep in the earth over brick, concrete, or masonry, or through

tiny cracks in these units, and even over treated \iood, until they reach

the untreated wood or other cellulose products they desire. '.Jhile they

normally confine their activities to v/ood in the foundation structure, it

is not unusual for these insects to extend their activities into the second
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or third story in order to reach suitable food, this being particularly true
in shore areas, where high humidities prevail.

The key to successful control of subterranean terirltes therefore lies in
foundation structures which eliminate from the building site a].l scrap
wood, which will serve as food for termites and permit an increase in ter-
mite populations. It involves construction of impenetrable foundations,
and good drainage and ventilation to discourage termite activity, and
requires that structural wood be well above the soil or, if it must be in

contact, that it be pressure-treated with an approved preservative. How-
ever, it must be remembered that T/hile these recoirjnendations are basic,

they will not perform with equal effect under any and all conditions and

in all localities. For example, on the upper Atlantic coast a structure
on a chain wall or pier foundation properly ventilated and drained is in

most cases amply protected. On the other hand, in the semi-tropics or

tropics, where termites are favored by high humidities and their popular

tions are high, these precautions have little value.

In recent years there has beeii an increasing trend toward construction of

all-masonry or concrete structures with very little wood used. This would

appear to be an excellent method of termite control, but at present the

point is debatable. Unless the foundation is of monolithic construction

and not subject to cracking, and unless all holes, pipe chases, etfc. , are

properly sealed, hidden iixfestations can result which are more serious than

those occurring in conventional structures. Studding, framing, and other

wood can be destroyed, and such damage can be remedied only by tearing out

units to determine points of termite entry and drilling the concrete floor

to poison the soil. Even where no such wood is used, termites can still

damage furniture, rugs^ clothing, and other wood and cellulose products.

It might be vrell to point out here that they m.ay bore through products

other than those containing cellulose. Lead, aluminuia, certain plastics,

natural and neoprene rubber, and asphalt are only a fev/ of the materials

subterranean termites have been known to penetrate in their search for food.

Where application of preventive structtiral methods fails to control these

insects or where it is impractical, poisoning the soil at points where

termites are entering a building may be a highly effective control measure,

r-is procedure is widely used, but there is considerable misuse and mis-

understanding about effective poisons and methods of application. The

poisons used in past years are almost innumerable, and many fallacies exist

regarding some of them.

It has frequently been claimed, for example, that salt will control ter-

mites, and, on this premise, that waterfront buildings will not be readily

infested. The fallacy of this notion vras evident during a termite inspection

in 19U0 at Ft. Hancock on Sandy Hook, Neif Jersey, practically every building

including those built at the water's edge having "infestations of varying

severity.
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There are very few chemicals that have the qualifications of a good soil

poison, which are, primarily, permanency an^l minimum toxicity to plants

and animals. The opportunities for improved termite control opened up by
the development of new insecticides and equipment now require considerable

research to evaluate and adapt them to practical use as soil poisons, wood

impregnants, and surface treatments*

Nonsubterranean termites are more important as wood destroyers in certain

localities than are the subterranean species. Further, they present a

greater problem because of the greater difficulty of control,

Tliese termites are widely distributed over the Vforld, reaching their opti-

mum development in semi-tropical and tropical climates. In this country

they are confined to the extreme southern region—in fact, to a narrow -t

strip near the coast, from Virginia around to northern California, They

are particularly severe in southern Florida and on the Florida Keys, and,

to a slightly lesser extent, in southern California.

As their name implies, nonsubterranean termdtes, which include drywood,

damp-wood, and rotten-wood species, have no contact with soil but rather

attack v;ood directly. It is for this reason that they are, in a sense, more

difficult to combat than the subterranean forms. There is little evidence

of attack until damage occurs. There are no conspicuous colonizing flights,

such as in the subterranean group, to indicate the presence of an infesta-

tion. However, such flights are made, and during the flights males and

females shed their wings, pair off, and bore into the wood, sealing the

entrance with a plug. Tunneling of the wood is begun immediately and in-

creases in intensity as the colony grows. There are only tv;o castes

represented—the reproductives and the soldiers. /hile colonies are small

compared to the subterranean species, considerable destruction is caused

by the species before evidence of activity appears. One of the best signs

of damage is the tiny pellets of partly digested food that the termites

expel from their galleries. This may be of little value as an indicator,

however, if the infestation is in inaccessible places.

This group of insects, particularly the dry-wood termite, is probably best

knoTfm'for its damage to furniture, although; any cellulose material may be

attacked, including woodvrork of buildings, transmission line poles, lumber,

paper, cloth, insulation board, etc. The problem is most severe in the

Tropics—in Key West, Cuba, Puerto Rico, Panama, and Hawaii. Dry-wood

termites are the No. 1 problem in wood deterioration in these areas.

Various methods of control have been tried for many years, ranging from

the injection of insecticides into furniture vath a hypodermic needle to^

the enclosing and fumigating of an entire building and its cont ents within

a tent. Use of fine screen has been recommended to prevent entry of termites

into buildings, and the application of heavy coats of paint has been employed

to deter outside attack. Inorganic stomach poisons or contact insecticides,

principally dusts, have been largely used for controlling infestations.

These measures have been effective only to a lirited extent, have been of





a temporary nature, and often have been impractical in application. As in
the case of subterranean termites, recent development of new insecticides
and wood preservatives gives considerable promise of more effective and
permanent control. The;e is much yet to be lenrned about the methods to
use in obtaining penetration of residual insecticides into the wood in
order to control active infestations and to prevent future attack. In
localities where the problem is particularly severe, preventive treatments
of a permanent nature may be applied to all wood used in new construction
or for replacement purposes.

Wood Borers

Several species of vrood-boring beetles, including largely the rrroups known
as wood borers and the powder-post beetles, present special problems in the
deterioration of wood in v/aterfront structures. Some may attack wood in
the green log stage, or the green lumber upon which bark flitches remain.
They may survive air-drying treatment and, if the vrood is utilized within
one or t/o years, will continue their activities ,ithin structures, Iiost
of the species complete their development frora v/orms or larvae to adults
within 2 years, emerge, and never reattack. A few .rill re infest the wood
and continue their destructive activities indefinitely, Tiile the extent
of damage caused by this group of insects is not well known, it nevertheless
creates undesirable problems. Emerging borers make holes from 1/8 to l/ii

inch in diameter in the surface of the wood containing them, and if panel-
ing, wall board, flooring, or other material is laid over this wood, they
will bore through it also in order to emerge.

By far the most destructive beetles are those classed broadly as powder-
post beetles v/hich attack seasoned vrood. These attack the wood directly
either during storage on the lumber yard or in a structure and continue
their activities, breeding one generation of pro'Sieny after another until
the Y\rood is completely destroyed. Some damage wood rapidly, others slowly
but surely, jMle most of the species are of world wide distribution,
only a fevr have been studied sufficiently to determine their habits and
control.

The group known as Lyctus powder-post beetles has caused concern in the
wood-using industry for many jrears. This tiny black or brovm hard-shelled
insect attacks principally the large-pored hardwoods such as oak, hickory,
ash, walnut, etc. Thile the green wood ro,ay be attacked in the lumber yard,
it is usually the finished product that is infested, and destruction is
greatest when products are in storage. It is impossible to estimate
accurately the total amount of destniction caused by these beetles to floor-
ing, wood gunstock blanks, cots, furniture, tool handles, dunnage, and other
items in this country alone. It is equally severe in other parts of the
world and several countries have recognized the problem to the extent that

legislation has been employed in an effort to prevent serious losses and

keep the insects under control,

Another powder-post beetle knovm v/idely for its destructive activities and

one which is becoming increasingly important is the old house borer or
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Hylotrupes . The insect is rather large in both the larval and adult stages
and mates channels and holes in the vrood up to l/U inch in diameter. It

attacks all soft woods and is found Drincipally in large timbers such as

joists and beams. Due perhaps to the increased use of sapv/ood, pointed
out earlier, it appears that this insect is becoming increasingly common
in the United Stat s. This very point is brought out in a recent report
from Sweden which presents the findings of a survey of wood-destroying
insects and also states that the cost of repairing existing damage caused
by this borer in Svreden irould amount to over 2;?jO0O,0OO. Reports from
other parts of Europe, North and South Africa indicate a siinilar situation
in these areas.

The borer has not been so intensively studied in this country, Hov;ever,

it has been found in outdoor structures, such as in bridge timbers, poles,
and piers, as v^ell as in all parts of dwellings, warehouses, and like
structures. The size of the insect added to its life cycle of from 3 to 7

years, means the rapid destruction of wood. High temperatures and humidity
favor its optimum development.

There are several other species of powder-post beetles ivhich because of

small size and inconspicuous activity attract little attention. Neverthe-

less, as a Yfhole, they likewise cause severe damage. It is unusual to

find foundation timbers, particularlj'' in basementless structures, free

from attack by one or more of these species. Unfortunately, presence of the

insect is not detected until failure of tinber is noted and, as frequently

happens, the causal apent is ignored, the timber is replaced, and the general

infestation continues.

One insect, knovm as the inrharf" borer,stands apart from the powder-post

beetle in its relationship and habits. It is usually associated with decay

fungi in very moist wood and under such conditions has been observed hasten-

ing the destruction of piling, decks under wharves, boardwalks, telephone

poles, fences, piers, and even buildings. It has been reported from

numerous points in the United States, particularly along the coast, and

from other parts of the vrorld, and, although it has not received a great

deal of study it is known to be capable of doing considerable damage.

Very little is knonvn regarding the biology and control of this insect.

Treatment of wood with preservative deters its activity for a period of

time, but it will attack i.'hereo-er impregnations are poor or leaching of

chemicals has begun.

There is much yet to be learned of the biology and practical prevention and

control of v/ood-borin^f beetles. It is believed that the residual action

of new synthetic insecticides offers considerable promise in this regard.

However, the method of introducing these chemicals into nrood to reach deep

infestations remains a problem. F-amigation of small buildings, furniture,

or tool stock v.'ith methyl bromide is very effective but is limited because

no protection from future attack is offered and this method cannot be used

for large buildings or their contents. In some cases the impregnation of

wood with a preservative by soaking or pressure treatment offers a worth-
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while preventive approach. Cheinj.cal formulations and methods of applica-
tion for control of these insects should be investigated.

NEED FOR RESEARCH ON PROBLEM:. OF DETERIO; NATION

In the above discussions on various problems of deterioration, it has been
repeatedly pointed out that there is a great need for additional research.

In the recent past, wood has been a very plentiful commodity of high quality.
Interest in the protection of wood products has therefore not been great.
Consequently, until recent years research on wood-destroying organisms has
been somevirhat limited and in many cases appears to have failed to keep
abreast of the need for the preservation and conservation of wood products
for the building industries, vfith the decrease in the timber supply, the
development of demand for innumei-able wood products, and the high cost of

such products due to increased cost of the raw material and its manufacture,
there has come a realization of the need for research designed to protect
this valuable resource.

Advancements in the fields of chemistry and engineering have provided
promising materials for study. During .'/orId ar II and since, there have
been revolutionarj'- developments in the chemical industry and in the pro-
duction of potent residual insecticides, such as DDT, EHC, chlordane, toxa-
phene, heptachlor, and others, which far exceed most of the older insecti-
cides in effectiveness* Considerable progress has also been made in the

development of new equipment, including numerous types of thermal fog gen-

erators, mist blowers^ and improved hydraulic sprayers, to be used in the

surface application of these insecticides. There have been also marked
improvements in methods and equipment for impregnating wood Tirith preserva-

tives.

Outstanding though they are, these developments merely provide a tool for
the control of the various organisms destructive to vrood, E?ch insecticide

must be investigated thoroughly to determine the formulation most effective

and most practical in a particular situation. Each formulation must be

compared with standard treatments and evaluated on the basis of performance

and cost.

A most important consideration, however, is the need for basic biological

studies of the destructive organisms involved. In the haste to obtain

results—a characteristic of much of our research in the past decade— there

has been a tendency to overlook the fact that development of effective con-

trol measures is dependent upon a knoi/ledge of the behavior of the organism

for which the control is directed. Thus, it appears that much of the re-

search of past years has follovred a hit or miss pattern.

Fundamental research on the biology of the organisms, including life history,

habits, and the relationship to the environment, is essential in order that

control measures may be effective and economical. Among the insects, a

few species of our native termites and the powder-post beetles have been

most extensively studied. Little is known, howevar, about many species of
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teraites, powder-post beetles, and the numei-'ous Virood borers found in this

country. The field of wood deterioration in the tropics is virtually

unexplored.

There has probably never been a perj.od in our history when interest and

progress in the utilization of wood has been greater than at present. Con-

servation and protection are integral parts of this advancement, and re-

search in these fields at this time can contribute much toi/ard the progress

being made.





(Contribution from the Bureau of Yards and Docks)

DESIGN FACTORS AFFECTING DEriRIOR^TION OF MARBIE STRUCTURES

by Ralph C. Stokes

The engineer is acutely aware of the destructive forces which are ever
at work on marine structures. Liany centuries of experience have demon-
strated the severity of the attack which involves chemical, physical and
biological processes. The battle to overcome the damaging effects has
taken many different turns and made use of every knovm available con-

struction material. None of these is exempt from the ravages of all types
of deterioration, but each is vulnerable to one or more of the destructive
processes.

Much can be done to extend the useful life of waterfront structures by
proper attention to arrangement of parts, selection of materials, choice
of optimum shapes, and the use of protective applications. The three
principal construction materials, timber, steel and concrete can all be
used effectively if the results of experience are kept in mind. The
purpose of this paper is to present some of the methods ^irhich have been
adopted by the Eureau of Yards and Docks to obtain maximum length of

life at a minimum overall cost.

'Timber Construction;

No doubt the first crude structures built to accommodate shipping were of

wood. The rapid deterioration which followed probably led to the observa-

tion that certain species were more resistant to decay than others. Per-

haps the next discovery- was made by the Phoenicians, who practiced the

charring of wood to obtain greater life expectancy.

It is interesting to note that -;food preservation, in a modern sense, did

not begin in earnest until the second quarter of the nineteenth century.

Although the present m.ethod of injecting creosote into wood under consid-

erable pressure was devised by John Bethell in 1833, the method did not

attain commercial importance until 1875.

Hazards to Timber Construction:

Timber waterfront structures suffer principal damage from the hazards of

decay, marine borers, abrasion and fire.

By far the greater portion of the damage done to timber results from the

action of decay and marine borers. If timber is continuously submerged,

there is no decay. However, marine borers must be considered a menace
at most locations on salt water. Thus for marine structures, the borers

threaten timber below rirater, decay is active above water, and both do

damage in the tide zone.
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Methods of Protecting Timber:

The three general methods used for the protection of tiUiber are coatings,
armors and injected preservatives. No really effective coating has been
developed to date. Armors give efficient protraction so long as they remain
unbroken and extend from a level above high virater to one belo^T harbor
bottom sufficiently far to guard against the possibility of scour.

Tiie process of protection hj injected preservatives is the most generally
used because it has the advantage of affording protection against decay,
insects and inarine borers. The preservatives include soluble and. insoluble
salts, creosote oil, and creosote coal tar solutions. Soluble salts are

not reliable if the timber is exposed to leaching. The best results are

obtained from pressure treatments which produce complete penetration by
the preservative. Physical damage to pii.es during handling and driving
must be avoided in order to realize maxiriium benefit of the preservative
treatment r Boring and cuttir-g of piles belov: high water encojrages entry
of marine borers. Deterioration is less rapid for pile bents capped with
single timbers than for those framed by cutting the pile heads to receive
a pair of cap clamps,.

Abrasion damage applies principally to exposed decking and to the outer

faces of fender piles. There is often ample evidence to support the belief
that no ext.:-mded usefulness is obtained by treatment of deck timber to

prevent decay, on account of the physical destruction caused by wear.

Covering of the exposed surfaces with more resistant materials is the only

practical solution for abrasion. The life of wood fender piles can often

be materially increased by the provision of metal rubbing strips on the

contact areas.

The fire hazard must not be overlooked in design. The principal protection

consists in segregating a structure into several units by firewalls or

bulkheads extending from the underside of the deck to a level below the

low vrater line. The provision of openings in the deck for foam nozzles

are often provided for additional -r-rotection.

Concrete Construction:

Concrete is generally considered to be the most durable material available

for the building of waterfront structures. This idea probably stems from

the fact that cement was made in the time of the Romans that remained stable

in se". water for hundreds of years. Modern Portland cement apparently

lacks such chemical stability in sea water and its use in concrete require

careful control.

The Bureau of Yards and Docks has under test at Portsmouth, New Hampshire,

prototype concrete pile specimens ih inches square by 13 feet long. A

total of 96 specimens vrere hung in tho tide zone during the years 1925

through 1933. Each of these specimens varied in some particular, either

in the kind of cement, proportions of the mix, type of aggregate, use of

an admixture, surface treatment or special type of reinforcing. Various
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types of Portland cercent, n\m±ns. Canent and superfine Portland cement were

used in varying proportions from 3 bags per cubic yard to 9"| bags per cubic
yard.

From the long; time tests, at Portsmouth plus observations made on concrete
Naval structures located in many parts of the v/orld the folloviring con-
clusions have been drawn: The concrete appears to fail through disinte-
gration of the cement which progressively loses its bond and cementing
power. This disintegration occiurs more rapidly in some Portland cements
than in others . of the same type. Alumina cement has not demonstrated a

superiority o"^er Portland ce?-;ent. The admixtures virhich were used did
not appreciably retard deterioration of the concrete nor did the use of
silica sand inprove the density of the concrete by chemical action with
the cement. Improved density can be achieved by the use of well graded
aggx-egates,

Siurface density is an important factor in the life of concrete piling.

It can be improved by the use of very smooth surface foi'mwork, plus form
vibration. No appreciable advantage is gained by the use of corrosion
resistant reinforcing. Increased clear cover over reinforcing is a more

economical solution,

Comiiaratively rich mixes of concrete are required to prevent the deterio-

ration of concrete in the tide zone. It is interesting to note that the

most perfect concrete pile specimen hung at Portsmouth contains a mixture
of cements from four different producers. The concrete contains 6^ bags
of cement per cubic yard. Ti'o other specimens in excellent condition after

27 years contain 9 bags of cement per cubic yard of concrete. The water-
cement ratio has a marked influence on the durability of concrete. This
is evidenced by the fact that the less the slump the more resistant the

nile specimens have been to deterioration. The selection of both fine

and coarse aggregates that are kna-m to be chemically stable with cement,

in the presence of salt water, is esvsential.

Steel Construction:

Although the process of sneltin:-' iron has been knovm for thousands of

years, it was I8U0 before tiie principal support of a v/aterfront structure

was formed of cast iron. Solid wrought iron piles were installed about

10 years later, while steel shapes viere not used until about I87O,

Although service records indicate that cast iron, in the form of cylinders

or piles, is the most durable material currently available for use in

waterfront structures, it has received little consideration during the

last 35 years because of its lack of taiisile . strength and comparatively

high first cost. Reports on solid v/rought iron piles indicate a service

life comparable to those of hollow cast iron, Hovj-ever, the wrought iron

or steel bracing members required in connection virith either w-ought or

cast iron piles and cylinders have required rather frequent replacement.

This replacement cost, rather than the high first cost of cast or wrought
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iron supporting members, accounts for the disuse of an othemrise satis-
factory/ material.

Following the rapid expansion of the steel industry from 1890 through 1912,
many steel pipe piles and cylinders were used to support waterfront struc-
tures. In the latter half of this era, steel deck framing was also used
quite extensively. The comparatively rapid deterioration of these struc-
tures by corrosion and the resulting maintenance or replacement costs soon
curtained this type of construction. .ith the introduction of steel sheet
piling and the expanding use of steel "H" piles, much experimental work
was done in an effort to develop a more corrosion-resistant steel. Copper
bearing steel was introduced both in Europe and the United States as being
at least a partial ansv/er to the problem. Records, however, indicate
that in many locations little increase in resistance was apparent. Modern
steel sections can be used to advanta e in many locations where timber or

concrete sections camot be used. The useful life of a steel structure
can be materially extended by the adoption of a simplified design and the
initial protection afforded by coatings or envelopes located in the zones
of critic ,1 corrosion. Cathodic orotection, which is now under test,

promises to retard corrosion in the tide zone on both old and new steel-
work, Hovrever, it is not effective in or above the splash zone.

In order to illustrate better the design techniques which will aid in

solving deterioration problems a series of illustrations are given of both
pier and bulkhead constniction.

In general, all open ty~oe marine structures, ^Tith free tidal movement
beneath, are subject to more severe exposure tho,n those of the closed

t^pe which are exposed only along the exterior faces of the structure.

Figure 1 illustrates two timber pier designs. Figure la is the conven-

tional design wherein the lov;er level of bracing is located just above
mean low water and is subject to maximum exposure in the tide range.

Figure lb shov/s an improved r^esign. Here the bracing system is raised
above high virater level and the connections for the batter piles are made
at the level of the main transverse timber caps. The life of the structure

v:ill thus be increased by removal of the bracing and fittings from the

zone of critical exposure.

A timber pier with composite deck is shov.Ti in Figure 2, In this example,

there is no lateral bracing. Stability is provided by a system of A-frames,

Tnese ara formed by embedding the outer vertical pile and the batter pile,

in each transverse bent, in a concrete beam. The composite deck protects

the timber caps from exposure to weather and the only members exposed in

the tide zone are the round piles.

Some piers require the use of very long piles. In this case, timber piles

with concrete jackets can bo used to advantage as illustrated in Figure 3.

The concrete jackets perform a dual function: First in providing a large

increase in pile stiffness, thus eliminating the need for bracing, and

second as armor, providing protection from marine borers. The jackets are

applied on untreated piles prior to drivin^^ by depositing an encasement
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of cement mortar about 2" tliick over the surface of the pile by means
of pneumatic equipment. This type of protection for timber piles has
been used irith success on several large navy piers.

Figure it shovfs a concrete pile designed for longer life in the tide zone.
In t'-^e illustration^ it will be noted that a two inch minimum thickness
of concrete cover is provided over the steel for the lower portion of the
pile. Above this level, tlie longitudinal steel reinforcement in the pile
is bent so that the concrete cover is increased to a minimum thickness of

3 inches. Since square corners are more vulnerable to deterioration by
both chemical and physical processes, the corners are rounded to a mini-
mum radius of 2-| inches.

Fi,gure $ illustrates a conventional concrete pier. Unless the deck is

located virell above high v.^ater, the lower surfaces of beams and girders
will be subject to the deteriorating effects of saltwater spray. The
many corners involved in tlus design tend to promote attack on the rein-
forcing steel.

Figure 6 shows an ideal concrete pier design. The circular cylinders
have optimum shape for roslsting attack hy saltwater and for minimum force
from wave action. If the cylindrical shells are cast xvith the aid of smooth
metal form.s and adequate cover is maintained over the reinforcement, a long
life should result. The number and area of vertical supports is held to
a minimum. The flat slab construction has no deep transverse girders nor
longitudinal beams exposed to salt water spray. Untreated timber piles
may be safely used as supports beneath the cylinder bells.

The conventional design of a steel pier is shown in Figure 7a. Lateral

stability is provided by batter piles in combination with a system of

cross bracing. Rapid deterioration of this bracing will occur even though
the usual protective coatings are applied. By vray of contrast, Figure 7b

shows a steel pier vdthout batter oiles or bracing. Lateral stability is

obtained by ri^id-frcime action. The tiirber-concrete composite deck gives

wide distribution of local lateral loads to several bents so that lateral

deflections are reduced. The vertical piles have concrete jacket protec-

tion in the tide zone for maximum longevity, vihere additional stability

is required, A-frames can be ad'jed beneath the center of the pier,

A practical method for installing jackets on either timber or steel piles

is shovm in Fig-ore 8. It is equally a}.plicable to existing Diles or to

net; construction. The two halves of the form are separated by rubber gas-

kets which are compressed as the form is locked together, thus providing

for self-stripping when the pressure is released. ..'ith the form secured

in position around the pile at the desired elevation, coarse aggregate is

deposited to fill the form after which a special grout virith admixture is

introduced at the bottom of the form. As the grout rises to the top, the

vrater in the form escapes through a series of vent holes and a complete

filling of the voids with good grout is achieved.
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The last tvro illustrations relate to bulkhead construction. Figure 9a
shows a section through a conventional bulkhead. The steel wale is located
for erection convenience on the outside of the sheet piles above meai low
water. A steel cap channel is used in forming the top curb. The steel
wale is severely exposed and deteriorates rapidly. The channel cap shares
a fate onl}'- sli5:htly less severe. The tie-rod corrodes badly adjacent to
the bulkhead. By the sim-^le procedure of transferring the wale to the
inside face of the sheet piles and protecting the upper channel virith con-
concrete as shovm in Figure 9b, the life expectancy of the v/ale is greatly
increased. Critical corrosion of the tie-rods can be prevented by paint-
ing and VvTap-oing the 6 ft. length of rod adjacent to the sheet niles, or
encasing it in concrete. A concrete cap and curb built along the top of

the sheet piles is far superior to the conventional channel curb. Besides^

it acts as a much better distributing beam for the bulkhead system. At
locations v/here corrosion is known to be severe, encasement of the upper
portion of the piling in a concrete envelope, as shovm in Figure 9c, is

necessary. A saving in vreight of steel can be made by varyin:; the length

of alternate pairs of sheet piles, as shown in Figure 9d.

Figiure 10 illustrates a bulkhead design vfhich is adaptable to repair at

a later date, after having served an initial normal life. In this case,

the sheet piles are anchored at tvjo levels because of the high backfill

elevation. The lower wale is located on the outer face of the piling,

but is about me foot below mean low water to reduce tide zone exposure.

At the "zone of failure" shoYm, the deteriorated areas of the sheet piles

permit leaching and escape of backfill material v/hich causes a lowering

of the top grade. This type of failure does not endanger the stability

of the biilkhead as a whole, because the loiver wale and tie-rod system

remain intact and retain the original alignment of the lower portion of

the sheet piles. The upper ,:.ortion of the bulkhead can be repaired as

shown in Figure 10b. A narrow relieving platform is built behind the

sheet piles to reduce the lateral pressures and a concrete gravity retain-

ing well is constructed above the platform. ^ bulkhead, reconstructed in

this manner, '..'ill generally last longer than the original construction,

RecomiTiended Design Practices:

The more important lessons learned from experience on the deterioration
of timber, concrete and steel waterfront structures may be summarized as

follows:

a. Since maximum deterioration occurs in the tide zone the number of

structural members located therein should be kept to a practical

minimum. The elimination of bracing v/ithin the tide range is the

first step tovrard a better design.

b. Round members because of their smaller area and better flovi character-

istics for wave action generally have a longer life than other shapes.
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c. It is imperative that all steel or concrete deck framing be located
above normal spray level.

d. Untreated timber piles should never be used in waterfront structures
unless located below the permanent wet line and protected from marine
borer attack.

e. The most effective injected preserscative appears to be creosote oil
having a hirh phenolic content. For piles subject to marine borer
attack a ma:cimum penetration of creosote-coaltar solution is recom-
mended,

f

.

Salt-treated timber gives satisfactory service when protected from
the './eather.

g. Spring and cutting of piles after treatment should be avoided. All
surfaces so cut require special treatment.

h. Single timber caps have a longer lix'e than pairs of cap timbers dapped
into the piles.

i. Untreated timber iles i/hen encased in a gunite armor and properly
sealed at the top v\rill give economical service.

j. Concrete to last in the tide zone must have a high cement content;

a minimum of 6-1/2 bags per cubic yard is recommended.

k. The lower the water-cement ratj.o, the more durable concrete will be
in salt water.

1. Care must be exercised in the selection of coarse and fine aggregates
both for density of grading and to avoid unfavorable chemical reaction
with the cement.

m. iiiaintenance of specified clear cover over all reinforcing steel is

of the greatest importance.

n. Smooth formv:ork and rounded corners improve the resistance of con-

crete structures,

o. All steelavork in and above the tide range requires the initial pro-

tection of a coating or concrete envelope.

Conclusions

The battle against deterioration may never be completely won. However,

the life of marine structures can be significantly extended by applying

the lessons learned from experience to their design.

Further progress awaits the discovery of more effective protective materials

and the development of new methods for marine borer control.

The sad fact that little progress has been made in the last 7^ years
should be a challenge to us all, ,
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(Contribution from the Marine Laboratory, University of liiami)

LIFE HISTORI OF TEREDO;^

by L, B. Isham

Abstract

Since so little is knoi-m of the early life history of larviparous shipworms,

the larval and early boring stages of Teredo ( Lyrodus ) pedicellata De
Quatrefages were studied in some detaill

This shipworm, the most common in the i.iiami area, was cultured in laboratory

tanks and used as a source of larvae of known age.

The anatomy o.!-" the larvae ".fas studied and compared, in some respects, virith

other species of Teredo.

The free swimjiiing and cravjling sta3;es and the early borang stages virere

described in respect to anatomy and behavior. The development of the

siphons and of the early development of the shells and pallets were de-

scribed.

The mortality rate of these stages was discussed.

The speed of siffimming and crawling was measured and descriptive data con-

cerning locomotion ?j'ere noted.

^-This -papsr appeared in full in the Bulletin of Marine iJcience of the

Gulf and Caribbean 2(U):^7U-589, May, 19?3. Copies of this may be

Laboratory, Unj.versity of
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(Contribution from the University of Southern California)

THE REL/.TIONSHIP OF THS AR'JAS OF MARINE BORER ATTACK
TO POLLUTION PATTERNS IF LOS /NGELES-LONG BEACH HARBORS

by John L, Mohr

Los Angeles and Long Beach Harbors comprise somewhat more than 7jO0O acres
of -..i-ater of thirty-five foot average depth enclosed by a rock breakwater
from the remainder of San Pedro Lay. Terminal Island, built up from a
line of mud \vaddens and low islands and supporting extensive naval and
industrial installations, provides several enclosed anchorages opening
on the Outer Harbor and protects the waters of the Inner Harbor. The
Inner Harbor appears on the map as a six-mile arch of water v^rith approaches
from the Outer Harbor at east (Long Beach) and west (Los Angeles) by
thirt3'"-foot channels.

Although flushing and current patterns have not been adequately studied,
it has been estimated that with roughly 250,000 acre feet (80 billion
gallons) of r/ater in the harbor, the daily tidal oj''cles move about a fifth
or 50,000 acre feet of v;ater in and out the break^Arater. Accordingly, it

might be predicted that any acute ef.i'ects of pollution would be found in

enclosed areas particularly of the Inner I-iarbor.

Surveys on the effects of harbor pollution have been of two sorts. Under
the aegis of the Los ''^ngeles Regional ..ater Pollution Board, a coordinating
agency of the State of California, some 17 agencies concerned with harbor
conditions carrie-d, mainly in 19^1, an investigation into the sources and

effects of pollution in Los Angeles-Long Beach Harbors. Fifty-five stations
in Los Angeles and eighteen in Long beach Harbor ivere made. An
abridged report of the joint agencies is in press. In this investigation
the study of bottom conditions made by analysis of sauplings by a small

orange-peel bucket was carried out by my colleagues of the Southern Cali-

fornia Larine Borer Council for the Department of Fish and Game. Secondly,

the Council has carried on studies v'ith standard Douglas fir blocks and

microscope slide carriers at fifteen stations ghoson to represent

a wide range of theriral, pollutional and other factcrs. From these specific
data has been obtained on borer activity and fouling in the major areas

of the harbor. Finally, the records of the decennial surveys of piling

condition in Los Angeles Harbor (the most recent being that of 19U6) have

bee'-; made available by Li*. C. i.i, ;.'akeman. Testing Engineer of the Los

Angeles Harbor Department,

Degree of pollution in a harbor may be gauged in a number of ways. The

actual quantitative determination of particular pollutants :.'ould be most

desirable. The chemists of the joint agencies' survey found, hoxrever,

tl'iat with practicable survey methods it was not possible to demonstrate

certain deleterious substances knovm to be entering the harbor in con-

siderable amounts at specific points. The effects of such pollutants may

usually be noted by their depression of the dissolved o^qygen index, in-
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creased biochemical oxygen demand, or even the presence of hydrogen
sulfide. However, as with inland pollution, tVie alteration of the plant-
animal associations of various types of waters constitutes the most
generally relj.able quick indicator both of deterioration and of recovery,
/Jith the harbors \vhich our group has investigated, it is the animals studied
rather than the more inconspicuous plants which have proved more useful
in this respect.

Not all of the harbor animals are likely to be significant in formulating
a zoological index of harbor pollution. The floating population or plank-
ton will be perceptibly altered, particularly diminished in a somewhat
selective manner, but except where flushing is much reduced, the pollution
effects will be rather minimized. Horeover, the mortality of plankton
nets, v/hich are both relatively fragile and expensive, is a deterrent to
the use of a plankton index in those reaches seriously contaminated. The
strong swimmers or nekton, in the harbor mainly fish, also could be ranged
into a rough equivalent of the spectrum from trout to carp of inland vraters,

but a number of practical considerations gravitate against their use for
harbor studies,

T'.vo important ecological groups remain which are immediately affected by
pollution: a) the forms fixed to or moving slug-'ishly about the bottom
and b) the fauna of -filings, floats and fenders, animals either attached
or of limited movements. Of these two biotas, it is the bottom fauna or
benthos which is the more profoundly modified by whatever toxicants occur.
At the bottom fresh supplies of oxygen are ordinarily farthest removed so
that lethal levels are reached most quickly. Here, in addition to the

killed animals belonging to this level, settle the victims of unfavorable
conditions above and here the sulfur bacte-oia accvmiulate in any sludges
which may result. Any hydrogen sulfide generated prolongs lethality be-
yond the primarj'' effects of contamination. Further, there is a strong
possibility that pollutants v/hich might othervirise be dissipated by tidal
flushing md:y be incorporated in the sludge preventing re-occupation of

the beds by animals from adjacent still productive areas. The findings

of the joint agencies' siu'vey are consistent with these generalities.
Eight separate areas of the harbors may be considered to be derelict
zones. From bottom samples of these areas no living animals were found
by use of a lovif povfer dissecting microscope. One of these areas lies at

the "keystone" of the arch of the Inner Harbor in Cerritos Channel, Here

the movements of successive high tides meet so that each half of the arch

in effect comes to a dead end. The remaining seven are dead end channels

only two of T^hich face on the Outer Harbor, Zone 1 in i.'atchorn Basin may
be affected by neighboring naval establishments and presumably is polluted
by domestic discharges from U. S. Coast Giaard Moorings and tliree private

establishments vfhich together haA/^e an estimated maximum population of 600

persons. The extent of the derelict bottom here is apparently very limited.

Zone 2, Fish Harbor, has a concentration of fish-procassing plants which
at the peak of canning season turn Fish Harbor itself and adjacent waters
into a virtually opaque, off-color, foul-smelling suspension.
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T!ie remaining derelict zones are Y/itbin the Inner Harbor vihere dead end
slips receive large amoiints of pollution, mainly of industrial origin,

but in each case including domestic sewage some part of which is often
ra\T or nearly so. It may be noted that next to some of the derelict zones

very high numbers of living animals may congregate as though areas with
just tolerable concentrations of pollutants are bordered by belts high in

food for these forms or foi" the microbes on \'irhich they depend. In such
beds it has been the marine worms or polychetes which have been most
abundant. From v;ork on the bottom faunas of Los Angeles-Long Beach,

Avalon, New Port and San Diego Harbors, the Council's biologists conclude
that the polychete v/orms provide more clear indications of conditions of

marine pollution than do any other groun of animals. This is consistent
with the findings of Prof. Francis Filice in San Francisco Bay. In

general the benthic arthropods and mollusks have proved to be enough more

sensitive to be too reduced in numbers to be useful index animals.

Mr. C. M. Wakeman's periodic surveys have shovm that at the peak of harbor
activity in "fforld War II, pollution was so intense in the Inner Harbor
that borer activity was checked in an area which would include and join

Zones 3 to 7. Determinations of dissolved oxygen were frequently zero

for much of the area and positive sulfide readings v/ere obtained from the

water. "In lyhO the Industrial Hygiene Service reported Excessive absences

from vfork among fish cannery workers as a result of conjunctivitis caused
by hydrogen sulfide," Throughout the war years complaints were made by

military authorities about paint damage and corrosion of their harbor

equipment. As late as 19hQ the U. S. Corps of 3n^ineers estimated the

"unnecessary daniarre" to harbor installations, shipping and industry would
reach -,^2,000,000 annually. But by 19U8 the harbor was already less pol-

luted and serious borer damage T;as observed again within the Inner Harbor,

damage v;hich has been increasin;^ since that time.

Conditions in the harbor during the joint agencies ' surveys and those of

the Borer Council may perhaps be considered to be approaching a fairly

stable baseline. Although pollution is high enough to raise corrosive

action significantly above that of ordinary seavrater, much further improve-

m.ent Virill be v/on only by very persuasive measures, educational or other-

wise. On the other hand, agencies nov; in existence aiid the balance of

interest along the waterfront may be counted upon to hold the line against

much additional pollution,

sii'ith this background we may examine the results of the standard block sur-

vey,- Limnoria tripunctata and Teredo diegensis had for the most part a

parallel distribution in IJ^O-lP'^l arid, from spot checks, have one today.

In contrast ?jith "Yorld '.iar II conditions when most of the Inner Harbor was

free of borer activity, only Station C is now v/ithout either gribbles or

shipv^orms. Station C receives the runoff of Dominguez Slough, practically

an open sewer which drains industrial areas of Los Angeles, Vernon and

Torrance inter alia and numerous oil fields. In 11 of lU checks made during

the 19^0-1951 survey dissolved oxygen determinations were zero vj-hile in the

remainder the reading did not go higher than one part per million.
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It is notable that in a closeby area (Station 3) with very little higher
dissolved oxygen (between 2-3 ppm. for much of the year) both Limnoria
tripunctata and Teredo diegensis are present. The region of maximal
activity (Station D or Zone 6 among the derelict areas) is both close by
and highly polluted.

Of the remaining borers of the harbor, Limnoria quadripunctata is found
only in Fish Harbor of the zones of heavy pollution. While the major
pollution here is of animal origin, lacking the toxicants of Inner Harbor
pollution, and while flushing action from the Outer Harbor is probably
strong and effective, the fact that this species of Limnoria is a cooler
virater species probably means that it would not in any case thrive in the

warmer waters of the Inner Harbor, Therefore, the observations on dis-
tribution in Los Angeles-Long Beach Harbors cannot be taken necessarily
to indicate a low tolerance for pollution. For the boring amphipod,
Chelura terebrans , the same may be true although ive believe that this is

a generally less adaptable animal than our two Limnorias , It appears
to be restricted to the waters of the Outer Harbor and the Naval Base.

Bankia setacea , the larger, coldwater ehipworm, has been more difficult

to spot as its swimming young (veligers) are released only in the cold-

est months in our 'larbor,. The one flourishing center we know about is

by the lighthouse at the entrance to the break'A'ater, the coldest area

in the harbors. Other centers have been active, but all in cold v/aters.

Therefore, the fact that these are also clean waters may not be signifi-

cant and one cannot conclude from these observations that Bankia setacea

cannot thrive under conditi --ns of pollution.

Council studies of fouling organisms have been carried far enough to shoAr

population patterns for the bryozosns, h^'^droids and tunicates. Of these

the- hardiest is the small colonial hydroid, Obelia dichotoma , v/hich appears

from time to time in small niombers even at Station C where all borers are

absent. Like Ljmnoria tripunctata and Teredo diegensis it flourishes in

derelict Zone 6 where industrial toxicants are a little less than maximal,

SWMARY

1. Surveys of the effects of pollution in Los Angeles-Long Beach Harbors

have been made by means of orange-peel bucket sampling of the bottom

and by standard block samplers for boring and fouling organisms.

2. Pollution in restricted areas of Los Angeles-Long Beach Harbors has

for extended periods reached concentrations stopping all borer and

fouling activity.

3. Lethal concentrations for borers have occurred only in parts of the

harbor in which tidal flushing appears to be reduced.

ii. Bottom life (benthos) appears to be first affected and recovers

slowly so that there are large derelict areas about the principal

concentrations of pollution.
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5. Borers are not equally sensitive to the effects of pollntioni Limnoria
trlgunctata and Teredo diegensis can maintain themselves for consider-

'
. - able periods at ccncentrations of dissolved oxygen belov; three parts

per million. Limnoria quadripunctata , which thrives in cooler \vaters,

is absent from areas of' low dissolved oxygen (high pollution), Chelura
terebrans is confined to relatively clean v;aters, Bankia setacea main-
tains itself only in the coldest v/aters so that one gets no conclusive
evidence of its relation to the pollution from observations at the iso-
therms of Los Angeles.

6. Liimoria tripunctata and particularly Teredo diegensis occur in great

numbers and increase rapidly in an area of high pollution,

7. Foulinc: organisms also show a differential sensitivity to pollutants,
the hydroid, Obelia dichotoma , appearing to be most hardy.

8. Pollution adequate to check borer and fouling activity completely is

paralleled by an accelerated corrosion of harbor equipment.
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(Contribution from the Marine Laboratory, University of Miami)

accelerat::;d test li .thod: of ;iiti-wrim': borer treati/Ients

by F. G. V/alton Smith

For many years the majority of investigations concerned viith the prevention

of m.^ine borer attack Tirere of a decidedly empirical nature. Although

records of marine borer attack arc found in the v/ritings of antiquity, the

descriptions of robective methods have consistently sounded like handbooks

on -viritChe s' caldrons. Yfi.th ferr exceptions, only in the present century has

a more scientific approach been adopted. Even now the old capricious habit

of aimlessly mixing all available unpleasant materials has not been com-

pletely abandoned. The results of centuries of empirical tests have shown

clearly, however, that no other preservative has ever been found with the

effectiveness and lon^ life of pressure-creosote treatment. It was only

natural, then, that steps should be taken during the past 30 years to

analyze the effects of creosote upon marine borers themselves, to compare

a wide range of other toxic compounds with creosote and to attempt to

isolate the effective agent in creosote. Experiments of this nature are

well sumnarized in EiARIME ST^IUCTIIRBS, THEIR DETERIORATION AND PRESERVATION

published by the National Research Council in 1921;.

Unfortunately, experiments of this nature are not sufficient. It is not^

enough that a preservative should be harmful to an organism immersed in it.

There are any number of substances normally found even in a household

closet capable of killing marine borers under these conditions. Shipworms

will undoubtedly die in a solution of household ammonia, rat ooison, sodium

pentachlorphenate, or even whiskey and soda. But none of these materials -

poisonous though they are - will, vihen introduced into wood, continue to

protect it against the marine borer for considerable periods of time, in the

manner that creosote does*

Nevertheless, some kind of a test is necessary and it should preferably be

a test of the wood treatment rather than a simple pharmacological test of

the preservative independent of the treatment itself. The most direct

method, of course, is to impregnate a series of test panels with the com-

pounds under investigation, and to expose them in seawater to marine borer

attack. Unfortunately for this method the criterion of success is a treat-

ment which will protect the wood for a period of a good many years. The

resultant delay in obtaining controlled experimental data is therefore very

considerable. This, in itself, is a serious objection and undoubtedly ex-

plains the slow progress vrhich has been made in setting up creosote standards,

or in finding acceptable substitutes for creosote.

In the course of the program of marine borer research at Miami, it was

early realized that a more rapid test of preservative treatments ^vas necessary

and the present report concerns the results of a search for such a test. An

interesting parallel to this problem and one which has provided a basis

for developing the desirable accelerated test is that which concerns anti-

fouling paints. In this case the problem was to develop a rapid test of
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the effective life of such paints. Briefly, most of these paints ov^e

their antifouling properties to the slov; solution of a copper compound
in seawater. In order to screen the numerous paint formulations an

accelerated test method v.-as devised, whereby the copper dissolves at approx-

imately 100 times the average rate in seaviater. This test thus provides
a roughly quantitative measure of the period over ^vhich a paint may be ex-

pected to release copper in concentrations sufficient to maintain its anti-

fouling qualities.

In the case of antifovling paints it has been fo-und that increasing the pH

of seawater will bring; aboiit accelerated leaching of the^cepper. A 'similar

test for vrood preservc,.tives designed to repel marine borers xfRS sought,

with its principal objective the testing of preservation by creosote and

its chemical and physical fractions. In the initial tests creosote was

used to impregnate slips of clear sourthern pine, l/8 inch in thiclmess.
The impregnation viras made by Dr. Sweert!^ of the Naval Research Laboratory,

as part of a cooperative project. A large supply of creosote was purchased

in order that a permanent standard could be used for this and all subse-

quent experiments. This is novj- referred to, at least informally, as U. S.

Experimental Creosote Standard Number i.

The vrooden slips vfere e".posed to various treatments for the purpose of

leaching out the preservative in order to simulate the natural loss of

preservative under service conditions. By using thin slips of wood it

was hoped that learning would be more -rapid. An attempt was made to further

accelerate by varying the chemical and physical conditions of the leaching

bath.

The initial experiments were carried out in leaching baths at room tempera-

ture. Hydrochloric acid and sodium hydroxide w.:re both used to bring about

considerable changes in pH of the seawater bath. Other treatments consisted

of boiling in seawater and agitation in oxidizing solutions. Controls

leached in standing seawater, running seawater and controls with no leach-

ing at all were provided for comparison.

Following the period of leaching, all of the thin wooden slips were immersed

in the sea for exposure to marine borers. The results of a typical experi-

ment are shown in Table 1. Boiling in seawater alone was successful in

leaching out the active toxicant of the creosote treatment to the point

where borer resistance was reduced. Acid, alkali, or oxidizing baths were

surprisingly less effective.

These experiments were confirmed by washing leached panels free of the

leaching water and placing them in dishes of seawater to which shipworm

larvae were added. The results , Table 2, substantially agree with those

of the field exposure tests.

Although boiling in seawater r/as the most effective method of accelerating

leaching, it also had the obvious disadvantage that the rates of leaching

of the various creosote components might be quite different in the presence

of steam than in vrater below boiling point. Later experiments were there-
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TABLE ].

REDUCTION CF PROTECTION AGAINST RORKRS AS A RESULT OF LEACHING ,

AS SH0.7N BY FIELD EXPOSURE TESTS^

t

TREATIffiNT

i ': Boiled
"I

" ' ~ ' | Hydro- i^'cTl '^ ' ' jaodium

fUN- iin f Potassium' I chloric* Held in Uerated Hydrox-

[LEACHEDlSeawateriDicfaromateJAcid isearj-ateriSea?.rater|ide

CREOSOTE
Fouling
Licinoria

Shipwormsi

2-3

1

UNTREATED
Fouling t h
Liianoria

|

Shipwormsi

2

1
1

2-3

1
2

2

1

1

1
1

1

2

1
2

2

1
1

Leaching period 18 days No attack 3 Moderate
1 Very light h Heavy
2 Light

TABLE 2

REDUCTION OF ANTI-BORER PROPEl^TIES BY LFACHING ,

AS SHOM BY LABORATORY TEST WITH LARVAE, IN MMTES





fore carried out with w^ter leaching at a temperature of 80°C, The results
were similar to those in Virhich boiling seav/ater was used.

In a later series of experiments a leaching bath was used in v/hich fresh
water T>ras maintained at 80°C. with a constant rate of inflow and outflow

in order to remove the leached materials. Seven groups of l/8 inch wooden

slips treated with creosote to retention of from 2 to 30 lbs./cubic foot

were prepared for this experiment at the Naval Research Laboratory. In each

group panels were leached for periods varying from to I48 days, and sub-

sequently exposed to attack in the sea for a period of six months. The

results are shown in Table 3. It will be noted that the borer resistance

of the treatments decreases progressively with the duration of leaching.

From the data of Table 3, it is clear that a low retention creosote treat-

ment requires less leaching to reduce its anti-borer effectiveness to a

predetermined degree than does a high retention treatment. There is thus

a definite possibility that the period of leaching required to do this may

be used as a rough index of the effective life of the treatment. In order

to test this over a long period and for purposes of comparison and cali-

bration, larger (2" x h") timbers lare being exposed to borer attack at the

same location at Miami Beach.

From data similar to that of Table 3j leaching ratings., were derived
for various degrees of creosote retention. The ratings (Table h) are in

terms of the minimum leaching period required to cause light borer attack

when subsequently exposed to a 3-monthil field exposure.

As an illustration of the possible uses of the leaching test, an assay was

made' of preservatives developed by the Dow Chemical Com.pany, with the kind

permission of Dr. Fred J. Myers. The data are reproduced here in Tables

S and 6, Table 5 records the results of a leaching test carried out upon

seven preservative treatments in a manner similar to that used for the

creosote treatments recorded in Table 3. % comparing the data of Table $

i7ith the "leaching ratings" for the creosote panels, it is possible to

rate the Dow treatments in terms of equivalent creosote retentions (Table

6). According to this system of evaluation, the Dow treatment /v? is some-

what superior in service life and effectiveness to a 30 lb, creosote

treatment, while r/'5 and #6 approximate more closely to 20 lb, (l5-30) creo-

sote treatment.

It is not yet possible to make any claims for the accelerated leaching test

as an index of service life. On the other hand, the experiments conducted

so far suggest interesting possibilities and they are therefore being con-

tinued in the hope of developing a standard test protocol v/hich vdll serve

to evaluate the probable effectiveness and length of service life of chemi -

cal wood borer preventives.

Should such a test method be developed, proven, and calibrated, it should

enormously shorten the time needed to evaluate experiiaental treatments. It

should also be of great value in the difficult task of isolating the effec-

tive ingredient or ingredients in creosote.
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TABLE 3

EFFECTS OF LEACHING IN JATW AT 80°G IvTTH SUBSEQTJENT





TABLE h

MDJIITOI L^^ACHINQ Pi^IOD REQUIRED TO CAUS^ LIGHT BORER ATTACK IN

CRSGSOl'E PANELS WHEN SUBSEQUENTLY EKPOSED''TO 3~MQNTH FIELD I'ESTS

Creosote treatment in
lbs./cubic foot

Leaching period. Days

10





TABLE 6

mNDiWM LEACHIKG PERIOD REQUIRED TO CAUSE LIGHT BORER ATTACK IN

DOM pani!;ls





(Contribution from the Basic Sciences Research Department, U. S. Naval
Civil Snr-ineering Research and Z;valuation Laboratory)

FURTHER IMVESTIGi^TIO^' OF BHIBITION OP i"iARINE BORERS BY TREATING ";00D

TTH INSOLUBLE COIIPOUITDS OF TKi: HEAVY IiETALS

ty E. R. Holden and Herbert LIcKennis, Jr.

In the field of inorganic treatments for the preservation of rrood ag;ainst

the destructive activities of niarine organisms, two groups of cornpounds,

the various forms of iron oxides and the sulfides of certain heavy metals,
are of special interest. The potential us3fulne3s of the iron compounds
is based primarily on the kna\'n fact that rusting iron nails afford effec-
tive protection to wood (1,2). The second group of compounds, the heavy
metal siilfides, have bsen selected as a subject of investigation because
of the knovm toxicity of the compounds of the particular metals, the ex-

tremely lavi solubilities of the sulfides, and their probable resistance
toward losses through oxidation processes.

In general, the wood is imnregiiated with a solution of a soluble salt and
then treated with a second material to precipitate an insoluble heavy
metal compound. The natural resins have been observed to exert an influ-
ence on, and sometimes apcear to prohibit, these reactions. In an effort
to circumvent such difficulties, as arise from participation of wood,
c'-'emically or physically in these reactions, different methods and reactants
which normally produce the same desired compound have been used. Pertinent
basic studies relative to compound formation are being conducted also, so

as to provide essential information for the performance tests.

The standard test block for panels which are placed in harbor .rater is
2" X I;" X 12" in size. In some cases splints approxim.ately 2|-" x 2" x t"
are treated simultejieously for use in a co perative program wherein
accelerated tests (3) are being conducted at the liarine Laboratory, Univer-
sity ox ]iiami, under the direction of Dr. F. C-. alton Smith. For a given
treatment, nine blocks (2" x U" x 12") are nlaced in the v/ater in order
that blocks may be removed after intervals of tivne for internal inspection
without terminating the test.

IRON OXIDES

There are seven important allotropic forms of ferric oxide i^c-j '^- > snd

?^-monohydrates, the corresponding anhydrous 'X- and -y- forms, the hydrous

oxide^, and magnetite (considering magnetite to be a double oxide of ferric

and ferrous oxides in a'-roxinately equimolar ratio). In the normal "rusting"

or slow oxidation of iron gradual step changes are believed to occur v/ith

^The "hydrous oxide" may be, actually, a hydrozide (6).
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the followinrf substances formed successively: Ferrous hydroxide r^-

ferrous oxide ? magnetite --- > -ferric oxide monohydrate
- - .-i-ferric oxide monohydrate. There may very well be departures

from this schematic arrangement, but under the conditions ' Ith which this
v/ork is concerned, the limited oxygen supply and the 7.U - 8.5 pH range of
sea vrater (h) '.rould be expected to favor this mode of chemical change. In
X-ray diffraction studies made by Fr, \ L. Starr o^ this Laboratory the
major ultimate product was identified as the ^^ -monohydrate in scrapings
taken from iron nails which had been immersed in sea ?fater for several
months (see Fi.^ure la). This being knovm, it vrould b3 very desirable to
precipitate this form in the wood for test purposes, but unfortunately, the
information available concerning its synthesis is insufficient to devise
a method to accomplish such treatment viith certainty. Hovfever, it has been
possible to precipitate the intermediates in v/ood v;hich may very well achieve
the same purpose, T^e transformation of the intermediates to the ultimate
condition of form and particle size r:.ay be someT/hat slow because of the
small energy differences {S) and loyi solubilities. M effort has been
made to form all the other types in wood, as well, in order that the in-
vestigation be as complete as possible.

Hydrous ferric oxide (R','"drous Fe^O-j or Fe(OH)., )

In the first tests made a ferric salt v/as precipitated by ammonium hydroxide
in wood. The protection afforded by this particular treatment was insuf-
ficient to be of practical value.. This method precipitates a hydrophilic
sol usually referred to as "hydrous ferric oxide," The particles are too
small to give an X-ray diffraction ^^ attern until aged for many months at
ro'^m temperature. The aged gel produces the anhydrous <3< -ferric oxide
X-ray diffraction pattern. Prior to this change the hydrous oxide is much
more soluble and readily subject to colloidal dispersion and, therefore,
may very well undergo serious leaching. Phase rule studies by .feiser and
Liilligan (6) indicate that the initial form is a simple oxide or hydroxide,
and the eventual product, as mentioned above, is the anhydrous X-form,
both forms being^ very different from that identified in rust scrapings both
as to crystal type and particle size.

Anhydrous -^-ferric o'/ide ( -:^'. -FepOr))

The conversion of the hjrdrous ferric oxide gel to the anhydrous •;:*. -form

takes place rapidly at 600^0 . or above. The product is a fine, very hard,

brick red crystalline material identical to mineral hematite and commercial
red rouge. It was found that this conversion temperature could be lowered

to 120°C. by use of saturated steam (15 psi) v/hich is known to reduce the

temperature required in the dehydration of this as T;ell as many similar

hydrates. Under these conditions this tr.aisition vjould involve a time-

pressure relationship in which pressure is a parameter of temperature,

and it is possible that the change fould take place rapidly at a slightly

lower pressure. However it could not be reduced to as low as atmospheric

pressure, because the boiling of a suspension has been found to be very

slow in bringing about the conversion to particles large enough to produce
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X-ray diffraction patterns. Since this temperature is low enough to avoid
serious thermal decomposition or structural alteration of wood an effort
was made to form the compound directly in ivood. Southern yellow pine blocks
were impregnated v/ith lO/o ferric chloride, treated with am.:onia and heat
treated in an autoclave for a period of six hours. Tlie wood became dark
brovm, presumably because of the formation of iron resinate. These blocks
are now bein?? studied for marine borer resistance. Currently no method is
available for confirming the presence of the oxide normally obtained by
this method.

p-ferric oxi'-'e monohydrate (,<:^-FeOOH)

//hen ferric chloride solutions are heated to 80-100°C. an orange-yellow
substance precipitates from solutions, '.rhich is considered, generally,
to be an allotropic form of fez'ric oxide monohydrate and designated as
.he/'^-form. This s"me material sometimes forms gradually in ferric chloride
soluti ins when permitted to stand for long periods of time. X-ray dif-
fraction patterns show that this substance has a crystalline structure which
is distinctly differi3nt from the other oxides. Some question still exists
regarding its true structur'', since it alvirays contains a large amount of

chloride that may be leached out extensively i/ithout detectible change in

X-ray diffraction attern. ..hen the .<v_form is dehydrated by heat treat-
ment, it changes to the anhydrous );_-form virithout any knovm intermediate.

An attempt v;as made to treat blocks in such manner as would cause the

formation of this oxide in v,-ood. Blocks vrere impregnated with a 10^^ ferric

chloride solution by means of the vacuum-pressure method and subsequently
heated to 80oC, for several hours while irraaerscd in the same solution. The

ferric chloride did not form a r-jjecipitate in this case at all. This fail-

ure is attributed to the reaction of ferric chloride vrith the resinous

acids in the wood. It was apparent that a considerable sjnount of the resins

had steeled from the 7/ood, in that an appreciable quantity of a p-umiay mater-

ial remained as a residue v;hen the solution was concentrated subsequently.

This occurrence is to be expected, since the temperature used is above the

softenj.ng Doint of the resins. It is suggested, as explanation for the

interfei-ence in the oxide formation, that much of the ferric chloride

reacted ^^ith the resin in a manner such as is sho^m by the following equa-

tion, which is, admittedly, an over-simplif ication: ferric chloride +

resinous acids —-> ferric resinated + hydrpcloric acid. The formation of

ferric resinate .-ould decrease the ferric ion concentration markedly inas-

much as it is fairly insoluble aid the compound remaining in solution would

be largelj'- undissociated, Thourh there is no evidence that the ,0-form

was actually obtained in the :ood, the treatment had some definite effect

on the constitution of the ;ood and for this reason the blocks were placed

in the sea to determine their performance. It is possible that some modi-

fications in t'^is method may be found so as to obtain suitable results.

It is a further possibility that some types of wood other than the southern

yellow pine used in these experiiiients might not contain such prohibitive

amounts of interfering substances.





X-ferric oxide monohydrate ( /iFeOOH) and magnetite {?e-^0^ or Fe?0':<»FeO)

Synthetic >^ferric oxide monohydrate is orange-yellovif in color as a powder,
and is identical, to the mineral lepidocrocite,^- It nay be dehydrated to
an anhydrous >- -form by heating to about 250°C, /t higher temperatures
the anhydrous form reverts to the.'<-oxide, as do other varieties.

Since the >'-monohydrate is regarded as an intermediate substance in the
gradual oxidation of metallic iron to the final product, the o(.-raonohydrate

,

sorae.-.'hat greater effort has been made to find a suitable way to form this
material in wood. This presents difficulties, because of inadequacies in
the basic knoviledge relative to the synthesis of this particular form.

Fairly pure /-monohydrate can be made by oxidizing the precipitate formed
on the addition of pyridine to ferrous chloride, as described by Baudisch
and Albrecht (7), or by the oxidation of magnetite, '.hile these authors
ac!cnowled!7e that the ^'Iform can be made using certain other ferrous com-
pounds (1,10), they stated that, "... it ¥;as impossible to obtain the
X-hydrate from ferrous sulfate , , .," and, generally, describe the
essential condition under which the reaction ma^/ take yjlace as being depen-
dent on the tendency of the reactanta to form complexes. In our work v/e

havo found it nossible to obtain the ,V-form from ferrous sulfate, and have
made some study of the variations in the hydrogen ion concentration dui'lng

reaction periods and their influence on the ki.nd of reaction products
obtained.

In general, vjhen a b-.sic substance is added to a ferrous salt, a while
film-like precipitate forms at first that degenerates to a green and
finally to a black material. -;hen this precipitate is oxidized usually a

mixture of the c(- and >--ferric oxide monohydrates is obtained. Prior to

oxidation, the suspended particles produce a higher pH value than that of

the surroundihg solution, which is primarily the excess of the ferrous
salt used, as shown by the data in Table 1, In using a glass electrode
pH meter, it vra,s found necessary to take very raioid readings in order to

obtain meaningful values because these suspended particles tended to col-

lect rapidly on the surface ox the electrodes causing an ir.struTiental drift

and thus yielding values other than an "average" pH for the trv.e solution

plus the colloidal phase. The electrodes v/ere rinsed betwc-e-.: ga'-h measure-

ment to eliminate any accumulative chan£;e. .fliile this did not rt^.Tove adher-

ing particles, it apparently allowed the film to ox-idi2e, so as not to

affect the calibration of the instr-oment. The reprocucibi] it.y oi the values
obtained vrith this procedure v/as within t'le approximate linits of 0,1 ph.

In the aijove tests it vras observed that after the addition of sodium hydrox-

ide to a ferrous sulfate solution the pH did not imnediately assume a con-

stant value. The initial reading was the highest value attained from which

successive readings rould gradually decrease. Table 2 shows the changes in

pH when 7,5 cc. of IM. sodium hydroxide were added to 100 cc. of 0.5 M,

ferrous sulfate, ith air bubbling through the solution to cause oxidation

Lepidocrocite is a pleochroic mineral exhibiting several colors, depending

on the surface viewed. Naturally-occurring crystals .vhich are probably

larger appear as blood red (7).
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of the precipitate. Also shoxm are the pH values obtained simultaneously
for the same ingredients not aerated and surface oxidation minimized by
a stream of nitrogen in a covered vessel which v;as opened only when pH
readings were taken. The data suggest that the particles in suspension
when first formed are hydroxides of some type, such as ferrous hydroxide,
and give rise to a pH value higher than that of the surrounding true
solution, as mentioned above, and slowly change to the oxide by the spon-
taneous loss of water to form the theoretical anhydride as represented
empirically in the equation:

Fe(0H)2 -? FeO + HgO

After the pH of the unaerated sample dropped from 6.1 to U.7 in the first
hour and i;5 minutes, the readings taken in the next 18 hours remained the
same. This vfould indicate that the above possible reaction is reversible
and that it gradually establishes equilibrium on standing, at pH of U.7
in this particular case. It has been observed that the precipitate is
much more readil.y oxidized when first formed. Thus it is postulated that
the hydroxide is oxidized rather than the corresponding oxide. There are
additional reasons for believins' this to be the case. It is known that
magnetite is moi-e easily oxidized in strongly alkaline solutions (11),
and the slow drop in pH below U,7 (20 to 30 hrs.) of the aerated sample
before reaching an equilibrium value also indicates this,

'..'hen the pH of the aerated sample becam.e lovrer than li.6, the instrument
drift reversed, tending to give lower readings as particles coalesced on
the electrodes. This alue coincides v/ith the equilibrium value reached
by the samrle not e:;posed to oxidizing conditions. Possibly this is

related to selective adsorption involving "ferrous acid" (II Fe02 ^'^ FeOOH)
with very high total surface area in the early stages of precipitation.
However, more experiinnntal v/ork will be necessary before adequate explana-
tion can be made as to the unusual reversal,

./hen ferrous sulfate :jas treated with an excess of ammonium hydroxide
and aerated for a period of 72 hours, magnetite was the predominant pro-
duct, as shown by its strong ferromagnetic property, black color, and X-ray
diffraction pattern, A second sa;iiplG was prepc^red s:i.milariy, but was per-

mitted to stand 2Lt hours, filtered to remove the sclr.ble portions and then
allovred to aerate for a period of 2[i hours vrhir.e suspended in distilled
water. Ihe oxide in this case was found to be mainly the '.'-monohydrate

as shown by X-ray diffraction patterns and ferromagnetic behavior of a

portion dehydrated at a temperature of 250°C. i: third sample was prepared
by adding small portions of amraonium hydroxide to ferrous sulfate and

oxidizing the r:recipit,ate wliile xiiider acid conditions, Tliis sample vfas

found to contain the > -form^ but tests shovred that it was less pure.

From these resu].ts it appeared that the . -form was obtained at a pH of

about 6 to 7 and that a contaminating substance was formed at a lower pH

value. As already described, exact control of pH for this heterogeneous
system is difficult but it apT-eared desirajle to m.ake further tests

regulating the pH, i,€,, the average value, as ^'vell as possible. This

was done by titrating Ot$ll, FeSOj_^ v;ith IM. NaOH at such rate as would
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maintain a given pH range. Camples held near a pH of 7 produced m^arly
pure >'-monohydrate , while those restricted to a pH of h.$ or less produced
mainly thoTC-form (see X-ray diffraction patterns b and c in Figure l).
Further work is contemplated along these lines so as to permit more exact
delineation of the conditions for the formation of these oxides.

Wood blocks have been treated variously by vacuum-pressure and steeping
methods using ferrous sulfate in the first treatment and ammonia, ammonium
hydroxide, or pyridine in the second. It is not possible to determine
what specific forms are actually obtained in these treatments, but it is
reasonable to assume that they will consist of the oxides of a definite
group, nansly, magnetite and;/- and/'-monohydrates. • It is hoped that the
use of different methods will afiect the final product and thereby obtain
differences vfhich may affect their performance. The physical state of
the oxides should be eventually like that of rust from metallic iron,

since these forms are considered to be either intermediate in the oxidation
of iron or the same as the ultimate product.

HEAVY M.TiVL SULFIDES

Compounds of the heavy metals are well established as being toxic to animal
life and are known to produce important physiological effects in trace
amounts. Copper sulfate, for example, is -.ridely used as an economic poison
in the control of a large nimiber of species in the general biological groups,

m^ollusks and arthropods, to which the various species of marine borers be-
loniT-. This compound is an effective molluscacide in very low concentra-

tions, and is currently in large scale use for this piirpose (12), in canals

and similar constricted bodies of water. But this particular compound
would not be suitable for the preservation of marine timbers because it

would be rapidly lost through the serious leaching action of the sea, Ihe

sulfides of copper and other like metals are, however, extremely insoluble

and, therefore, it is conceivable that they may be useful in -this capacity.

The sulfides included in the present test program are those of copper,

lead, mercury, nickel, zinc, cadmium, iron and silver.

The particle size of copper sulfide varies with different methods of pre-

cipitation. Observations as to the nature of the suspensions and micro-

scopic examinations of the po^vders show that the following methods produce

particles of decreasing size in the order listed.

(1) Heat treatment of equal parts of S,'> copper sulfate and 12^

sodium thiosulfate.

(2) 2.5a; copper sulfate, plus hydrogen sulfide,

(3) Equal parts of 2,5;" copper sulfate and 2,S% ammonium sulfide.

When blocks ..'ere impregnated v^ith solutions of method (1) above and heat

treated, the procedure used by Ramage and Burd (13), the wood became a

greenish-gray in color, but judging by the color the actual amount of
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a. Nail scrapings
OC-hydrate

b. "Avg." pH<U.5
oC-hydrate

"Avg." pH 6 - 7
Primarily y^-hydrate

d. >^hydrate
(BaTidisch)

e. /^-hydrate (from
ferric chloride)

Fig. 1 Ferric oxide mon©hydrates X-ray dif-
fraction patterns identifying the rust on

iron nails as the o<-form and showing the

effect of the "average" pH range on the form
obtained in the oxidation of a ferrous pre-
cipitate. Pure *f- and ^ - forms are shovm

also as (d) and (e) respectively.





copper sulfide formed by the reaction di.d not appear to be very great.
Since the influence of the i/ood and its natui-c'il i^esins is not readily
amenable" to control , the sulfides have been precipitated in the wood by
several procedures using both hydrogen sulfide and ammonium sulfide in an
effort to fully test thQir relative, merits.

Solubilities of Metal Sulfides

Thr: solubilities of the sulfides in pure v/ater as calculated by Kolthoff
(llO and Ravitz (l^) are given in Table 3. IVie most important factor
affecting the solubility of a sulfide is the hydrogen ion concentration,
the solubility being proportional to the square- of this value. Since the
pH of sea v;ater is usually greater than 7 this would favor even lower
solubilities than in pure water. The solubilities should be of the same
order of ma^r^'nitude , though they may be actually somewhat greater than in
pure fater because of the solvent action of the salts in sea virater.

Performance Test's

'.•^ihile large numbers of treated blocks are now in the water it is too early
to make any appraisal of their durability vrith the exception of copper
sulfide. The blocks v;ith a surface treatment having a maximum penetra-
tion of about 1/8 of an inch ^vere unattacked in the first year at Port
Hueneme but are being infected no^T near the end of the secod year. Uni-
formly treated blocks are now in the water along with the various other
metal sulfide treatments for better evaluation of the protective value.

sun iiHY AND CONCLUSIONS

Studies have been made of the chemical and physical properties of the

various forms of iron oxide and the metal sulfides relative to their use-

fulness as wood presei'vatives.

It has been possible to impregnate wood with certain forms of iron oxide

that are believed to be intermediates in the normal oxidation of metallic

iron under sea water conditionc. The experimental findings as to the con-

ditions affecting the formation of these oxides have been as follows.*

(1) The y'-ferric oxide raonohydrate can be obtained by oxidation of the

precipitate resulting from the addition of either ammonium or sodium

h^J-droxide to ferrous sulfate when the rate at which the hydroxide is

added is regulated by means of the pH value for the heterogeneous

mixiture.

(2) The precipitation of a ferrous salt by a base produces- particles which

have a higher pH reaction than the solution in which they are suspended.
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(3) Ihe particles formed under conditions of item (2) undergo 9, spontaneous
change during the first tvro hours or so accompanied by a decrease in
average pH value (true solution, plus suspended i:-articles) to an
equilibrium condition intermediate to that of the original solution
and the maximum pH attained on the addition of the hydroxide.

(h) The initially precipitated ferrous material is much more readily
oxidized than the alteration product described in item (3).

iS) The concentration of the hydrogen and/or hydro:!Qrl ions has an.
important influence on the type of oxide formed from a ferrous salt,
magnetite being favored in basic solutions, /-•^ferric oxide mono-
hydrate in solutions near the neutral point, and ; -ferric oxide
monohydrate in more acid solutions.

The natural resins in southern yellow piije have been found to interfere
with the formation of sovre compounds, /;> '-ferric oxide was apparently
not formed at all and the conversion of the hydrous gel to the anhydrous

C -ferric oxide was doubtful. Similarly, it is believed that copper
sulfide may not be very efficiently formed in the wood through interaction
of copper sulfate and sodium thiosulfate when heat treated.
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Table 1, Effect of precipitate formed by the addition of Q*S cc. M,
NaOH to 200 cc, 0.5 M. FeSO, on pH aftei- aging 20 hours at room tempera-
ture.

pH

Solution

Filtered
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Table 3. Solubilities of the heavy metal sulfides.

Solubility
moles/liter

Sulfide





(Contribution from the lyarine Laboratory, University of Miami)

RESPIRATION OF TEREDO LiVRVAE

by Charles E. Lane

Previous communications from this laboratory (Lr.ne, Posner & Greenfield,

1952, Lasker and Lane 19^3, and Isham and fierney 19!?3) have shown that

the free-swimming, infective larval stage of Teredo in locail waters does

not significantly exceed seventy-tiro hours in extent. During this time

the animals have not been observed to feed. The pre-attachment activities

of the animal must be presumed to be powered chiefly by glycogen. This

is deposited in the ovum in granular form during oogenesis . Additional
glycogen may be contributed to the larva during the time that it is actually

embedded in the maternal gill (Lane, Posner & Greenfield loc _cit). At the

termination of this transient free-swimming stage the larvae attach them-

selves permanently to a vfooden substratum within which they spend the rest

of their adult life span. A cellulase enzyme system exists in both larval

and adult Teredo (Greenfield and Lane, 195^3). This enzyme complex may con-

tribute significantly to the process of penetration of the wood.

The act of penetration of wood confers upon the larva a degree of immunity

to environmental hazards except those in solution — either in the wood

itself or in the water which constitutes the respiratory stream. Thus it

is that preventive measures, to be effective, must be directed against

the larva during the vulnerable first seventy-two hours of its life.

A sensitive index of physiological condition, or of the effectiveness of

sub-lethal concentrations of toxic substances, is provided by the rate of

oxygen consumption of living systems. Thus it beccme of interest to de-

limit some of the parameters of normal respiration in the free-living, pre-

attachment stages of our local Teredo before beginning any study of the

effectiveness of toxic materials, it is the purpose of this communication

briefly to describe \he methods and some of the results of this study of

normal animals.

The apparatus employed is a capillary microrespirometer, Fig. 1. It con-

sists of a pear-shaped chamber blown in one end of 0.^ mm. pyrex capillary

tubing. The volume of the chamber varied in different respirometers over

the range of six to 12^ microliters (l/iL » 1 mm^). Tlie volume should_be

kept as small as possible to increase the stability of the system (Tobias

19k3). lit the other end of the capillary tubing is an inside syringe-taper

ground joint. This seats in the outer matching ground joint of the thermo-

barometer or compensation chamber. This latter portion of the apparatus

should be as large as is consistent with ease of manipulation, vfe have

generally sought to have its volume 1000 times that of the respirometer

chamber. This insures maximum sensitivity of the system. The upper end

of the compensation chamber is closed by a stopcock. The entire assembly

is immersed in a constant temperature water bath maintained at 25.0OC,
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Fig, 1, Sketch of capillary microrespirometer components. Inset shows

the respirometer changer with the droplet of mediiun and a contained larva,
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In use the chamber is first charged ?ifith a single animal confined in 20
microliters of medium. This isolation and determination of volume of the
medium can be effected most easily by making use of specially drawn micro-
pipettes, actuated by a mouthpiece similar to that of a hemocytometer
pipette. The loading pipette is calibrated to deliver 20 microliters.
This droplet is delivered onto one ivall of the respirometer chamber. The
chamber v/all is previously rendered hydrophobic by the application of a
silicone coating, such as "Dessicote" or "Nalcote." Under these conditions
the droplet of medium and its contained larva wiD.l retain its integrity
over long periods of time. It has, for example, frequently been possible
to make observations on a single larva during periods as long as tv/enty-

four hours.

After the respirometer has been charged v;ith the animal and its medium,
a droplet containing ten microliters of alkali, either 10/j WaOH or 10,^

Ba(GH)2, is placed on the contralateral virall, A droplet of highly purified
kerosene is placed in the capillary portion of tlie respirometerj the open
end of the respirometer is sealed with a non-oxidizing vfax. For best
adhesion and complete sealing it is preferable to employ a wax of low melt-
ing point. ..'ith the upper stopcock of the compensation chamber open the
two portions of the apparatus are unj.ted, seated and the joint is sealed
with the same wax iifhich was used to close the lower end of the respirometer.
The asoembly is then placed in the y/ater bath and permitted to come to

temperature equ.ilibrium. Empty respirometers generally reach a steady state

within thirty minutes.

Our first concern was to determine the extent of the respiratory changes
which occur during normal development and maturation of free-swimming

larvae. Average results, secured from a study of ll5 larval Teredo are

shovm in Fig, 2, It vdll be observed that there is a real, and statisti-

cally significant, increase in oxygen consimption during the first twenty-

four hours of development. Thereafter for the remainder of the normally

infective, seventy-two hour period the rate of oxygen consumption drops

abruptly and steadily. It may be recalled that Isham and Tierney (loc . cit .

)

denied larval T. pedicellata access to wood and found that after seventy-

two hours involutional changes Mere initiated v/hich terminated in death of

all such forms by the end of three hundred hours. Our respiratory data

supplement and confirm these observations. Mter seventy-two hours the

curve of ojcygen uptake shows a steady decline. It should also be recalled

that larval Teredo have not been observed to ingest solid food; thej are

provided with a finite glycogen store from the maternal organism. Decrease

in voluntary activity, in oxygen uptake and in glycogen content are all

related phenomena.

A small series of ten 2U-hour larvae was studied in which the sea water

medium was made 0.001 M with glucose. These results are summarized in

Fig. 3. It will be observed that the addition of glucose to the medium

resulted in a li3/o increase in the rate of oxygen uptake. This must signify

that dissolved nutrient materials may be extracted from tl-e medium, even

though the ingestion of solid food has. not been observed.
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Fig, 2, Oxygen consumption vs. age in larvae of Teredo , Each plotted
point is the average of all observations.
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Using the data for the normal respiratory metabolism of Teredo larvae as^a

standard of comparison a beginning has been made in a study of the toxicity

of whole, crude creosote. Known amounts of creosote were homogenized viith

sea water in a hand horaogenizer. Aliquots of the initial homogenate were

then further diluted and homogenized i;dth sea water. It was found that

a concentration of 0.5 x 10-5' gm/mi produced approximately fifty percent

reduction in oxygen consumption. 0,5 x 10-° gn/ml killed all the larvae

tested within three hours.

In summary then, a method has been presented which permits the determina-

tion of oxygen consumption by a sing?ue Teredo larva. Results have been

presented which detail the oxygen consumption of larvae at different stages

of their free-living existence. Evidence has been presented which suggests

that Teredo larvae may absorb dissolved nutrient materials from their

medium, finally creosote has been shewn to effect a fifty percent decrease

in oxj'-gen uptake by twenty-four hour larvae vfhen it is employed in a con-

centration of 0.5 X 10-9 gm/ral of medium.

Further details and clarifying observations will appear in appropriate

technical journals,
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(Contribution from WilliaTi ?» Glapp Laboratories, Inc.)

'""T^n? USE OF CTTL(".R]'y..TION AND HEAT
- IN THE COl-TROL OF FAraCNE BORERS.

by Albert P. "Richards

A venr definite problem has existed for some time in regard to the ac-
tivities of marine orfranisms, both the so-called foulin" organisms and
marine borers, in more or less confined areas contaim nc;' sea vrater.
These environments take such forms as sea water intake tunnels of metal
or concrete, storage tanks, the interior of drydock pontoons, etc. The
attachment of quantities of orr^anisms to the walls of sea vrater conduits
in -^any locations results in considerable economic loss due to the re-

duction of flow of water, especially where the water capacitv is needed'

for efficient- plant operation. In the case of one power-freneratin^

station on the North Atlantic seaboard, havj.ng a concrete condenser cool-

±nz water intake tunnel approximately 7 feet square and 2^0 feet long,

33i tons of mussels, liytilus edulis , were removed, havin? accumiilated

from June to November" of one year. Naturally the volume of these or-

p^anisms reduced the effective cross section of the tunnel to a point

where the flovf of coolin^ vrater was not sufficient to meet the require-

ments. It is also interestinp; to note that the conditions in the tunnel

\Tere such that abnormal {^roiTth rates of Fytilus edulis were recorded.
Studies made at the time of annual cleanrn?Ts~at this site indicated a

rate of Piro^fth of at least 1000 tons per acre per ypsr, while the best
yeild from crop farms for this organism under favorable conditions are

of the order of 10 tons per acre per year. Similar conditions having
been encountered at many locations, it is losrical that a considerable
amount of research has been carrj ed out in an effort to develop methods
of control. Two such methods which show considerable promise in this
field involve (l) the chlorination of the sea water, and (2) the use of
elevated temperature. A number of commercial installations using one or

the other of these mef^ods are now in operation. Due to the fact that
in numerous instances analogous situations exist in which marine borers
are encountered, it was only natural f^at during the course of the above
mentioned v/ork the reactions of the boring organisms to heat and chlorine
were also studied.

It must be remembered that the actual values mentioned in the following
discussions must be regarded, not as absolute quantities, but rather in
a general way since the species covered specific location of the test,

etc., all exert a considerable influence on the results obtained. Actu-

ally, ar^r close limits must be determined under the expected conditions
of service. The vrork is still in progress and much remains to be learned.

A large proportion of the laboratory studies was carried out at the In-

ternational Nicket Company marine exposure laboratory at ''Tri'^htsville

Beach, North Carolina through the courtesj^ and cooperation of Vr, LaOue

and Mr. H. T. Paterson of that company, and Iir. R. 3. Ifertin of the

Vfellace ""c Tiernan Products Inc. who supplied much apparatus and valuable
Yielp.
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Two experimental asse-nblies vrere constructerl, the first for hot water
studies consists of three water lines sunplyin^^r continuouslj'- flomng
sea water to individual vreir boxes. One of the lines furnishes normal
sea water as a control and provision is made to raise the temperature
of the water in the other two lines to a selected point on any time
schedule desired. The samples under investigation are placed in the
weir boxes durinc;; the test runs.

The second assembly consists of ei^ht lines supplyiniq; identical weir
boxes with water which may individually be chlorinated to selected re-
sidual concentrations of chlorine by ei.crht automatic feeders on prede-
termined schedules. Provision has also been made to introduce tempera-
ture changes as well as chlorination.

During the summer of 19^0 the effect of rather broad residuals of chlo-
rine on the teredine borers was studied. Future reference to chlorine
concentrations in these remarks will refer to residuals.

The follomng concentrations were established in the eight weir boxes,

the test pieces being 2"x[t"xU" wooden blocks:

1. Conti'ol

2. Continuous chlorination at 0.2^ ppm

3. Continuous chlorination at 0,^0 ppm

h. Intermittent chlorination at 1.^ ppm, 2 hours on, h hours off.

5. Intermittent chlorination at 3.0 ppm, 2 hours on, h hours off.

6. Intermittent chlorination at 1.5 ppm, 2 hours on, 2 hours off.

7. Intermittent chlorination at 3.0 ppm, 2 hours on, ,2 hours off.

8. Intermittent chlorination at 0.5 ppm, 2 weeks on, 2 weeks off.

This series commenced on July 3lGt and was terminated on September 29th

with the results of the final inspection of the blocks as follows:

#1 - Control, 200± Teredinidae

/'2 - Continuous .25 ppm - no borers.

//3 - Continuous .$0 ppm - no borers.

i^h - Intermittent 1.5 ppm, 2 hrs. on, h hrs. off - 50± Teredinidae.

/^5 - Intermittent 3.0 ppm, 2 hrs. on, h hrs. off - no borers.

f^6 - Intermittent 1.5 ppm, 2 hrs. on, 2 hrs. off - no borers.
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//7 - Internittent 3.0 ppm, 2 hrs. on, 2 hrs. off - no borers.

#8 - Intermittent .5 ppm, 2 weeks on, 2 vreeks off - 20i: Teredinidae.

In order to deter-nine the effect of the chlorination on adult teredinidae
two untreated wooden panels wi-ich had been submerged in the ocean for one
month Yirere selected, each panel shov/ing from ten to tvrelve pairs of si-
phons extended and active. Both panels vrere exposed to continuous chlo-
rination of 0,5 ppm. The siphons xuere immediately withdrawn and the en-
trance holes closed hy the pallets. After expoFure periods of fifteen
and thirty minutes, respectively, to these conditions the panels were
placed in flovdn^, unchlorinated sea water. In both cases the pallets
were withdravm and the siphons extended. At the end of twenty-four hours
the organisms were still alive and active, remaining so for a number of
succeedin)7 days..

Four additiona"! panels which contained an avers r^e of ten active teredi-
nidae were then exposed to intermittent chlorination of 3.0 ppm, 2 hours
on and 2 hours off. After periods of exposure varying from 2 hours to

5-3/U hours, all of the panels vrere removed to fresh sea vrater. Ae;ain

all the mature organisms had sui'vived and continued to carry on nolTnal act-
tivities, even survivi-nrf shipment of the panels to the laboratory at Dux-
bury, ITassachusetts, ^vhere they vrere placed in water 20°F, colder than
that to viThich they were accustomed. After one week in the Duxbury water
they \7eve still active,

It is obvious that comparatively shoH exposures to the concentrations
of chloilne mentioned had no im:nediate effect on the organisms and also

did not disturb them to th.e extent that a delayed kill resulted.

During the summer of 19^1 another series of tests vrere designed involv-
ing combinations of chlorination and elevated temperatures according to

the following schedule:

#1 - Control - untreated sea \Tater.

#2 - 0.2^ ppm of chlorine, continuously.

#3 - No chlorine. Temperature of floTfing water raised to

110°F, 30 mins. per week.

#li - 0.25 ppm of chlorine continuously, plus raising tempera-

ture of ivater to llO^F. for 30 mins. per week.

#5 - 1.00 ppm of chlorine, 1 hour in 6.

^'6 - 1.00 ppm of chlorine, 1 hour in 6, plus raising temperature

of vfater to IIQOF. for 30 mins. per vreek.

#7 - 1.00 ppm of chlorine, 1 hour in 12.





/^8 - 1,00 pptn of chlorine, 1 hour in 12, plus raisin.p; tempera-
ture of vrater to 110°F. for 30 mins. per week.

In this case nevr wooden test blocks 2"jcli"xli" vrere placed in the weir
boxes as well as panels 6"x6"xl" which had been submerged in the ocean
for some time until they contained active adult teredinidae. Operation
of the apparatus began on July 27, 19^1 and continued until December 7,
19^1. The results of the examination of the exposed specimens were as
follows

!

#1 - Control - new block - Moderate Limnoria activity in springy/ood

to a depth of l/S" vath all organisms
active. Block well filled with Bankia

gouldi .

6x6 panel - Panel completely destroyed by Bankia and
disintergrating. Numerous live Limnoria

.

#2 - 0.2$ ppm chlorine continuously - Nev/ block - No attack.

6x6 panel - Panel in approximately same physical con-
dition as when placed on test. Bankia

all dead. Limnoria tunnels emptj'-,

i^3 - No chlori ne. Temperature raised to IIQOF. 30 mins. per week.

new block - 13 Limnoria tunnels, 1 live Limnoria .

No Bankia present.

6x6 panel - Panel in approximately same physical

condition as #ien placed on test.

Bankia all dead. All Limnoria tunnels

empty.

#U - 0. 2$ ppm chlorine continuously, plus temperature raised to~
110°F. 30 minutes per week.

nevif block - U empty Limnoria tunnels. No Bankia

.

6x6 panel - Panel in approximately same phjrsical

condition as vrhen placed on test,

Bankia all dead. All Limnoria tunnels

empty

.

#5 - 1.0 ppm chlorine , 1 hour in 6.

nevj- block - 70i Bankia, several of which were

dead. 3 emptj'" Limnoria tunnels.

6x6 panel - Destruction of wood proceeder' to some

extent beyond the original condition,
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not, however, as far as in case of
Control, All Bankia dead and Lim-
noria tunnels empty.

7y6 - 1.0 ppm chlori ne, 1 hour in 6, plus temperature raised to
HOOF, 30 minutes per week.

new block - 3 empty Limnoria tunnels. No Bankia.

6x6 panel - Panel in approximately same physical
condition as when placed in test.
Bemkia all dead and Limnoria tunnels
empty

.

#7 - 1.00 ppm chlorine . 1 hour in 12.

new block - VJell filled ivith Bankia about half of
which were alive. 7^1 empty Lim-
noria tunnels.

6x6 panel - Ppnel destroyed to nearly the same ex-
tent as the Control.

#8 - 1.00 ppm chlorine . 1 hour in 12, plus temperature raised to
110°F, 30 minutes per week.

new block - No borers

.

6x6 panel - Panel in approximately same physical

condition as when placed in test.

Three additional 6"x6" panels previously exposed to marine borer ac-
tivity were placed in the hot water apparatus from July 27th to Decem-
ber 7th according to the following schedules:

1. Normal sea vrater. Panel well disinter<^rated.

2. Temperature of water Destruction of vrood less than Control,

raised to lOO^F., 30 but more than in original condition,

minutes per week.

3. Temperature of v/ater Panel in approximately same condition
raised to 120°F,, 30 as when placed on test.

minutes per week.
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The preceding data T/ould certainly indicate that certain residuals
of chlorine and ranges of temperature applied over comparatively-
short periods of time have a very definite effect on the activities
of marine borers. Under the conditions of the tests it would seem
thats

1. Lower residuals of chlorine, applied continuously, are much more
effective for control than much larger amounts applied inter-
mittently, although the latter shorf some degree of graduated ef-
fectiveness.

2. I'Jhen exposed for short periods up to 5 hours, mature Banki-'^ gouldi
are able to survive the acti on of as much as 3*00 ppm of chloilne
with no apparent ill effects, but when exposed for longer periods
the organisms are killed.

3. Small residuals, when applied continuously, tend to prevent the
original infestation by the organiS;-s.

.

U. The elevation of water temperature to IIQOF. for as little as 30
minutes per week consistently prevented the infestation of test
blocks hy Bankia gouldi, and halted the activity of mature or-
ganisms. Raising the temperature to lOQOF. for the same length

of time, while apparently having some effectiveness when compared
wi.th normal temperatures, vras not as satisfactory as temperatures
of HOOF, and 120OF.

5. Liranoria lignorum seems to be somewhat less affected bj'' the

elevated Temperatures than is Bankia gouldi .
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(Conti-'ibution from the Easio Sciences Research Department, U. S. Naval
Civil Engineering Research and Evaluation Laboratory, Port Hueneme, Calif.)

TOXIC •]XTRAGTIVES OF GREENHEART

by Peter J, Hearst, Richard Vif, Drisko, Thorndyke Roe, Jr., and
Herbert McKennis, Jr,

The commercial vjood, greenheart, variously identified as Demerra Green-
heart, Nectandra Rodioei, or Ocotea Rodioei, has long been recommended as

a timber of choice for the construction of vj-aterfront structures where
marine borer activity is high.^ The natural resistance of greenheart v;ood,

now emplo3''ed in many piers under the cognizance of the B^ireau of Yards and
Docks, has been occasionally attributed to the hardness of the material.
This remains a possibility.

Van Iterson^, in considering the resistance of certain vraods, states that
greenheart, with a silica content of less than half of one per cent, does
not contain sufficient silica to endow it with any great resistance. Man-
barklak on the contraiy, v/hich contains one and one half per cent silica
is presumed to owe its resistance to silicious inclusions. Van Iterson
believed' the resistance of greenheart to be due to the presence of very

poisonous alkaloids.

Bald'.Yin^ states that greenheart owes its power of resistance to its texture,

to the presence of the alkaloid knov.Ti as bebeerine, and to the resinous
tyloses. Liany others have attri.buted the resistance of greenheart to the

presence of the alcohol- soluble alkaloid, bebeerine.

The oft-asserted protective action of bebeerine appat^ently finds its only

support in the early work of Barger and Hari-ington'^. These investigators

impregnated blocks of Baltic fir irith an alcoholic extract of greenheart

saivdust and fomid that these blocks resisted Teredo attack for tvio seasons.

From the alcoholic extract Barger and Haxrington-^ obtained ono-tenth of

one per cent, presumaUy based on the freight of the sawdust, of a non-

crystalline material reportedly corresponding to bebeerine. No evidence,

however, is presented to verify the identity of their material with

bebeerine

.

It thus appeared well worth. -wMle to investigate greenheart more thoroughly

from a chemical point of view and to determine ivhat kind of toxic substances

might be present in the wood. It was desired particularly to iso].ate and

study the alkaloids v/hich it contains, and to test these alkaloids to find

out which ones, if any, wer; toxic to marine borers. If bebeerine, or some

other alkaloid, is the active principle in greenheart, variation in the

alkaloid content of different samples of the v;ood might possibly be the

reason for the long life of greenheart pilings in some instances and the

relatively short life in others.
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Of course, there still remains -fete possibility that the protective princi-
ple is not an alkaloid at all, but some other alcohol-soluble material.
This material might possibly turn out to be simple enough to be manufactured
readily. If the protective principle is more corarjlicated, it would be
vrorth while 'to synthesize and test similar compounds, some of which might
become economically feasible materials for virood irapregnation.

Alkaloids are sometimes defined as nitrogen-containing basic compounds
which occur in plants and more rarely in animals. They usually have
physiological activity. Figure 1 shows two alkaloids. One of them is
bebeerine ±\\ v;hich we are particularly interested. The other is a very
abundant alkaloid with a confusingly similar name, berberine. Both
ha-pen to be members of the isoquinoline group, I'^ebeerine is also a
member of the bis-benzyl isoquinoline sub-group. It is a 36 carbon
molecule viith trio basic nitrogen atoms and two free phenolic groups. It
can therefore be considered as a phenolic amine, a type of compotind which
will be further discussed by Lir, ffoe in the paper which follo^Ts,

A surgeon in the British Royal Na-^/y, a Dr. Rodie, in l83li. found that
greenheart bark contained an alkaloid vihich was useful against undulant
fever. In 18I|0, Maclagan^ began an investigation of the bark of the

greenheart or bebeeru tree and obtained from it an ether-soluble alkaloid
and an insoluble alkaloidal residue. The former he named bebeerine and

the latter sipeerine after the native and the Dutch names for the green-
heart tree. In 1869, aaclagan and Gamgee? published preliminary results

of an investigation of the bases in greenheart v»'ood. They isolated a

chloroform-soluble alkaloid, nectandria, and a chloroform-insoluble base,

and shov/ed the presence of still another base. E>:cept for possible dupli-

cation, greenheart thus contained at least five alkaloids. The authors

apparently published no further results.

Jn 1838, =/iggers" isolated the alkaloid pelosine from Cissajnpelos pareira

and also from the raw medicine obtained fron Radi:x pareirae bravae. The

name pareira brava is derived from the Portuguese for wild grapevine and

the root of this plant was first imported into Germany from South America
in 1688. In 1869, Fllickiger^ showed that pelosine and bebeerine v^ere

identicals The latter name took precedence, but subsequent work on

bebeerine v/as carried out with material derived from pareira brava and

not vjxth that obtained from greenheart. In fact, no further chemical

studies of the vjood or bark of the greenheart tree appear to have been
published, except for the above mentioned brief work of Bai'ger and Harrington.

Recently there has been much interest in curare alkaloids v;hich are obtained

from the same species of plants as pareira orava. Curare active compounds

induce flaccidity of striated muscle and have become increasingly usefiol

in abdominal surgery and other applications vrhere muscle relaxation is

important. The chemical frequently used for tliis purpose is the quarternary

alkaloid, tubocurarine chloride. It was originally obtained from tubo

curare, one of three types of curare used as arrow poisons by the South

American Indians, It occurs together with a closely related tertiary
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alkaloid, curine. The latter was shown by Spath^^ to be identical with
bebeerine. Spathll later suggested the correct formula, for v/hich Kingl2
gave experimentiil evidence in 1939. This involved a two- stage Hofmann
degradation of dimethyl bebeerine to the methyl bebeerilene, subsequent
oxidation to the two acidic fractions shovm, and finally the synthesis
of both of these molecules for comparison.

The most direct way of attacking our problem would be to purchase some
bebeerine and to test its activity against marine borers. Unfortunately,
the matter was not quite so simple, as there were no suppliers.

The best source for bebeerine still appeared to be pareira brava. However,
the bebeerine content of this material varies from about 3o;> of the crude
alkaloids to little or no bebeerinelO, and the bebeerine obtained can be
the levorotatory, the dextrorotatory, or the racemic form. 13

Some pareira brava was obtained and the alkaloids were extracted esentially
according to the procedure employed by Kingl'^, which is shovm in Figure 5.

According to previous vrorkers, ^ -^^ ^ the ether-soluble alkaloids are

dissolved in methyl alcohol, and, on standing, crystals of bebeerine
separate. Hov^ever, the pareira brava which we extracted contained little
or no bebeerine, The crude alkaloids were separated into a large number
of fractions, none of which, according to their pi^operties, contained
bebeerine.

Similar results were obtained v/ith a second shipment of pareira brava from

a different supplier,

/Jfter much letter writing a firm in Scotland was located v/hich had available

a one pound quantity of commercial "Bebeerine Hydrochloride." From this

black material we obtained the free bases vfhich virere conspicuously similar

to those which we isolated from pareira brava. In fact, it tuxned out

that the "Bebeerine Hydrochloride" did consist of the hydrochlorides of

the total alkaloids from the root of pai'eira brava.

The crude bases from the "Bebeerine Hydrochloride" were extracted successively

with benzene, methylene chloride, and methyl alcohol. The total solids from

the benzene extract were dissolved in methyl alcohol, j/hen the solution

was cooled, a v/hite precipitate (12?^ based on the crude alkaloids) melting

at 28^° was obtained. The material remaining in solution was separated by
the process of "fractional crystallization" into eight amorphous fractions,

which according to their properties consisted of four or more compounds.

The methyl alcohol extract was similarly separated into six fractions con-

sisting again of four or more compounds.

The material melting at 285° v^as recrystallized from methyl alcohol and^

chromatographed on alumina to give crystalline isochondrodendrine, melting

at 302°, The material had the exijected physical and chemical propertie|

and its identity was confirmed by the preparation of the dimethiodide«15
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The isochondrodendrine content of the cornmercial "Bebeerine Hydrochloride"
was aDproxiraately twenty per cent of the total, but no bebeerine could be
isolated.

Isochondrodendrine is a structural isomer of bebeerine. It has the same
number of atoms and the same functional groups and differs only in the
position of one of the ether linkages. Due to this similarity, it is being
further investigated for activity against marine borers,

We next turned our attention to greenheart itself. Generous samples of
bark and sarrdust were received from the ./illems Timber and Trading Company
and the Greenheart and t/allaba Timber Company. To both of these comfanies
we are greatlj/- indebted. The nitrogen contents of dried greenheart samples
show small differences which are not significant for -Oumas determinations.

Samples of greenheart bark from both companies were percolated in an appara-
tus which had a capacity of nine pounds of ground bark. The extractions
were carried out as in the case of the pareira brava. The ether-soluble
alkaloids from the t^w samples were cream colored powders having specific
rotations {^'K'2-q, c=l,00,in methyl alcohol) of +125° and +129*^ respectively,
Bebeerine is reported to have a specific rotation of +300°

«

Work on the separation of the crude alkaloids into pure components so far
has been of a prelirainai^y nature. The alkaloids ar3 quite unstable and
discolor slovfly on exposure to light. A sample in methyl alcohol solution
which was kept in a refrigerator changed its specixic rotation from +125°

to +78° in six months.

A sample having a specific rotation of +121° was subjected to chromato-

graphic analysis. The results are sho.vn in Figure 9. The solvents used
xirere progressively moi'^e concentrated solutions of methyl alcohol in

methylene chloride. There m.ay be at least as many substances as solvent
pairs employed, J>en in this chromatography some change apparently took
place since the specific rotations of the fractions are considerably less
than expected.

The chemical and physical properties of the fractions isolated in our

pre! iminary study do not correspond vfith those reported for the alkaloid

bebeerine. Until further evidence is obtained any mechanism which attempts

to explain the resistance of greenheart to marine borers on the basis of

the toxic action of bebeerine must be regarded as soDiewhat doubtful. The

possibility remains that sone other alkaloid or some other substance is

responsible.

An alcoholic extract of greenheart sawdust was prepared essentially

according to the method of Barger and Harrington. ^ This extract contains

a large percentage of non-basic material and only a very smaD.l amount of

alkaloids. Pine blocks, impregnated with the total extract have been

submitted to the Marine Laboratory, University of iaami, for investigation

of marine borer resistance. Similar test pieces impregnated virith the crude
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ether-soluble alkaloids from greenheart bark and vvith isochondrodendrine
also have been submitted, .ie v/ish to thanl'. Dr. F. G. .'alton Smith and
his colleagues at the Marine Laboratory for their kind collaboration.

'.e also vfish to acknovdedge the many excellent microanalyses carried
out by !Ir. Robert J. Brotherton of our laboratory.
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(Contribution from the Basic Sciences Research Department, U. S. Naval
Civil Engineering Research and Evaluation Laboratory)

STUDIES ON SYNIHSTIC PPffiNOLS .AND ARYLAIiINF,S FOR fclARINS BORER INHIBITION

By Thomdyke Roe, Jr., Robert L. Alurabaugh, and Herbert McKennis, Jr.

One approach to the problem of deterioration of wooden structures by
marine borers lies in economical synthetic pesticides which can effectively
preserve woods over a long peri-^d of time. Sjrnthetic organic chemicals
have received wide usage in the preservation of tiibers whore utilization
is restricted to non-marine conditions, w'any of these compounds belong
to the general class of .aromatic alcohols called phenols. In Figure I,

four coiiiraon nitrophenols vfhich have enjoyed some popularity as preserva-
tives are shown. Introduction of the nitro group enhances fungicidal
activity, but probably contributes to the corrosive action of the phenols
on fastenings (l).

Chlorinated phenols (Fig. I), especially the familiar pentachlorophenol,
have found wide applicatioh, Pentachlorophenol, i/irhile effective in many
environments, is not reconrraended for conditions where wood T;ill be immersed
in salt water (2).

It is interesting that Clapp and Richards reported that creosote ivhich

was low in phenols (cresylic acids) had lost some of its effectiveness
as a marine borer deterrent (3). Phenols as a group are noted for the

T/ide biological spectra of their toxic activity. The series of phenols
currently under study in this laboratory are all derived from benzylamine
and are illustrated in Fig, IV,

Presence of the amino group may serve to inhibit corrosive action. This

point, however, has not been investigated. The series is of further

interest since many of the intermediates in the chosen synthetic routes
have been shown to possess or are related to compounds with marked local
anesthetic activity.

Local anesthesia, according to the theory of Thimann, results from inter-

ference with the production or utilization of acetylcholine (U), The

experimental work of Bullock establishes a close relationship between

inhibition of choline sterase and production of local anesthesia, (5).

Many economic poisons may, in part at least, ovje their effectiveness to

interference with acetylcholine metabolism vdiich is attributable to their

inhibition of cholinesterase (6),

Figure V shows the preparation of three para-substituted benzyl morpholines.

The para nitro and the para anino compounds are both known to possess local

anesthetic activity (7).
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A methanol solution of commercially available p-nitrobenzyl chloride is
refluxed yjxth an excess of norpholine to yield N-p-nitrobenzyl morpholine,
Leffler and Volv^iler produced this compound from the same tvj-o reactants
in benzene solution (7). The nitrocompound is reduced vrith hydrogen in
the presence of Adams' catalyst at tliree atmospheres yielding N-p-anino-
benzyl morpholine. This method vfas found to be better than the iron-
alcohol reduction en ployed by Leffler and Volvdler (7)» Our yields were
9Q% as opposed to a 76/0 yield obtained by the chemical method of the
former vforkers. The amino compound is converted to the intermediate
diazonium salt by reaction Td.th sodium nitrite and sulfuric acid. Decom-
position of this salt with a boiling 70;J sulfui'ic acid solution gives a
3^% yield of N~p-hydroxybenzyl morpholine.

The preparation of N-p-hydroxybenzylaminoethanol is illustrated in Fig,
Jl, p-Hydroxybenzaldehyde is added to an ethanol solution of ethanolamine.
The Schiff base, II, separates out almost immediately in 77/^ yield. The
latter is readily reduced virith hydrogen in the presence of Adams' catalyst
at three atmospheres to give a 9$% yield of N-p-hydroxybenzylaminoethanol,
isolated as an oil. For aialysis, the compound is converted to the
5~nitrobarbituric acid derivative salt.

For comparison purposes v/ith the benzyl morpholine compounds previously
described, the nitro and amino analogues of N^p-hydroxs'^benzylaninoethanol
were prepared a? shovm in Fir-;. VII. A methanol solution of p-nitrobenzyl
chloride is refltixed with excess ethanolamine to give N-p-nitrobenzyl-
aminoethanol in $8% yield. Barbiere reported the synthesis of this com-
pound by mixing the t'.ro reactants directly, but the reaction is very
exothermic and considerable decomposition may occur (8), Reduction
of the nitro compovxnd with hydrogen in tlie presence of Adams' catalyst at

three atmospheres yields N-p-aminobenzylaminoethanol in 83/^ of the theo-
retical amount.

The preparation of the diethanol compounds is shovm in Fig, VIII. Barbiere
synthesized 2, 2 '-(p-nitrobenzylmino) diethanol by mixing p-nitrobenzyl
chloride and diethanolamine (8). However, the reaction, like that for the

making of the monoethanol compound by this method, is very exothermic and

considerable decomposition may occur. Again, our method consists of re-

fluxing a methanol solution of p-nitrobenzyl chloride with an excess of

diethanolamine to give 2,2 '-(p-nitrobenzylimino) diethanol in 62;^ yield.

Reduction of the nitro compound with hydrogen in the presence of Adams'

catalyst at three atmospheres gives a quantitative yield of 2,2 '-(p-amino-

benzylimino) diethanol, isolated as an oil. For analysis, the compound is

converted to the 5-nitrobarbituric acid salt derivative. Conversion of

the amino compound to the corresponding phenol has not yet been accomplished,

in view of the knoijvn susceptibility of tertiary amines to nitrous acid under

some conditions, the method used in going from 2,2 '-(p-aminobenzylimino)

diethanol to the phenol may have to be modified.
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At the present time, some of the compounds which we have described are
under investigation at Port Hueneme; Dr. .'alton Smith of the i'arine Lab-
oratory, Uni-'ersity of i'iami, has generously offered to study the action
on blocks treated with some of these materials in the accelerated testing
procedure which has been developed in his laboratory. 'e are especially
grateful to Dr. Smith and his colleagues for this work and to Mr. Robert
J. Brotherton of the Basic Sciences Research Department, Ui S. Naval Civil
Engineering Research and Lvaluation Laboratory for the microanalyses on
the new compounds which vrere synthesized,
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(Contribution from the Marine Laboratorj'", University of Miami)

VARIATION OF GLYCOGEN Al^JD NITROGEN CONTENT
OF SHIPWORMS '/IT^ GROWTH AND SEASON-'

by Leonard J, Greenfield

Monthly analyses of the glycogen and nitrogen content of shipvirorms were
accomplished between July 195l and May 19^2. The above components were
selected as indices of stored protein and carbohydrate in the organising.
The average glycogen content of the shipworms over 2^ rag, dry weight was
found to be slightly above 30/o. From to 2^ mg, dry weight, a steady
increase in the percent concentration of this component was apparent.
Increasing nitrogen content vras observed in the smallest of the speci-
mens until a maximum value of 2,17-j occurred in the 10-lli.9 mg, weight
group. Sexual maturity of Teredo pedicellata was achieved in this
weight group under the conditions observed.

No seasonal change in the nitrogen and glycogen content was noted, and
there was no apparent difference in the concentration of these components
betv/een gravid and non-gravid individuals of the same size range.

A greater concentration of glycogen in the prenatal larvae than in the

free-swimming larvae viras recorded, and it was evident that a continued

free-living existence vrould deplete the supply of this material to a

minimum. This is based on the fact that liberated larvae do not feed

and are dependent on the glycogen reserves passively obtained from the

parent shipTJ-orm. Once attachment has taken place and feeding commences,

the reserve supply of carbohydrate needed for the resumption of metabolic
activity is replenished.

The importance of v/ood used as a source of food in the diet of the organ-

ism vras also studied. In addition to wood polysaccharide utilization,

indications are that vrood contains sufficient nitrogen to account for

that found in Teredo pedicellata . Utilization of plankton as a source

of nitrogen viras also apparent. This v\ras demonstrated by growing the

shipworm in cellulose panels containing no nitrogen.

-!}-Abstract of article from Dull, Mar. Sci. of the Gulf and Caribbean,

Vol 2, No. 3, pp, [i86-U96, March, 1953,
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(Contribution from the Marine Laboratory, University of Miami)

THE ORIGIN AND DISTRIBUTION OF NITROGEN IN TEREDCf'-

by Reuben Lasker

Abstract

The amino acid content of acid-hydrolyzed Teredo bartschi Clapp of all
ages has been compared chromatographically with hydrolysates of pine
wood and of nannoplankton. 'food appears to be deficient in the aromatic
amino acids phenylalanine and tyrosine, in the heterocyclic amino acid
proline, and in valine, all of which are found in Teredo . Hydrolysates
of nannoplankton contain all of these missing amino acids except phenylala-
nine. It is suggested that both virood and suspended nannoplankton are
used as dietary sources of nitrogen by Teredo

.

K-This paper has been presented to the Editors of the Biological Bulletin

for publication.
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(Contribution from the Research Department, Battelle Memorial Institute)

RESEARCH ON HYDROCARBON OILS

by Ray E. Heiks

ABSTRACT^

In order to investigate thoroughly hydrocarbon oils as wood preservatives,
a wide variety of samples of creosote oils and petroleum oils were col-
lected. The creosote oils included distillates from coke oven, vertical
retort, and horizontal retort tars. The petroleum samples included fuel
oils, recycled gas oils, and other oils described as "highly aromatic,"

The initial experimental work involved studies of the infrared spectra
of all of the oils in efforts to determine whether the creosote oils dif-
fered fundamentally from the petroleum oils. The results of these studies
revealed that the creosote oils contained a greater predominance of aro-
matic carbon-hydrogen bonds than the petroleiam oils. The rcxtio of the
optical density of alj.phatic and/or naphthenic carbon-hydrogen bonds to
aromatic carbon-hydrogen bonds varied from 11 to '}>(:i for the petroleum
oils and between 0,5 to 6,0 for the creosote oils. Comparison of the

infrared spectra of all creosote oils indicates that they are quite simi-

lar and significantly different from the petroleum oils. Many absorp-

tion bands found in creosote oil are missing in the petroleum oils, \irhereas,

all of the bands found in petroleum are also found in creosote oil.

In an effort to studj?- the oils more precisely, two samples of creosote

Yirere subjected to fractionation under vacuum, in a column 39 inches long
by 3/U inches in diameter, packed with 1/8 by 1/8- inch stainless steel

gauze. The column had an efficiency of 50 plates at atmospheric pressure,

A l500-ml, charge was cut into 1 percent volume fractions. The reflux
fraction was 20 to 1, A total of 8? cuts were taken from the coke oven

creosote and 70 cuts were taken from a vertical retort creosote. Fractional

distillation under vacuum was considered to be a good means of separating

creosote into fractions containing a small number of individual components.

It was found that very poor separations vfere obtained, probably because of

the large number of azotropes that are formed in the mixture. An illus-

tration of the poor separation obtained is shown by the fact that phenol

was found in fractions boiling over a U3-degree temperature range and

naphthalene in fractions boiling over a 53-degree temperature range, A

mixture of phenol and naphthalene was found in Fractions 2 through 6,

boiling between 183 and 211°C. It was concluded that distillation alone

did not appear to be adequate in separating creosote into its components.

In comparing a vertical retort creosote -.dth a coke oven creosote, infra-

red spectra^'showed that phenolic OH compounds appeared in all fractions

boiling up to 380°C., and there vfas even a trace in the last fraction

boiling at 39$°C,, whereas in the case of the coke oven creosote, no

significant amount of phenolic OH compounds were found in any fractions
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boiling above 203oC, Fyrene and phenanthrene were positively identified
in both samples. 'Ihis '.-'ork is continuiHg,. •

In an effort to further detemine v/hether fundamental differences exist
between petroleum oils and creosote oils, dielectric- constant measurements
on three samples of petroleum gave values ran^;ing from 2.I4I4 to 2,69,
whereas creosote oils gave values of i4.5'6 to 7.9^. ^^urther, velocity of

sound measurements on tv/o petroleum oils vrere in the range of II476 and

1507 meters per second, whereas two creosote oils gave values of 1530
and 1^90 meters per second.

Solvent e:ctraction studies using/-^, /,:•' '-o^qy-dipropionitrile indicate that

this solvent is very unique in its ability to separate aromatic compounds

with a small amount of allcyl substitution from those containing a larger

amount. It is also very sensitive to the presence of naphthenic groups in

an aromatic compound. It is potentj.ally valuable as a means of detecting

the presence of petroleum products in creosote oils.

"'A portion of this work is reported in the Proceedings of the American

Wood-Pre servers' Association, volume h8, pages 53 to 83, 1952. Addi-

tional portions will appear in the Proceedings of the American Tifbod-

Preservers' Association, volume h9, 1953.





(Contribution from the Naval Research Laboratory)

INVESTIGATION OF THE PHENOLIC FACTION OF CREOSOTE* '

b:/ T. .R. Sweeney and C. R. Walter, Jr.

Abstract

A study of the tar-acid fraction of A,/.?,/. Grade 1 creosote has been
made by selective extraction of the latter iffith aqueous and Claisen

alkali. This study indicated the presence of three groups of hydroxylic

compounds: one extractable i^iith aqueous alkali, one extractable only
with Claisen alkali, and one unextractable with either aqueous or Claisen

alkali, Spectrophotometric measurements indicated the presence of un-

hindered alkylated phenols in the aqueous alkali-soluble fraction and of

unhindered phenols of higher molecular weight in the fraction extractable

only with Claisen alkali. The presence of phenylphenols was indicated in

both fractions. A material balance of the fractions showed that the quantity

of phenols extractable T\rith Claisen alkali vras about twice that extractable

with aqueous alkali. Of the total oxygen of the original creosote, some-

what more than half was extractable with Claisen alkali. A comparison of

the oxygen content of the fractions as determined by difference with the

oxygen content calculated from active hydrogen determjjiations indicated

that the oxygen could largely be accounted for as hydroxyl.

4^This paper appeared in full in NRL Report No. 39^0, 10 pp. & figs.

February 6, 193'2.
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(Contribution from the Yale School of i'orestry)

TROPICAL AivERIC/N iOODS VOR TimABlJ-: WAT;rtFRONT STRUC

by Frederick F. .-'angaard

TURES^

Unless ';:iven a preservative treatment, only a limited number of domestic
TiToods are adapted to uses that involve conditions favorable to the develop-
ment of wood-rotting fungi or to marine borer activity. Through effective
methods of preservative treatment, the life of domestic vroods under these
conditions can be effectively increased. A number of tropical woods, how-
ever, have been employed without treatment for such purposes over prolonged
periods and the question is raised as to the possibilities for making wider
use of these and other naturally resistant species.

Under the sponsorship of the Office of Naval Research and the Bureau of

Ships of the De^-'artraent of the Kav/, the Yale School of Forestry has been
engaged since 19h7 in a study of the properties and i.b es of woods from the

American tropics. The scope of the over-all study includes determination

of mechanical properties, densit;'-, shrinkage, decay resistance, rate of

moisture absorption., resistance to vreathering, and the characteristics
of the wood in relation to seasoning, paint holding, machining, gluing,

and steam bending. Through arrangement with the 1?J'illiam F, Clapp Labora-

tories at Duxbury, llassachusetts, certain of these woods are being subjected

to exposure in infested waters to determine their resistance to marine borer

attack. Other tests are conducted on. selected woods at the Nevir York Naval

Shipyai'd to determine resistance to lire and abrasion and at the Institute

of Paper Chemistry, Appleton, Vifisconsin, to determine the chemical composi-

tion of certain of th'esewoods. : .

The successful use of wood for durable water front structures involves,

first of all, the selection of species combining the requisite mechanical

properties to sustain applied loads with resistarxe to deterioration.

Decay is the principal agency of deterioration above the water line, whereas

sub-surface structural members are subjected to attack by marine borers in

infested waters. - Other forms of deterioration to vAich certain parts of

water front structures are exposed include weathering and mechanical wear.

In addition to the qualities of strength and resistance to deterioration

a v:ood showing low slirinkage would generally be preferred to another

characterized by high shrinkage values, not only from the standpoint of

dimensional stability of the structure, but also from the lesser warp

that would ordinarily accompany lower shrinkage.

U-Ihe data presented in this paper were gathered as a part of a general^

study of the properties of tropical woods being conducted in cooperation

with the Office of Naval Research and Bureau of Ships, U. S. Navy Depart-

ment, under Contract N6ori-Uh, Task Order XV, Project No. NR-330-001.
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The woods shovm in Table 1 have been selected from a large number of
species for which mechanical testing in both the green and air-dry condi-
tions has been completed. In addition to the more important mechanical
properties, the table shows weight per cubic foot, radial and tangential
shrinkage, resistance to checking and splitting upon weathering, decay
resistance, and marine borer resistance. Relatively few of the species
listed, however, have been subjected to marine borer testing.

Species Suitable for Durable Above-iater Construction

The most suitable «f these woods from the standpoint of durable above-water
construction are grouped in three classes— Greenheart—^^^/hite Oak—Southern
Pine—Douglas Fir—on the basis of approximate strength properties and are

discussed individually in this section. Most of these woods are considered
in greater detail in other reports on this project (3, 5^ and 8). Timbers

of the Mevj World (6) has been drawn on freely 3Sf a source of information
relative to the distribution and character of the timber.

Very strong woods (Greenheart class)

l.Almondro ( Coumarouna oleifera ), Gumaru (Coumarouna odorata ). These

closely related species are combined here for discussion. Almendro is

coiranon to very plentiful in the lovfland forests on the Atlantic side of

Central America from Micaragua to Panama, The tree is commonly large,

sometimes reaching a diameter of 6 feet and a height of 180 feet. The

bole of mature trees is virtually cylindrical and clear for 50-70 feet

above the heavj'- buttresses to the first massive limbs. Because of their

large size and the hardness of the wood, Almendro trees are frequently

left standing in areas temporarily cleared for agriculture,

Cumaru, the usual name for Tonka Bean in Brazil, is common in many-forest

areas in Venezuela, the Guianas, and the Amazon region of Brazil. The

trees are frequently l| - 2-| feet in diameter and 80-120 feet in height.

The cylindrical bole is generally clear to heights of 60-80 feet.

The wood. of these species is similar to that of Greenheart in density and

strength. Shrinkage is low relative to its density and resistance to_

checking and splitting is high. Timbers of this genus have a reputation

for outstanding durability v.ith respect to decay, Cumaru has proved to

be one of the best crosstie ^.Joods in Brazil not only because of its dura-

bility but also because of its freedom from splitting. Both woods are used

for heavy construction especially vrtiere durability is a factor. Because

of their somewhat oily nature and the ability of the wood to acquire a

smooth, polished surface under conditions of heavy wear, Almendro and

Cumarif have been tested as Lignum Vitae substitutes.

2. Bulletwood ( Manilkara bidentata). This species is common in northern

South America, Panama, and parts of the West Indies. Other species of

Manilkara and closely related genera also occur throughout this range

and extend through Central America. These related species are sometimes

confused with Maiilkara bidentata . The Bulletwood tree is typically large,
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vrell-formed, and tall. It conimonly attains diameters of 3-U feet and
heights of lOO-l^O feet. Buttresses are usually small or lacking.

The wood is generally comparable to .Greenheart in density and in mechani-
cal properties. Shrinkage values slightly exceed those of .;hite Oak and
the vifood is rather prone to checl^ upon vreathering. I'eai'twood of Bullet-
wood has long been recognized for its high re.sistance to decay and insect
attack. The National Park Service in Puerto' Fico has reported that timbers
of Ausubo (iianilkara bidentata), still soand after more than liOO years
of service in buildings, have been re-used wion the reconstruction of
historical sites. The wood lacks resistance to marine borers.

Bulletwood has a number of desirable characteristics that have resulted
in a wide variety of local uses including flooring, foundations, bridge
meibers, posts, poles, and railway ties. Its great strength, high wear
resistance, and durability recommend it for heavy and durable construction,

3. Guayacan (Tabebuia guayacan, T. heterotr.icha). r'ore than tyrenty specias
of Tabebuia have dark greenish-bro"m heartviood of high density, strength,
and durability. These species range from southern liexico through Central
America and South America as far south as y'rgentina. Tabebuia guayacan
and T. heterotricha are here referred to specifically, Tlie former occurs
in Genti'a.l ^im^rica, southern i.iexico, and Colombia; the latter from
Nicaragua to Venezuela. Guayacan trees are usually tall and straight, com-
monly 2-3 feet in diameter and 90-100 feet in height. The bole is cylindri-

cal and free of branches for lj.0-^0 feet. Heavy buttresses are usually
limited to the basal 3 feet.

Except for the lower stiffness of Guayacan, this wood compares closely
with Greenheart in its mechanical properties. Density is slightly less

than that of Greenlieart. In shrinkage, Guayacan is similar to -hite Oak,

The Tfood is rated only fair in its resistance to the development of checks

ipon weathering. Guayacan heartvfood is extremely durable with respect

to decay and resistant to insect attack. It has been reported sound after

300 years' exposure ii^ Panama.

Because of its durability and strength, Guayacan finds local use in house

construction, railway crossties, heav^'- construction timbers, mine timbers,

and marine construction.

h. Muira-juba (Apuleia molaris). This species is one of the larger trees

of the Amazon valley forest of Brazil, sometimes exceeding l60 feet in

height with a large bole. A related species, Apuleia leiocarpa , having a

similar wood, is well knovm in Brazil and Argentina. liuira-juba attains

its best development and is riost com'i->only found on rich, moist but vrell-

drained, clay soils.

The TQod is considerably lighter than Greenheart aiid correspondingly weaker

although its strength properties exceed those of most vfell-l'nown domestic

woods. Air-diy bending and crushing strengths and stiffness of Muira-juba,

for exaraple, are about 1|0 ]Der cent higher than corresponding values for





'ATiite Oak. Shrinkage is low and resistance to vfeathering is excellent.
Durability tests indicate high resistance to attack by wood-rotting fungi.

The properties of Ivluira-juba recormuend its use in heavy durable construction,
flooring, and general construction, particularly v^rhere exposure to weather-
ing is involved.

5. Acapu (Vouacapoua americana) . The range of this species includes parts
of Surinam and' French Guiana^ Sut it attains its best development in the
state of i'a.vk, Br-azil. Tne tree is tall but the unbuttressed bole only
occasionally attains diameters .greater than 2 feet. The species reputedly
produces the best timber of French Guiana but is of infrequent occurrence
there. In Brazil much of the readily accessible timber has been cut although
considerable supplies are still available.

The vrood is appreciably lovrer in density than Greenheart but, on the basis
of available green strength values, only slightly lower than Greenheart
in bending strength and stiffness and generally comparable in compressive
strengths. Shrinkage is loi'r in proportion to the density of the wood,
Heartwood is highly resistant to decay and insect attack, and has demon-
strated a high degree of resistance to marine borer attack at Harbor Island,
Noi'th Carolina, although conflicting resulta have been reported from tests
in Hawaiian waters (U).

The dark colored timber of Acapu is highly esteemed in Brazil for all kinds
of heavy darable construction, flooring, and marine structures.

Strong woods (hite Oak class)

1, Mylady (Aspidqsperma cruentum ) , This species is found from southern

Mexico through""Central Tmerxca to Colombia. 'The ; ylady tree is moderate

in size. In British Honduras few trees are larger than l|- feet in dia-

meter, although attaining heights in excess of 100 feet. In other parts

of Central Am.erica diameters of 2--3 feet are recorded. The clear bole

commonly extends for more t^'an two-thirds the total height of the tree.

The vrood is much stiffer than .ihite Oak and is substantially stronger in

most respects. Its shrinkage compares closely with that of Oak. Resistance

to checking is fair. The wood is rated extremely dm^able with respect to

decay and adapts the timber for use in heavy durable construction, rail-

way crossties, sills, and framing.

2. Mora Amarilla ( Chlorophora tin^toria). The tree and wood of iiora

Amarilla are well known throughout tropical America. The species is widely

distributed from southern iUexico to southern Brazil, Paraguay, and Argentina,

Under good growing conditions and particularly in the southern part of its

range, Llora Amarilla grows straight and tall, frequently to 2 feet in dia-

meter and 60-80 feet in height yjIIYi a clear bole of 20-3^ feet. In some

areas the trees attain diameters of hO inches and heights of 90-120 feet.

Although not abundant, the species is a constant factor in the forests of

southern Brazil, Parar^uav, and iiisiones, Argentina, ^---—77~-^^
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The wood is superior to Y/hite Oak in all mechanical properties. It is

characterized hj moderate shrinkage and excellent weathering qualities.
Heartwood of Mora Amarilla has long been recognized for its high degree of

resistance to decay and insect attack. It is not resistant to marine borers,
hov/ever.

Mora Amarilla is prized locally in the tropics for heav^/ durable construction.
It is frequently used for oiles, poles, foundation and bridge ti.ibers,

culverts, crossties.

3. Brazilian Louro (Aniba Duckei , A. cf. riparia, Ocotea sp,). In the

Amazon region of Brazil there are a number of species knovm as Louro. The

above-named species represent three of these. They are similar in appear-

ance and almost identical in physical and mechanical properties. These

three species are therefore grouped for the purpose of discussion. The

Brazilian Louros, based on descriptions of the trees from which test mater-

ial was obtained, attain diameters of about 2 feet and heights of 100 feet

or more with a clear bole extending about two-third of total height. Little

information is available concerning their abundance although, together with

closely related species of the Laur'aceae, they constitute a significant

part of the forest.

The wood of the Brazilian Louros is comparable to Wnxte Oak in density,

but is considerably stronger and stiffer than Oak. Only in com.pression

across the grain, are they approximately equal to White Oak, Shrinkage

is less than that of Oak, and resistance to checking and splitting upon

exposure to weathering is very high. The timbers of the group are extremely

resistant to decay.

Although their use has for the most part been limited to general construc-

tion, the excellent properties of the Brazilian Louros recomiended them

for many purposes vrhere Teak has previously been found satisfactory as well

as for durable construct.on, flooring, and millvTork.

U. Goncalo Alves (Astronium graveolens ) . This species is a conmon tree

in the upland forests from "Mexico and Central /jnerica through Ecuador,

Colombia, Venezuela, and Brazil. Goncalo alves attains diameters of 2-3

feet or more and a maximum height of 120 feet. Except for narrow buttress

flanges extending upward from the ground for several feet, the tree com-

monly has a clear symmetrical bole for two-thirds of its height.

The wood of Goncalo Alves is very heavy, averaging 63 pounds per cubic

foot when air dry. Strength is not high in proportion to its vreight btt

is nevertheless greater than that of /hite Oak particularly in compression

both along and across the grain. Shrinkage is appreciably less than that

of Oak, weathering qualities excellent, and the heartwood is highly resis-

tant to decay.

The wood is used in the tropics for flooring and general construction and

its properties indicate suitability for durable construction.
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Moderately strong; woods (-southern Pine—Douglas Fir class)

1, Yellow Sanders (Buchenavia capitata), fhis species attains its best
development in the V/est Indies anJ on the northern edge of Gouth America.
Closely related species are found in the Amazon valley. Yellow Sanders
reaches a diameter of 3 feet and a height of 80 feet. Log form is good
above a basal buttress.

The wood is slightly heavier than Lonpleaf Pine but most strength proper-
ties of Xello?: Sanders are intermediate to those of Longleaf Pine and
Douglas Fir. Shrinkage is exceedingly low, nearly comparable to that of

Teak, and the wood shoYxs good resistance to checking upon weathering.
Decay resistance is very high. Tests in Hawaiian v^raters indicate that the

YTOod lacks resistance to marine borers (U).

Although present local use of Yellow Sanders is limited mainly to furni-

ture, the wood has much to recommend its use in boat construction, flooring,

and durable construction.

2, Angelino Aceituno (Nectandra concinna). This species is a medium-sized

timber-yielding tree native to Costa Rica, Colombia, and Venezuela. Little

specific information is known concerning its abundance or availability.

The wood is comparable to Longleaf Pine in density anr^ strength. Shrinkage

is lovf and weathering characteristics good. Heartv/ood is rated as very

durable in resistance to decay organisms. Its moisture absorption is low,

comparable to Teak. These properties together with its local use in

tropical construction recomiiend Angelino Aceituno for durable construction

as well as for many uses in boat and ship construction.

3, Andiroba ( Carapa guianensis). This species is found over a YJide range

from British Honduras and the 'Test Indies south through Brazil and Peru.

In view of this wide geographical distribution, it is suggested that the

data reported here should be limited to timber from the Amazon region,

the source of the test material. Trees ar ; straight and of good form,

commonly 2-3 feet in diameter and 80-100 feet in height. Buttresses are

low, leaving a clear bole length of ,^0 feet or more. Andiroba reaches its

best development and is most abundant in the Amazon flood plains, on

alluvial flats, and scattered along water courses. During a 6-month period,

12 per cent of the cut at a large savmiill on the Rio Tapajos is reported

to have been Andiroba.

Andiroba is comparable to Longleaf Pine in density and most strength prop-

erties. It compares viith Douglas Fir in compressive strength across the

grain. Shrinkage is slightly less than that of Longleaf Pine. Care is

required in seasoning Andiroba lumber to prevent checking and splitting,

and slow drying under cover is i-ecommended for best results in air season-

ing. After" it has been seasoned, however, the wood weathers well with

only minor checking. Heartwood is very durable vfith respect to decay.
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Andiroba has been used for both interior and exterior construction in the
tropics and its properties recommend it for heavy durable construction.

li. Raj ate Bien ( Vitex Cooperi ), flor Azul (Vitex Kuylenii) , These closely-

related species are much alike in the characterj.stics of their wood and
are combined here for discussion. Their geographical range includes Mexico,
Guatemala, Honduras, and British Honduras. Flor Azul is generally small
to medium sized but Raj ate Bien occasionally attains large size.

In weight per cubic foot these timbers compare v;ith Longleaf Pine whereas
their mechanical properties more nearly approach those of Douglas Fir.
'ii'hen air dry, stiffness is about three-fourths that of Douglas Fir, shrink-
age is considerably below that of Longleaf Pine or Douglas Fir, and resis-
tance to weathering is excellent, Tlie wood is very durable in resisting

attack by decay organisms.

In Guatemala both species are used for general and durable construction,

Rajate Bien being considered the better of the tv/o and the more widely

used. The timber should be suitable for flooring, planking, and uses

involving exposure to weathering.

Species Resistant to Kar

i

ne Borer Attack

Tests to determine the marine borer resistance of a number of Tropical

American woods vere begun by the .J. F. Clapp Laboratories in 19 h8 at Kure

Beach, North Caroline. A second series of specimens, together virith a number
of domestic woods, was exposed at the same site in June 19^9 and supple-

mented by additional tropical woods in August 19U9. In April 19^0, the

test panels veve transferred to Harbor Island, North Carolina, where the

tests are continuing. The most recent inspection for which results are

shown in Table 2 was made in July 19!?1, Since that time specimens of a

considerable number of species have been submitted for testing as shown

in Table 2 although, of course, no data concerning their resistance are

yet available.

Resistance ratings for 2^ tropical woods and a few domestic woods, summarized

from reports of the Clapp Laboratories (1, 2), are shoxirn rn Table 2. At

each inspection period following 10-12 months, l6 months, and 21; months of ex-

posure, each sioecies was rated on the basis of the degree of resistance to

attack by marine borers shovm by sn-ll ( 2 x 3 x 18 inch) specimens of heart-

-.Tood. As shOTn in a footnote to Table 2, ratings ranged from "A" indxcatxng

no marine borer activity to "E" representing very heavy marine borer activity.

aVhen deterioration of a specimen had progressed to a point of severe danage,

it was removed from test and cut up for detailed examination.

lath the exception of Redwood and Bald Cypress, all domestic woods under

exposure were completely destroyed within the first 9-month period and

these species, together with the tropical wood Balsa, were consequently-

removed from test at that time. The least resistant of the other tropical

woods had failed after 12 months' exposure, a considerably larger number

by 16 months, and all but five of them had been subjected to fairly heavy

attack at 2I4. months,
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Inasmuch as a majority of these tropical v/ocds showed no effect, or only-
slight evidence of marine borer activity, at 12 months, it apT^ears that
this period is too short to permit of a reasonable evaluation of their
resistance. At 21; months, on the other hand, species that had deteriorated
at quite different rates v;ere no longer distinguishable from one another.

Consequently, it is suggested that the results of the l6-raonth inspection
are most suitable for the purpose of rating the resist nee of individual
species in these tests. It is not proposed to attempt to estimate service
life of piling or trnbers of structural sizes from these results on small
specimens. However, it should be pointed out that Angelique (see Table 2)
has an established reputation for long life in marine structures in French
Guiana, France, and the Panama Canal. Little pholad and no si'-nificant
Teredo damage had occurred after 1$ years of service in marine borer infested
waters at Balboa, Canal Zone.

Interpretation of results shovra in Table 2 for Escivreilera sp. is assisted
by the knowledge that ivianbarklak ( Eschweilera longipe s) and the closely
related species, E. subglandulo sa and E. corrugata, are xvidely recognized
for their high resistance to marine borers. Manbarklak piles have been
reported perfectly sound after 17 years in brackish waters in the Saramacca
Canal, Surinam. This species also established the best record of a con-
siderable number of species after l5 years of service in an experimental
installation at Balboa, Canal Zone. An agency of the Netherlands govern-
ment has reported piles of lianbarklak to be still sound after 7$ years'
service in the harbor at Nieuvrediep, Holland.

Edmondson, on the basis of similar specimens, has stated, "a Virood that

stands up VTell in Honolulu Harbor, which is a severe testing ground, for

one or more years rates honorable mention." (U). Several of the species
included in this category in his report are also shown here in a favorable

lif^ht either directly or by analogy with closely related species. Among

these are Ocotea rubra , Sschyjeilera Sagotiana , Eschweilera blanchetiana ,

Eschweilera tenax, and Lecythis usitata.

Best performance among the 2$ tropical woods under test at Harbor Island,

Korth Carolina, based upon the results of l6 months' exposure, is shown

by the following:

Acapu ( Vouacapoua americana )

ivlorrao (. Eschvreilera blanchetiana )

Sapucaia (.Lecythis i^isitata )

Angelique (Dicorynia paraensis )

Determa ( Ocotea rubral
Coco de i'iono ( Escfeveilera tenax )

Cumaru Preto ( Taralea sp.)

Black Kakeralli (Eschweilera Sagotiana)

Natural marine borer resistance of vrood has been ascribed commonly to its

silica content. The woods of this study have been analyzed for total ash

and silica content in three separate series of tests conducted at the
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Institute of Paper ^Chemistrv (9), the Connecticut Agricultural Experiment
Station, and Yale School of Forestry (7). liesults of these incomplete
tests are summarized in Table 2, uo specific correlation betvveen silica
content and marine borer resistance has been attempted inasmuch as samples
for chemical analysis ytere not necessarily obtained from the same logs nor
even from the same country of origin as v/ere the exposure specimens. In
a number of instances, chemical analyses we:^e conducted upon composite
samples of savfdust representing a mixture obtained from several different
sources.

Total ash content v/hich generally am.ounts to less than 0.5 per cent of ,

oven-dry weight for domestic v/oods is seen to range as high as 2 per cent
in some of these woods. In those woods for which spectrographic data on

silicon in the ash are available, this element is seen to vary from v;eak

to very strong, in the latter instances amounting to one-half to two-thirds
of the total ash v:hen expressed as silica (SiOp) as shown in the chemical
analysis. It should be borne in mind that the spectrographic technique used
here permits only of an estimation of the proporbi.onate amount ox silica

in the total ash content. A strong indication of silicon in the ash of a

species such as Greenheart, which is extremely low in ash, ?rould therefore

not be as significant as a strong line in a wood like Teak virhich is high
in total mineral content.

In the chemical analyses, silica is expressed as a percentage of oven-dry
weight, ranging from 0<,000 to l,5l per cent among these species. Unfortu-

nately these studies are not yet complete and only limited data are presently

available. However, yhen allowance is made for variability ;7ithin a species

from one source' to. another, 'the evidence appears to confirm the reputed

influence of silica content unon marine borer resistance. Of several species

that consistently sho-n a silica content of 0.20 per cent or more in these

analyses including Angelique, Teak, and Black Kaiceralli, only Teak was found

not to have a favorable de -ree of resistance to borers. .'ise (9) cites

the work of Bromley and Rudge to indicate the wide variation in mineral

content of Teak. On the basis of analyses of ten samples of this species,

variation in total ash was found to range from 0.6ii to Ii.3 per cent Virith

a silica range of 0.03 to 3.0 per cent.

Looking at the negative side of this relationship, however, a nimiber of

the resistant species such as Acapd, Determa, and the vell-knovm Greenheart

are extremely low in silica and therefore must owe their resistance to

other factors. Variability may be involved her;, too, A specific example

is that of Acapu (Vouacapoua americana ) which was found by Edmondson to

be lacking in marine borer resistance~in Hawaii (1|), In the case of Green-

heart, 'ise has suv-ested that resistance to Teredo may be due to the

appreciable amounts of alkaloidal material present in the wood (9).

It would appear to be reasonable to anticipate favorable marine borer resis-

tance for woods characterized by high silica content, even though resistance

is not exclusively dependent u-on silica content. High density of a wood

is not an appreciable deterrent to marine borer activity as evidenced by
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the rapid deterioration of Bullet^vood in these tests and of Ljcaria csnolla
ill tests conducted by Edraondson in Hawaii,

A niffliber of woods listed in Table 2 for which exposure data are not yet
available would appear on the basis of their silica content to be highly
resistant to attack, /anong such woods ax'e Licunia buxifolia, Parinari
excelsa, Licania macrophylla, Eschweilera odora, FaFinari Kodolphi , i-'arinari

campestris, and Bs chweilor"a~subgTa"ndulo sa .

The folloYtting paragraphs briefly describe the species that have shovm best
performance to date in these marine borer exposure tests. These species

are arranged in approximate order of indicated resistance. Vi/hile shov;ing

good resistance to marine borers, several of these species are not out-

standing in their resistance to decay, suggesting the possibility that longer

service life may be obtainable from, them if they were given a preservative

treatment to improve their performance in this respect,

1. Acapu (Vouacapoua americana) . See description under Species Suitable

for Above-Vifater Construction,

2. ilorrao (Eschweilera blanchetiana ) . This is one of about 80 species of

medium-sized to very large trees of the genus Eschvireilera occurring from

eastern Braail through the Amazon basin to Trinidad and Costa Rica. Little

specific information is available concerning the abundance or distribution

of Morrao, but the material used in these tests originated near Belem, Brazil.

The wood appears to share the general characteristics of the ilanbarklak group

of Eschweilera . These timbers "are extremely hard and strong with air-dry

weights of 69-78 pounds per cubic foot. Ilie vraod is difficult to work and

highly durable with respect to decay and, as noted previously in this paper,

with an outstanding reputation for marine borer resistance. Record and Hess

(6) report that the only dama-e to Manbarklak after years of service in

brackish waters infested by Neoteredo was a slight superficial injury in-

flicted by the marine stone borer, xiartesia cuneiformis .

3. Sapucaia (Lecythis usitata ) , The genus Lecythis includes a large number

of imperfectly Imown species which are widely distributed from southeastern

Brazil through northern ^outh America to Costa Rica. The name Sapucaia is

applied to most of the Brazilian species of Lecythis . These trees are com-

mon in both the Amazon lowlands and the coastal mountains. The trees are

large, often reaching 5-6 feet in diameter with buttressed boles extending

free of branches for 50-60 feet.

The wood of Sapucaia is typically veiy hard, strong, and heavy, weighing

from 53-69 pounds per cubic foot when air dry. The tmbers of this group

vary from fair to excellent in decay resistance. They are used m heavy

construction, in bridges, and as railway crossties in Brazil,

h. Angelique (Dicorynia paraensis ). This tree is abundant ±ci Surinam,

French Guiana, and the Brazilian Jimazon. It is reported to be one of ^the

most commn of the larger trees along the Rio Negro. The tree of Angelique

is large, attaining diameters of 5 feet or more and heights up to 150 feet.
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The YJ-ood compares favorably ./ith Teak in its mechanical properties and is
comparable to Teak in density. It is moderate in shrinkage and fair in its
weathering characteristics as shown in Table 1. The wood is durable with
respect to decay althoiigh not e::ceptionally so. Its reputation for high
marine borer resistance has been referred to previously. These properties
particularly recommend the use of Angelique for marine piling and submerged
construction in marine borer infested waters, although it also appears to
be suitable as a Teak replacem,ent for many purposes including boat and ship
decking,

Sm Determa (Ocotea rubra). This species, v/hich is related to Greenheart

( Ocotea Rodiaei ) but is not similar to it, occurs throughout the lo-yTlands

of the Gi^ianas and the louver Amazon region. The tree is large and straight-

boled reaching diameters of 2~h feet, heights of 100 feet or more, and is

free of branches for uO-TO feet.

The wood j.s li:;hter and weaker than ^ihite Oak as shown in Table 1. Shrinkage
is moderatei and TJeataering characteristics excellent. The wood is durable
with respect to decay, although not outstanding in this respect, and is used
in the tropics for both interior and exterior construction. Its comparative

softness is not favorable for uses involving abrasion or heavy Yirear. In

addition to its favorable resistance to marine borers shown in these tests,

Determa did not deteriorate appreciably ^Then subjected to marine borer
attack in Honolulu Harbor for 13 raonths (h). 'Ihe wood contains no signi-

ficant quantity of silica but does include considerable quantities of a

characteristic v;ax (?),

6. Coco de Mono ('"-schweilera tenax) . Coco de Ilono is the name commonly

applied in Vene'^.ueTiTt^'specries of""the genus EschTfei] era. The wood used in

these tests or:.ginated in the state of Poi-tugueba, Ve".ezuela. The general

properties of the -anbarklak group of the genus gs oh?'ellera, as given in

the description of Moi'rab, are believed to apply" to this species as well.

7. Cumaru Preto ( Taralea sp.,). No specific information is available con-

cerning the particular species in these tests. It is presumably one of

several species of the genus Taralea which includes medium-sized to rather

large trees in the Amazon basin and possibly in eastern Peru, Venezuela,

and tho C-:;:.arias. Tlie wood is extremely hard and strong. Its air-dry weight

is about 75 pounds per cubic foot. Decay resistance is presumed to be ex-

cellent:^ and xlie timber is su.:.table for heavy durable construction but not

utilized at present to any extent--,

8. Black Kakeralli (Eschweilsra %gctiana). This species is closely related

to the i'''a.r.bL\rl.:lak previlrasi/ referred" to,'" Although at least l5 species of

Eschws::"l,--ra, all knowM as Kakeralli, gi-ow in British Guiana, at least three-

Youf^'Tr''-:hB total volume in most areas consists of Black Kakeralli. It

is foui.d throDghcut most of the cliraax rain forests of British Guiana but

is most abandant in tne western districts. These trees frequently attain

diameters of 2 feet or more and heights of 100 feet. Buttresses are small

or absents Tiinbers squared to 12 inches and hO feet long, and round piling

up to 60 feet long, are obtainable.
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The Tfood is verj heavy, vreighinp; 63 pounds per cubic foot vihen air dry. Its
strength properties approach those of Greenheart as shown in Table 1. The
wood is highly decay resistant but prone to split and check upon weather-
ing. In addition to the marine boi'er res j,stance shown in these tests.
Black Kakeralli was only lightly attacked during 2k months of exposure to
marine borers in Hawaii (U). Its strength, resistance to decay, and re-
sistance to marine organisms ada.pt this r.'ood to heavy durable construction
both above water and submerged, -^hen used as piling it may be desirable
to cap the butt end to avoid splitting,
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